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CATARRH, 
DYSPEPSIA, 
AVI 
SUNSTROKE CURED! 
We will give $500.00 to the 
Manufacturer of any Sarsapa- 
rilla THAT CAN SHOW SUCH A CURE. 
Which one will try? We wait 
AN ANSWER. 
Pleasant St., 
Hallowell, Me., July 28, ’91. 
Dana Sarsaparilla Co., 
Gentlemen:—I have had the CA* 
TARRH for over ten years as badly as 
rai y mm any man could have it. All B oK, these years I was troubled with 
BVSPEPSJ A, so much so I had to be 
very earefftl what I eat. 
In addition to the above, five years ago 
I had a SEVERE SUNSTROKE. 
I read about DANA’S SARSAPARIL- 
LA,andde |/iun 
bottles of DANA’S SARSAPARILLA 
I was COMPLETELY CURED of 
both the CATARRH ami DYSPEP- 
SIA, and all the lasting effects of my 
SUNSTROKE VANISHED. 
I am 74 years f y fl’f old, and 
now am a well B 8 man 
again. I heartily recommend DANA’S 
SARSAPARILLA to any person suffer- 
ing as I have been. Respectfully, 
WM. O. TAPLEY. 
Hallo well, Me., July 28, ’91. 
I can heartily vouch for the absolute 
truth of the above tes- CURES 
U. NOEL STEVES, Merchant. 
Dana Sarsaparilla Co., Belfast, Maine. 
GAN AUGHT 
Be more beautiful, more pleasing, 
more appropriate, more greatly de- 
sired by WIFE or DAUGHTER than a 
really good 
PIANO P 
IAMHT CAM. 
THSJKSTOM’S 
FI AMO HOUSE 
SnppUes these in perfection. 
ALSO OROAAS 
Come and see or send for Cata- 
logue. 
TUNING TO ORDER. 
S. THURSTON. 
3 Free St. Block, 12 Free St.,Portland, 
<iec24 Open evenings until Jan. 1st. dtf 
PIANOS. 
1 sttiimj Sis ft 
STEINWAY, 
WEBER, 
HARDMAN 
CABLER, 
HENNING, 
WEBSTER and 
WESER BROS 
fianos. 
We have just received a large and varlei 
Stock of Upright and Grand Pianos for tin 
our instruments are carefully selectei 
by an expert. 
TUNING, REPAIRING AND POLISHING. 
540 CONGRESS ST. 
T. <CJ. McGOUXiXirtlC 
dec2 maixagor. eodtf 
y ■ -- 
ON’T 
SUFFER. 
IILEY’S 
Tooth & earache drops 
hate to use. with children. A remedy 
taw- tor Cute. Burns, Scalds and Inflamma- 
^tion of all kinds. For sale everywhere. 
RAMDLETTE & CO., Richmond, Me. 
aplo AlW&Flylstp 
MISCELLANEOUS. 
DIARIES 
-and- 
-FOK THE- 
New Year. 
STEVENS & MS 
oa>3VEi:»Ja.3>3"^r. 
dee28 eodtf 
SHOT DOWN AT HIS DOOR. 
/ ~ 
A Crime in Massachusetts Better Suited 
to a Border Town. 
"Amesbury, Mass., January 14.—David 
Sanborn, a well-known citizen of Salis- 
bury, was shot by some unknown man 
this evening and will probably die. Mr. 
Sanborn had been to Newbury- 
port, where he had drawn a large 
sum of money. He arrived home about 
5. About an hour later he was called to 
the door by men who had driven up. The 
strangers demanded Mr. Sanborn’s mon- 
ey. Upon the latter declaring that he 
had none, one of the would-be robbers 
shot him, the ball passing through his 
left lung. The men drove oft. There is 
no clue to their identity, as Mr. Sanborn 
can give but a partial description. 
TO INVESTIGATE BRICE. 
Ohio legislators Will Investigate His Cit- 
izenship. 
Columbus, Ohio, January 14.—In the 
House today, a resolution to inquire into 
the legality of Calvin S. Brice’s election 
to the United States Senate on the ground 
that he was not a citizen of Ohio, was 
referred to the committee on elections— 
yeas, 54; nays, 26, the Democrats voting 
solidly against it and Mr. Griffin, (Rep.), 
voting with them. 
THE WEATHER. 
The Cold Wave Is Coming—Fair Weather 
Promised. 
Washln'Gton, January 14.—The follow- 
Uiy la uiic xuicoaou vi uuv cai/uv ivi 
New England: Clearing; cold wave with 
winds becoming northwest; signals dis- 
played at Portland, Portland section and 
Eastport. 
Boston, January 14.—Local forecast 
for New England: Clearing by Friday 
morning; fair and colder until Sunday; 
winds between north and west; 
decidedly colder by Saturday. 
Snow is possible during Friday, 
but it appears more probable 
that the present storm will continue 
northwestward and clearing weather will 
follow. 
The ILocal Idea of It. 
The Portland Signal Office last night 
reported that the thermbmeer, which 
then (11 p. m.) stood at 50°, would fall to 
about 36° by this evening, and 
clearing and colder weather would fol- 
low. 
Local Weather Report. 
Portland, Me, January 14,1892. 
8 A. M. S P. M. 
Barometer. 29.953 29.915 
Thermometer. 36. 48. 
Dew Point. 36. 48. 
Humidity. 100. 100. 
Wind.hTE 8 
Velocity.4 10 
Weather.Lt ramploudy 
Mean daily ther.. 51.0 Max. vei. wind. 14 
Maximum ther.. .50.0.Total precip.18 
Minimum ther...33.0, 
Weather Observations. 
The following are the observations of 
tlio Agricultural Department Weather 
Bureau for yesterday, January 14, tak- 
en at 8 p. m., 75tli meridian time, the ob- 
servations for each station being given in 
this order: Temperature, direction of 
+I1/1 xiTin/1 cfoto nf tlin wooflinv* 
Boston, 56°, SW, cloudy; New York, 
50°, NW, cloudy; Philadelphia, 40°, NW, 
cloudy; Washington, 44°, NW, cloudy; 
Albany, 36°, N, cloudy; Buffalo, 24°, W, 
cloudy; Detroit, 16°, W, cloudless; Chi- 
cago, 6°, NW, cloudless; St. Paul, —2°, 
W, cloudless; Duluth,—12, W, cloudless; 
St. Vincent,—28°, W, cloudless; Huron, 
So. Dale.,—14, N, cloudless; Bismarck, 
—24°, NE, cloudless; Jacksonvlle, 50°, 
NW, rain. 
E. C. Allen’s Business. 
Augtjsta, January 14.—The publishing 
business of the late E. C. Allen was in- 
corporated today by his heirs, who will 
continue the business under the name of 
E. C. Allen & Co. There are five mem- 
bers of the company. These are the ofii- 
1 cers: 
! President and Treasurer—Florence J. Allen. 
.Secretary—A. W. Whitney. 
Directors—Florence J. Allen, A. W. Whitney, 
H, A. Hallet. 
A Blaze in Augusta. 
Augusta, January 14.—Fire tonight 
destroyed Fred Clautien’s bake shop. 
F. E. Bowamn’s hotel was badly dam- 
aged and F. H. Goslin’s stable gutted. 
Kepublicans Protested. 
Albany, N. Y., January 14.— The 
enumeration bill was passed by the Sen- 
ate this morning. The only change was as 
to the date of beginning the census, mak- 
ing it February 16. The Kepublicans 
protested, but were ruled out of order 
and not allowed to speak. 
WITHDRAWN FOR REPAIR^ 
[lolsnan and His Resolution Wil 
Wait a Day. 
REPRESENTATIVES TALK OF POL 
ITICS AND FINANCE. 
Maine Members Take a Hand in the Re- 
bate—Mr. Dingley’s Attempt to Pint 
Out th^ Indiana Economist's Meaning- 
Democrats Ring the Changes on tin 
“Billion Dollar Congress”—No Actioi 
Taken—Mr. Reed's Parting Shot. 
Washington, January 14.—In th< 
House today the anti-subsidy resolutioi 
ivas taken up and Mr. Holman enterei 
into a comparison of the records of till 
:,wo parties. Ho incidentally remarked 
that the Democratic party had always 
been ready by a strictly revenue measuri 
to secure incidental protection. Whil< 
inveighing against class legislation, lit 
was interrupted by Mr. liaines, win 
rsked whether it would be class legisla 
tion to give to silver bullion owners 
Eor 78 cents worth of metal. 
“I simply answer,” returned Mr. 
Holman, ‘that I am in favor of the fre< 
coinage of silver on the same basis as tin 
free coinage of gold.” [Applause on tin 
Democratic side.] As to the resolutioi 
referring to the limitation of expendi- 
tures, he was surprised that the gentle 
man could not comprehend the meaning 
of the term “providing means for carry- 
ing on the departments.” It would in- 
clude all necessary expenditures for car- 
rying on the government. 
Mr. Dingley’s Substitute. 
Mr. Dingley of Maine asked consent t< 
have declared pending as a substitute ; 
resolution declaring it the sense of tin 
House that it was the duty of Congres: 
to limit the appropriations to the require 
ments of an efficient, honest, economica 
and statesmanlike administration of na 
tional affairs, but that the duties of Con 
gress were not restricted to simply pro- 
viding means for carrying on the depart 
ments but included such other subject; 
as, directly or indirectly for the benefi 
of the country as a whole, were not like 
ly to be secured by private enterprise 
such as the establishment of agricultura 
colleges, agricultural experiment sta 
tions, geological surveys, improvement! 
of rivers and harbors, the maintenanci 
of soldiers’ homes, and the pension sys 
tem for the benefit of those who imper 
illed their lives in defence of the nation 
Mr. Holman of Indiana objected to thi 
Kiihqtftnfc heimr ree-nTried frs nendino’. 
Sir. Henderson of Iowa denied that tin 
Holman resolution as now presented 
was in language or spirit the same as 
the resolutions adopted in the 44th anc 
45th Congresses. This resolution, h« 
said, was a deadly weapon aimed at th< 
starving millions of Russia. If it wai 
adopted, Congress could not make an ap 
propriation to send to that country tin 
offerings of the generous hearts of ou: 
people. 
The “Billion Congress” Cry. 
After defending the financial policy o: 
the administration, Mr. Henderson re 
viewed the appropriations made by tin 
last Congress which, he said, had beei 
referred to sneeringly as the “billionCon 
gress.” The ordinary increase of thi 
appropriations of the 50th Congress ovei 
the 49th; lie said, was $68,000,000. The 
ordinary increase of the 51st over tin 
50tli was $57,000,000, All this wail aboui 
the billion Congress meant that the 51 si 
Congress had given $113,000,000 by legis- 
lation to the soldiers of the republii 
their widows, children and dependant 
relatives. The 51st Congress had mel 
with courage and wisdom the necessary 
demands of the republic. 
Mr. Dockery of Missouri said the ag 
gregato appropriations of the last Con 
gress were without parallel or preceden 
in the history of the country. The record 
showed that deducting the sinking fund 
interest on the public debt and the ex 
traordinary charge for pensions, then 
remained more than $100,000,000 increase 
in the appropriation made by the 51s 
Congress over that made by tiie 50tl 
Congress. 
Mr. Hooker of Mississippi asked why 
if the money was in the treasury will 
which to pay bonds, the Secretary of the 
Treasury had asked the holders to ex 
tend the 4£ per cent bonds at 2 per cent, 
Mr. Dockery Sarcastic. 
Mr. Dockery said, sarcastically, that hi 
resented the insinuation that the secre 
tary did not take up these bonds hecausi 
Lucre was J1Ul money m uie Lieasuiy.rim 
not the secretary said it was because hi 
wished to demonstrate the extraordi 
nary soundness of the government b.i 
showing that it could float a 2 per cen 
bond. But the controlling reason for tin 
extraordinary action of the secretary 
aside from the condition of the treasury 
was the fuct that it would accommodati 
the national banks and prevent the ox 
pense on their part of exchanging tin 
bonds and buying the 4s at a premium 
and this by the administration whosi 
most distinguished official had in 1S8S it 
Maine denounced Mr. Cleveland beeausi 
he deposited money in national banks. 
Mr. Dingley, of Maine, said that Mr 
Holman sought by Iris resolution to bini 
the judgment of the members of tin 
House as to what were measures of pub 
lie and what of private advantage. Tb 
substitute he had sought to offer distinct 
ly drew the line of definition. It wa; 
important that there should be a distinc 
definition when the House said then 
should be no appropriation for privat 
purposes. Wliat was the utility of tb 
resolution? No legislation was proposal 
for granting bounties. There was but on 
bounty allowed by law, and it wa 
doubtful whether the ways and mean 
committee, controlled by the gentleman’ 
party friends, would report a bill repeal 
ing that bounty. He would vote agains 
the resolution, because he read betweei 
the lines. If it was proposed to make 
distinct declaration of principle, let it g 
appear, but let it be a declaration tha 
the House was opposed to appropriation 
simply for private purposes. 
Paying Democratic Deficiencies. 
Mr. Dingley proceeded to defend th 
last Congress from the charge of extra) 
agance and asserted that 8oS,000,000 was 
appropriated to supply deficiencies. He 
denied, and cited many figures in sup- 
port of his denial, that the government 
was on the verge of bankruptcy. 
Mr. Milliken of Maine expressed ad- 
miration at tbc sublime faith and mag- 
nificent magnitude of the fund of hope 
possessed by Mr. Livingstone of Georgia, 
who had said lie would go to the Demo- 
cratic party for relief. _ This Democratic 
party, Mr. Milliken said, had never re- 
lieved anybody yet. It had sat for the 
last 26 years in the objective case before 
the House and country. 
After some further debate Mr. Holman 
entered a motion to reconsider the vote 
by which the previous question was or- 
dered. He would determine tomorrow 
whether lie would make the motion or 
not. 
Mr. Iieed of Maine, sarcastically, “The 
gentleman withdraws for repairs.” 
[Laughter.] 
The House then adjourned. 
Aid for tiro Jews. 
Washington, January 14.—The House 
committee on foreign affairs heard Con- 
gressman Morse this morning on his res- 
olution expressing the sympathy of the 
United States government with the per- 
secuted Jews in Kussia. 
At the conclusion of Mr. Morse’s re- 
marks, Mr. Ilaynor of Maryland said he 
was opposed to resolutions of sympathy 
because they are of no practical value. 
The Jews wanted something more sub- 
To Protect Railroad Men. 
Washington, January 14.—In the 
Senate today Mr. Cullom of Illinois pre- 
sented a biii which, he said, had been 
forwarded to him by the railroad com- 
mission in New York. It was entitled a 
bill to promote the safety of employes 
and travellers by compelling common 
carriers to equip their cars with auto- 
matic couplers and continuous brakes, 
and locomotives with driving wheel 
brakes. 
Postmaster Forrest Goodwin. 
Washington, January 14.—The Presi- 
dent today made the following nomina- 
tions for postmasters in Maine: Joseph 
Dunwell at Cumberland Mills, Kittredge 
1 
C. Gray at Madison, aDd Forrest Good- 
1 win at Skowhegitn. 
The Plan of Campaign. 
Washington, January 14.—At a meet- 
ing of the Democratic members of the 
l ways and means committee today it was 
agreed that the several bills drawn up by 
various members of the committee and 
generally discussed and approved by the 
Democratic majority should be intro- 
dueed by their authors at once into the 
: House and referred to the committee. 
Eastport’s Fine Building. 
1 Washington, January 14.—Bids were 
opened at the Treasury Department to- 
day for the interior finish of the public 
building at nastporx, me. x no lowest 
was of D. A. Driscoll, Washington, for 
§21,352._ 
LEWISTON HA \^HE FEVER. 
wm 
Spindle City Horsemen Talking About a 
Mile Track. 
[Special to the Press.] 
Lewiston, January 14.—There was a 
meeting in the hoard of trade rooms this 
! evening to discuss the mile track ques- 
tion. lion. John T. Shaw presented and 
explained the plans of the proposed track. 
Several prominent horsemen were pres- 
eut. Frank Hayden, the well known 
driver, advocated a regulation track, 
! claiming that it was better for the aver- 
1 age trotting horse than the kite shaped. 
Many speeches wore made and the meet- 
ing adjourned to January 28. It was 
voted to arrange a meeting with the state 
fair trustees. The track, if built, will be 
; at the state fair grounds. The outlook is 
favorable. 
GETS $4,868.78. 
Tlie Case of William J. Roberts Who Suetl 
the Boston & Maine. 
Biddefokd. January 14.—In the case 
of William J. Roberts vs. the Boston & 
Maine railroad, for damages for injuries 
received by being crushed between cars 
at Pine Point, in 18S7, while employed as 
a hrakeman, the jury in the supreme 
court in Saco, this afternoon, rendered a 
verdict for the plaintiff in the sum of 
$4,SG8.7S. This is the second time the 
case has been tried. The previous ver- 
dict of §5000 was overruled by the law 
court ancl a new trial granted. 
KILLED HER INSTANTLY, 
Another Death Caused hy tho Boy and 
the Gun Combination. 
Eastport, January 14.—This after- 
noon, John Murphy was loading a rifle 
! when it was accidentally discharged, the 
hall striking Miss Annie Surles and kill- 
; ing her instantly. The hall entered at 
! tl>e right of the nose and lodged at the 
base of the brain. Murphy is a telegraph 
messenger in Boston and is 16 years old. 
The authorities exonerate him from all 
> blame in the matter. 
William Libby’s Suicide. 
! Bridgton, January 14.—William M. 
Libby, a respected citizen of Bridgton, 
hanged himself in his barn early this 
1 morning. Tho cause of the suicide is un- 
known. 
Maine News Notes. 
> T. .T. Murphy, at whose saloon in Ban- 
; gor Dr. McClellan of Bucksport was 
s found after having disappeared for about 
i 10 days, was placed under arrest Wed- 
s nesday and the manner of the evapora- 
l tion of Dr. McClellan’s money was inves- 
s tigated. Murphy was released after 
> having made a settlement, restoring a 
> large amount of the money which was 
s disposed of in the saloon by the doctor. 
A heavy thunder shower passed over 
t Canton about 4 a. m. Thursday. There 
is no crossing the river between there 
i and Rumford and the Dixfield Mail is 
) still carried on the other side of the river 
t to Canton bridge and then across on foot. 
5 There is no longer any doubt in the 
minds of the people of tipper Moosehead 
Lake that Carrier Webster and his com- 
panion, Reed, were engulfed in the icy 
i waters of the lake on Monday morning 
of last week. 
PRICE AND PRELATE. 
Death of the Duke of Clarence, Heir 
to Britain’s Throne. 
CLOSE OF THE LIFE OF THE VEN- 
ERABLE CARDINAL MANNING. 
London’s impressions of Sympathy with 
the Queen and Her Family— Rich and 
Poor Together in the Great Crowds 
Waiting for News—Message from Sec- 
retary lilaine—The Peaceful and Pain- 
less Heath of Cardinal Manning. 
London, January 14.—Tho Duke of 
Clarence died at 9.15 this morning. At 
11 o’clock the mayor of London received 
a despatch from the Prince and Princess 
of Wales. It only said: “At 9 this 
morning our beloved son passed away.” 
The groat bell of St. Paul’s tolled for the 
news to the waiting city, and the an- 
nouncement was immediately posted at 
the Mansion House. 
There is so much to he done in the 
way ol preparation ior me runerai unu, 
it can hardly occur until the end of next 
week. Public sentiment inclines to the 
plan for the lying in state of the Prince’s 
body, but the Prince and Princess of 
Wales are said to oppose it. The funeral 
will be of a military character. 
The Queen remained up quite late last 
night waiting for news from Sandring- 
ham. The last dispatch she received be- 
fore retiring was somewhat encouraging 
and Her Majesty thereupon retired. She 
was very anxious, however, and early 
this morning she arose and asked for tlie 
messages that had been received while 
she slept. The messages that had been 
sent to the Osborne House early in the 
morning were unfavorable, and they in 
a measure prepared Her Majesty for the 
blow in store for her. Though she knew 
she was hoping against hope, the an- 
nouncement of the Duke’s death, which 
came in a message signed “Bertie,” was 
a great shock to her. Her Majesty an- 
nounced that the funeral of the Duke 
would be a state function and that it 
would be held in St. George’s chapel, 
Windsor palace. She has also ordered 
that the court go into full mourning for 
three months, and cancelled all the 
“drawingrooms” and state levees. 
The Scene in London. 
The scene around Marlborough House, 
the town residence of the Prince of 
Wales, this morning was truly remarka- 
ble in many ways. Crowds of people of 
all classes, the millionaire and the hod 
carrier, the costermonger and the dandy, 
the apple woman and the fine lady, the 
richest and the poorest of the people of 
this great city, young and old. healthy 
ana weaK, srooa sorrowiuiiy auuui uiu 
old palace, gazing at its solemn looking 
walls as if expecting to read there some 
further particulars of the death of Prince 
Albert Victor of Wales. The weather 
was cold and damp, but it would have to 
have been colder and damper to have 
driven away one-lialf the people there as- 
sembled. interest in the fate of the dead 
Prince during the last hours of his ill- 
ness, and now that the news of his death 
lias gone abroad, is second only in its in- 
tensity to the public interest in the con- 
dition of the Prince of Wales when he 
was at death’s door. Others among those 
who can remember so far back say that 
as much interest is shown in the death 
of the Duke of Clarence and Avondale as 
was shown at the time of the death of 
the Prince Consort. 
The nation, it is clear, is honestly in 
sympathy with the Queen, Princess of 
Wales and with Princess May, three roy- 
al personages whose good qualities, mod- 
el lives and devotion to their families 
have endeared them in the hearts of 
Englishmen everywhere. The Prince of 
Wales, of course, comes in for some sym- 
pathy. He was has, until recently, held a 
strong hold onthe affection of the masses 
hut recent events have somewhat cooled 
the degree of esteem in which he was 
held, though he cannot be said to have 
lost his popularity. 
When the first outburst of sorrow over 
the Prince’s death has passed away, 
when people begin to weigh the whole 
situation without excitement, it would 
not be strange to find that the grief 
stricken bethrothed of the dead Prince 
will receive the largest amount of sympa- 
thy. People will not forget, however, 
that the Princess of Wales, the future 
Queen of England, is mourning her first 
born, but the picture of the weeping 
girl, tlie poor Princess May, only a few 
days ago tlie happy, proud, much envied 
l.Mrni It flu' heir armarent. whose 
hopes and future are thus crushed be- 
neath the strike of death, is the saddest 
of all. 
Comments of tket Press. 
The Times, for instanc e, referring to 
the death of the Duke of Clarence, says 
that the heart of the nation goes forth to 
the grief-bowed parents and to liis weep- 
ing bride. The tragedy, the Times adds, 
is deepened in intensity by the light and 
shadow which announced its approach. 
The Evening News remarks that the 
Queen's advanced years render ber sus- 
ceptible to the sorrow, and that, the 
death of her possible successor lias been 
the most severe blow she has felt since 
the death of the Prince Consort. 
The St. James Gazette says that the 
sense that tears are mortal things was 
never more deeply felt. The same paper 
adds that it would be sycophantic to say 
that the hapless Prince was regarded 
witli enthusiastic devotion, or with in- 
tense personal regard, by the majority of 
the people. The Duke, it continues, was 
of a retiring disposition and lived in the 
shadow of the throne, and the public 
knew but little of him. There is reason 
to believe, however, that the nation has 
lost a promising prince. The Gazette, in 
conclusion joins with other newspapers 
in expressing the opinion that the Prince’s 
death lias not any political Significance, 
and expiessess its condolence with the 
widowed bride. 
The .Star, after a warm expression oi 
sympathy with the parents of the dead 
Prince and with Princess May, says: 
“The Prince and Cardinal—death seeking 
for its victims in palaces as well as in 
hovels, poor and rich are alike in 
death.” 
Sketch of the Dead Prince. 
Puuce Albei t Vic ter Christian hdward 
Duke of Clarence and Avondale, whose 
death is announced, was the eldest son 
of the Prince of Wales and heir presump- 
tive to’the throne of England. He was 
born at Frogmore Lodge, Windsor, Janu- 
ary 8, 1804. His father, the Prince of 
Wales, had married on the 10th of March 
1803, tho Princess Alexandra, daughter 
of Chistian IX., King of Denmark, a 
lady three years his junior, the Prince 
being 22, when his first child was born. 
After an education at Trinity College, 
Cambridge, and at the Heidelberg Uni- 
versity, Victor served two years as a na- 
val cadet on the Britannia, and started in 
1879 for a three years’ voyage around the 
world with his brother. 
The line of succession to the throne of 
England will now descend through the 
Prince of Wales to his next eldest son, 
Prince George, “the sailor.” He is not 
especially robust. A recent attack of 
typhoid fever has left him weak and has 
enfeebled a constitution never too strong. 
Next to him in the line of succession is 
the baby of the Duke of Fife. 
America's ISegret. 
Washington, January 14.—Sir Julian 
Pauncefote, British minister, informed 
Secretary Blaine today of the death of 
the Duke of Clarence and Avondale. 
Secretary Blaine, in reply, said that he 
was directed by the President to express 
the sorrow with which he had learned 
of this sad bereavement suffered by Her 
Majesty and the royal family. The fol- 
lowing cable message was sent to Minis- 
ter Lincoln at London: 
Express the deep regrer and sincere eondo- 
ed death of the Duke of Clarence and Avon- 
dale. Blaine. 
CALM AND PAINLESS. 
Death of the Venerable Cardinal Manning 
Yesterday. 
London, January 14.—Cardinal Man- 
ning died at S o’clock this morning. His 
condition had been hopeless for many 
hours and it was hardly supposed he 
would live through the night. Early 
this morning he began to fail rapidly but 
he was able to join in the prayers offered 
at his bedside. At 20 minutes past 7 he 
became unconscious and died at S 
o’clock. His death was calm and pain- 
less and appeared like a gentle sinking to 
sleep. The household of the Cardinal is 
in the deepest distress and there are pa- 
thetic scenes in the hall of the old men 
and other faithful attendants and friends 
who are weeping for the departed pre- 
late. 
Henry Edward Manning, Cardinal, was 
born at Totteridge, Herefordshire, Eng- 
land, in July, 1808; studied theology at 
the University of Oxford, and was ap- 
pointed rector of Lavington and Graffam 
in Sussex in 1834, and archdeacon of Chi- 
chester in 1840; but the Gorham case oc- 
casioned him to give up in 1851 his pre- 
ferments in the Anglical church and join 
the Roman Catholic. After residing for 
several years in Rome, he was ordained 
a priest in 1857 and appointed rector oi 
St. Helen and St. Mary’s, Bayswater, anc 
on the death of Cardinal Wiseman ir 
1805' lie was nominated archbishop o: 
Westminster. He was created a Cardi- 
nal, March 15, 1875. He founded the 
Roman Catholic University of Kensing 
ion, uciouer 10, auu uouis. <1 vcij 
active part in the Council of the Vatican 
defending the dogma of the infallibility 
of the Pope. The most prominent of his 
writings are: “The Temporal Mission ol 
the Holy Ghost,” (1865), “The Temporal 
Power of the Pope,” (1866), “England 
and Christendom,” (1867), “Petri Privi 
legum,” (1871), and “Unity of the 
Church,” (1S72). Cardinal Manning re 
plied to Mr. Gladstone’s Expostulation 
in the Vatican Decrees in their Bearing 
on Civil Allegiance (1875). 
Cardinal Simeoni Dead. 
Home, January 14.—Cardinal Simeoni 
formerly papal secretary of state anc 
prefect general of the propaganda, diec 
today. His death was due to an attacl- 
of influenza, Cardinal Vannutelli be 
comes prefect general. 
Kockland Marine News. 
[Special to the Press.] 
Kockland, January 14. — Schoonei 
Jennie A. Cheney, which has been in the 
harbor on lire since October, was opened 
this morning and a portion of the lime 
taken out. The wind then breezing uj 
strongly, she was resealed. 
Schooner Brigadier is on the south ma- 
rine railway, being partially rekeeled and 
copper patched. 
Schooner William Rice is on the nortt 
marine railway, where she will receive 
extensive repairs. 
Steamer Penobscot, of the Boston anc 
Bangor Steamship Company, still remain: 
Il-liln 'nrnitinrr n nliOD (TD in fit 
weather. Shejwill probably make he: 
regular trip to Boston tomorrow night 
losing one trip in consequence of tin 
delay. 
Schooner Ring Dove, before reportec 
abandoned at sea, was owned by F. Cobt 
& Co. of this city, who had no insurance 
She had lime from this port for Charles 
ton, S. C. The Ring Dove was a vessel ol 
160 tons, built at Calais in 1S67. 
The Governor and Council. 
Augusta, January 14.—At a mectirn 
of the Governor and Council, Thursday 
the removal of Washington Phillips ant 
Timothy Stubbs, special liquor consta 
bles in Androscoggin country, was pre 
sentecl and a hearing ordered for nexi 
Wednesday. The hearing on the pardoi 
of Thomas A. Turner of Chelsea, con 
victed of rape, is postponed to the nex 
meeting. Ex-Liquor Agent Reward wa 
present and settled with the council. Hi: 
sales for the eight months up to the las 
of July, when ho was superseded, amount 
ed to $57,973.65, which is very large ow 
ing to the new law which closed many o 
the rum shops. The liquor which wa 
shipped to the liquor agent at Conno: 
plantation and seized at Caribou, will bi 
delivered over to Agent Gilmore who wil 
accept it as a portion of his stock. A pe 
tition is in for a pardon of Patrick Bel 
of Bangor, an inmate of the Reforn 
School. 
Tennessee Trembled. 
Memphis, Tenn., January 14.—A dis 
tinct shock of earthquake was felt hen 
this morning at 2 o’clock. The vibra 
tions were from north to south. Tin 
buildings were shaken, and several su 
burban residents were awakened iron 
their slumbers. 
Frost Changes the Gold of the 
Orange Groves to Silver. 
RAIN IN THE SEASON OE SNOW 
RAISING NORTHERN RIVERS. 
Damage to the California Fruit Crop Es- 
timated at #1,000,009--Big Flood 
Feared in IVest Virginia—Foss Already 
Caused There—Kailroad Bridge Swept 
Away in Vermont—The Ice Gone in 
the Connecticut—Femigewasset Kising. 
Los Angeles, January 14.— Heavy 
frosts yesterday were very destructive to 
the fruit crop and trees in the San Gabri- 
el valley and around the river section. 
One authority places the reduction of 
the fruit crop at over 50 per cent. Some 
estimate the loss at $1,000,000. 
SPRING FRESHETS IN WINTER. 
Vermont Hirers Kising-A Kailroad 
Bridge Gone Down Stream. 
Bellows Falls, Vt., Jannary 14.—The 
rivers and streams in this section are all 
swollen as the result of the rain the past 
48 hours. The ice in the Connecticut 
river broke up today, passing here to- 
night. The river has reached its highest 
point in many years, rising at the rate of 
a foot an hour. The trestle on the Hut- 
land road at Gassetts was carried away 
today, and passenger and freight traffic 
is suspended tonight. Should rain con- 
tinue to fall during tonight much dam- 
age will probably result. 
FEAR A BIG FLOOD. 
Damage Already Done by Swollen Streams 
in West Virginia. 
Wheeling, W. Va., Janury 14.—Great 
damage was done in this vicinity in the 
past 12 hours by a storm. Ornamental, 
fruit and forest trees suffer. 
The damage can only be counted in 
thousands of dollars. A dispatch 
from Parkersburg reports that a big 
flood is expected there. There has al- 
ready been great loss to timber along the 
Little Kanawaha river. 
Pemigewasset Ambitious. 
Plymouth, N. H., January 14.—The 
rainfall in the past two days caused a 
rise of two and one-half feet in the Pem- 
igewassct river. It is filled with floating 
ice and still rising rapidly. 
The Sugar Refiners. 
Mew York, January 14.—The direct- 
ors or trie American ougur irunuiug 
Company today re-elected H. O. Ilave- 
meyer president and Jolm E. Searles 
secretary and treasurer. 
A Chilian Trick. 
San Francisco, January 14.—Tlie tes- 
timony at tlie Mare Island inquiry yester- 
day explains how the Chilians obtained 
the American sailors’ approval of the 
acts of the Valparaiso police. The sig- 
natures of a number of sailors were se- 
cured to a document written in Spanish, 
which was represented as a mere formal 
acknowledgment that they were not en- 
gaged in rioting. How it is clear that 
this was the exoneration of the police, of 
which the Chilian authorities make so 
strong a point, and that the sailors were 
tricked into signing what everybody 
knew was not true. 
Bed Men From Maine. 
Stoneham, Mass., January 14.—Great 
Sachem E. S. Bailey, of the ftedmen of 
the state of Maine and the officers and 
members of Pequawket Tribe of Cum- 
berland Mills, Me., were entertained hero 
by Wamscott Tribe today. They were 
met in Boston by a committee of Wams- 
cott Tribe and escorted about tlie city. 
1 There was an installation and banquet 
tonight._ 
BRIEFLY TOLD. 
Steamer Peruvian, at Boston, reports 
passing wreckage from a large vessel 10 
miles off Minot’s ledge. 
In the case of Sleeping Car Conductor 
K. J. Brown, tried for smuggling at Con- 
cord, H. II., the jury has rendered a ver- 
diet of not guilty. 
: The Paris Eclair publishes a despatch 
from Sofia, capital of Bulgaria, stating 
in that city on a charge of being impli- 
cated in a plot against the, lives of Princo 
Ferdinand, ruler of Bulgaria, and M. 
Stambuloff, tho Bulgarian prime minis- 
ter. 
He Came Back too Soon. 
Thomas J. Liddy last summer stole a 
coat in Portland and “shoved it up” at 
Bernstein’s store. Yesterday Mr. Liddy 
■ came to town from Bath and visited 
1 Bernstein’s with another coat he wanted 
to sell. Bernstein reported it and Liddy 
is now in limbo. 
Absolutely Pure. 
s a cream of tartar halting powder. Highest of 
all in leavening strength.-iafesf U. S. Govern• 
TO FLORIDA BY CANAL. 
The Ambitious Scheme Unfolded to New 
Yorkers by Philadelphians. 
New York, January 14.—On the invi- 
tation of the New York Board of Trade 
and Transportation a large number of 
gentlemen met in the rooms of the asso- 
ciation yesterday afternoon to meet Prof. 
L. M. Haupt, of the University of Penn- 
sylvania and a committee of representa- 
tive Philadelphia merchants, who were 
here in the interest of the proposed ship 
canal between Philadelphia and Raritan 
Bay. 
The discussion was opened by Mr. 
Thomas Martindale of Philadelphia, who 
said he hoped the present meeting would 
be the opening wedge of a movement 
that would not only result in the building 
of a ship canal or waterway connecting 
the waters of the lower New York bay 
with the Delaware river, but that the 
completion of the canal would be the 
first link of a comprehensive interior 
waterway reaching from New York bay 
to Florida, and from the sea coast line of 
Florida over to the Gulf coast, thus con- 
necting the Gulf of Mexico with New 
York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Norfolk. 
Savannah and Jacksonville, making the 
commerce of the Mississippi interchange- 
able with that of the Atlantic sea board 
and vice versa. 
The importance of such a project and 
its resul nt benefits to the nation at 
large, from a military as well as a strate- 
gic point of view, Mr. Martindale ar- 
gued, could hardly be over estimated. 
The opening up of lands at present total- 
less along the entire stretch of the navi- 
igable waterway would stimulate the 
growth of factory, town, village and city 
development, ana create employment for 
thousands of'busy artisans, who would 
find their living and residence along its 
pathway. Nor were the military and 
strategic advantages of such an avenue 
of commerce the less important. Were 
Chili, for example, to blockade the port 
of New York, the war ships of the coun- 
try could, by means of this canal, have 
an avenue of ingress and exit at the capes 
of Delaware, while if the latter point was 
chosen as the point of blockade New 
York would be available as a place of ac- 
cess. By this canal, or system of canals, 
the internal commerce of the country 
could be transported safely, expeditious- 
ly and cheaply, as well in times of war 
as in times of peace. 
MAINE TOWNS. 
Kennebunkport. 
The annual meeting and supper of the 
first parish church was held in Temple 
Hall on Monday evening, and those who 
attended report a very enjoyable time. 
Union meetings of the Congregational, 
Baptist and Methodist chtrcbes were 
held during the week of prayer. The 
atteudauce was quite largo and the meet- 
ings of considerable interest. 
Miss Emma Murphy a highly respected 
young lady died last Thursday. The ; 
funeral services were conducted at the 
house of her sisters, Mrs. Grant, on Sun- 
day last by the Rev. Mr. Mower, pastor 
of the Baptist church. 
Rrippe in a mild form is quite preva- 
lent, many of our citizens being confined 
to the house. We do not hear of any 
severe eases. 
The committee having in charge the 
preparations for a Masonic fair are hold- 
ing weekly meetings. 
The fair for the benefit of Arundel 
Lodge will be held in a few weeks. 
Seaside Lodge of Good Templars is in 
a flourishing condition its weekly meet 
ings being attended by large numbers of 
happy people. 
The next District Lodge for York Co. 
will be held with Ray, of Hope Lodge, 
Biddeford on the 17th of February. 
North Yarmouth. 
Rev. Mr. Kelly, of Boston, preached in 
the Congregational church on Sunday. 
There are quite a number of cases of 
the grippe in town, Dr. Wm. Osgood be- 
ing one of the afflicted. 
Miss Eva Loring has gone to Water- 
ville to spend the winter. 
Capt. Barter is at home for a few 
days. 
The following officers have been elect- 
ed by Central Park Division S. of T. 
IT. P.—Sidney L. Leighton. 
W. A.—Kitty Prince. 
K. S.^Howard Cole. 
A. R. S.—Mabel Skiliin. 
F. S.-G. F. Rowe. 
T.—Edith M. Rowe. 
Con.—E. H. Landers. 
A. Con.—Minnie Barter. 
Chap.—E. T. Haskell. 
I. S.—Alice Leighton, 
O. S.—Horace 'Winslow. 
Wescustogo Grange met with E. D. 
Loring Jan. 7tli, and partook of a fine 
supper after which the officers for the 
coming year were installed. 
The rursuit of Garza. 
San Antonio, Texas, January 14.— 
Captain George F. Chase and his troops 
of the United States Third Cavalrv. ar- 
rived at the home ot Antomo Gonzale, 
father-in-law of Garza, at the Polito 
Blanco ranch, in Nueces county, Tues- 
day. They had a march filled with hard- 
ships on account of the drought in that 
country. The cattle are dying by hun- 
dreds and no forage is to be had for the 
horses of the troops. Pali to Blanco 
ranch was searched, but neither Garza 
nor his men were to be found, although 
there were indications that he had been 
there very recently. 
H© Won After a Hard Fight. 
The chairman of the London school 
board has almost arbitrary power over 
the interests of more than half a million 
children, and Rev. Joseph R. Biggie is 
the man. He got 
there the other 
day at the end of 
a fight which for 
heat, bitterness 
and persistence 
won Id have 
amazed a New 
York Democrat 
or an Indiana Re- 
publican. 
Nearly all the 
teachers were 
against him be- 
cause he is se- 
REV. J. R. DIGGLE. 
vere and favors 
low salaries. All the dissenting clergy 
opposed him because of his high church 
proclivities, and the liquor' interests 
fought him frantically because he is no- 
torious for radical temperance views. 
Nevertheless he got there. The Glad- 
Etonian caucus decided in his favor and 
put all that party’s machinery to work 
for him. The “economy dodge,” as they 
call it in England, was “played for all it 
was worth,” as they say in America, and 
so the Rev. Biggie won. Now the Glail- 
stonians I'.laixn this as a test of their 
strength for the approaching general 
election. 
IS A POLICE COURT. 
.In Excellent Place to Study Unman 
Folly and Weakness. 
Four Hours with a Chicago Magistrate- 
Some of the Prisoners and Their 
Extraordinary Pleas—Queer Phases 
of Life in a Great City. 
ISpeeial Chicago Letter.] 
A few days ago I went to one of the 
prominent police stations for the purpose 
of studying human nature. Had I gone 
from one end of the country to the 
other I couldn’t have found a more pro- 
lific field for my researches. I arrived 
at the station just in time to see a score 
or more offenders, male and female, 
who were being conducted to the ante- 
rooms of the police court in the adjoin- 
ing building by the burly blue coats re- 
sponsible for their arrest. 
Most of the prisoners looked as if 
their acquaintance with the guardians 
of the peace dated back many years. 
Some smelt offensively of stale beer and 
whisky, others had bandaged eyes, 
jrooked noses, and swollen mouths, and 
still others trembled like leaves in the 
autumn wind—not because they were 
ashamed of their positions, but because 
their systems had not been supplied 
with stimulants for several hours 
They were all physical and morai 
wrecks, picked up in the gutters and 
sewers, from which nothing will rescue 
them save death or imprisonment for 
life. 
Nearly every one of the prisoners was 
sentenced to serve a term tn the bride- 
well. Some listened quietly to the sen- 
tence, others abused the judge, but all 
of them will resume their riotous way 
of living as soon as the doors of the re- 
formatory institution are opened to 
them. The crowd which I saw at the 
police court on this particular day was, 
seemingly at least, incapable of refor- 
mation and redemption; and unless 
Providence interferes with a miracle 
each one of the unfortunate creatures 
will expire amidst scenes of vice and 
misery too sad for description. 
One young fellow attracted the at- 
tention of the crowd assembled in the 
courtroom. He looked hard, and seemed 
just a trifle annoyed when the officer in 
charge of the case accused him of habit- 
ual drunkenness. The judge, who 
seemed to be well acquainted with the 
prisoner, exclaimed “thirty days,” and 
the hangers on strained their eyes to 
catch a glimpse of the next victim. Few 
noticed the shabbily-dressed old woman 
in the courtroom who sighed as the 
judge pronounced the sentence. Had 
they known that she was the mother of 
the prisoner they might have treated 
her with some consideration, perhaps, 
when she broke into tears. As it was, 
she was made the target for the cheap 
wit of the callous frequenters of the 
jourtroom, who were inclined to think 
that only good luck had saved her from 
sitting on the prisoners’ bench herself. 
They did not realize that her swollen 
eyes were produced, not by dissipation, 
but by weeping over a son who, at one 
time, promised to be her support and 
comforter. Instead, the young man 
drifted into evil company and was even 
then on his way to the penitentiary, for 
the fellow standing next to him prom- 
ised to give valuable information re- 
garding a robbery which had puzzled 
the police for several days provided he 
should be acquitted on the charge of 
drunkenness. His offer was accepted, 
rhe judge imposed a fine, but suspend- 
jd judgment; and the vile wretch ac- 
jused his companion'of having been a 
carty to the robbery. He bought four 
weeks of freedom by his treachery and 
broke a heart which had never ceased 
x> hope for the reformation of her boy. 
No one paid the least attention to the 
little tragedy which I had been ob- 
serving with great interest. Some- 
thing humorous seemed to have sue- 
jeeded the tragic denouement of tkf 
last prisoner’s confession. Before his 
honor stood a vixenish old woman 
whose disheveled hair was but illy con- 
cealed by a nightcap of uncertain color. 
She wore a once white, but now brown- 
ish yellow, Mother Hubbard. The 
sleeves were rolled up above the elbow. 
Although the officers of the court 
worked laboriously to keep her quiet, 
they made not the least impression on 
the furious dame, who denounced, in 
the most emphatic language, the police, 
the city administration and the magis- 
trate before whom she stood. Viler 
Innmifl.cfp. T fppl /wnfirlpnt. in a.RSP.rt.ino*- 
bad never been heard in a courtroom, 
rhe united efforts of three policemen 
were required to remove the prisone! 
■jo her cell, and the officers heaved a 
sigh of relief when they heard the snap 
>f the lock which confined her to a 
dace of safety In the afternoon she 
was compelled to take a ride in the, 
‘Black Maria,” a vehicle which carries 
lonvicted prisoners to the bridewell, 
rhere she will have time to “sober off,” 
3, process made tolerable only by the 
lope of another protracted spree at the 
expiration of her term. 
The next prisoner was a rather gen- 
teel-looking, middle-aged party ac- 
cused of petty larceny. The evidence, 
produced by a number of peddlers and 
ether peripatetic merchants, showed 
that the defendant was in the habit of 
purloining small articles whenever he 
passed their counters. The pi-isoner 
employed no lawyer, but argued his 
case at length and with wonderful 
ability. He produced tears at will and 
in the waterworks line was as great a 
success as Mr. Weller's friend Job 
I'rotter. He spoke glibly of persecu- 
tion; referred to his accusers as “mis- 
guided Hebrews” and “vicious mon- 
sters,” and alluded to himself as the 
‘son of a patriot who has shed his 
blood on many fields.” The judge 
listened patiently to the harangue and 
;hen advised the poor fellow to recite a 
lew tale at the next trial, as the one here 
outlined had become just a trifle stale 
from, continued use. In order to give 
lim the leisure necessary for the pro- 
luction of an entirely new line of de- 
iense his honor favored him with a six 
months’ sentence. 
The argumentative victim’s place was 
;aken by a meek-loeking young woman 
who was charged with beating hvr four- 
fear-okl stepdaughter with a leather 
strap until the poor little thing dropped 
insensible to the ground. The prosecu- 
tion in this case was in the hands of the 
lawyer of a philanthropic society, 
whose agents told in a few words how 
they rescued the little girl from being 
whipped to death. The judge, who had 
shown but little interest in the preced- 
ing cases, listened with interest to the 
testimony and viewed with horror the 
wounds and stripes on the tender body 
of the child. The testimony brought 
out the fact that the girl had eaten an 
apple which the mother had given to 
her own child, and for this offense she 
was punished with incredible cruelty. | 
The judge fined the woman fifty dollars 
and costs and turned the child over to a 
charitable organization. The prisoner's 
husband and father of the abused child j 
paid the fine and, accompanied by the 
demon who looked as meek as an 
abused angel, left the courtroom. 
The next prisoner brought before the 
judge was a fat woman charged with 
misleading young girls. The old hypo- 
crite carried a handkerchief in her 
right hand for the purpose of wiping 
away the few tears which were occa- 
sionally allowed to meander down her 
fleshy cheeks. She pleaded persecution, 
and persuaded her attorney to laud her 
as one of the inost disinterested bene- 
factresses in the city. Her “indigna- 
tion” persuaded none of the habitues of 
the court, who knew her as an old of- 
fender, but she managed her case with 
such consummate skill that she had to 
be discharged. When the judge an- 
nounced his decision, the crocodile tears 
gave way to a broad grin, and leaning 
on the arm of her legal adviser the aged 
sinner left the courtroom. 
Just before the court adjourned a 
conparatively young-looking woman en- 
tered the court and asked for a war- 
rant for the arrest of her husband 
who had amused himself the night be- 
fore by getting full and knocking his 
better-half under the bed. When he 
had her in this undignified position he 
wound up the day’s enjoyment by 
kicking her with great vigor and curs- 
ing her in the choicest phrases known 
to the lowest elements of society. The 
warrant was issued, but, unfortunately, 
the judge could not enter a decree of 
divorce for which the woman pleaded. 
She was told that to secure a legal sep- 
aration from her loving spouse she 
would have to file a bill in a higher 
court, a bit of information which called 
forth a flood of tears. “She’s moved 
just now,” said an officer to me, “but 
when her old man is brought into 
couru blits wuu uc uere lu pru&ecuic 
him. It’s always so with women.” 
For four hours the grind continued, 
and then the court adjourned. In the 
afternoon the “Black Maria” came 
around to take the convicted prisoners 
to the bridewell. The cells vacated by ! 
them were made ready for the next 
night’s “catch.” Men with brooms and 
buckets of water cleaned the filthy 
floors of the cells. The matron and her 
assistants made preparations for a new 
consignment of female malefactors. 
The judge and his clerk, tired out by 
their disagreeable work, repaired to an- 
other office where his honor transacts 
business as justice of the peace. The 
habitues of the courtroom went to the 
nearest saloon to “talk things over,” 
Not one gave a second thought to the 
causes which lead so many promising 
young men and women to perdition, 
and yet there is no school in the world 
where the folly of wrong-doing it illus- 
trated so forcibly as in a city police 
court. G. W. Vyeippjebi. 
THE NEW KANSAS SENATOR. 
Ho Has Had Considerable Experience as 
Judge and Congressman. 
Hon. Bishop W. Perkins is the succes- 
sor of the late Senator Plumb, of Kansas, 
by the grace of Governor Humphreys and 
a soi-t of competitive examination of the 
friends and supporters of various candi 
dates. As soon as Senator Plumb's death 
was announced their respective friends 
began to urge the appointment of ex- 
Senator Ingalls, Ben F. Simpson, George 
R. Peck, Major J. K. Hudson, J. W. Ady 
and others. 
Governor Humphreys numbered the 
candidates in the order that applications 
were filed for them and gave full hear- 
ing to their supporters in the same order. 
At the end he named Mr. Perkins. The 
new senator was born in Rochester, Lo- 
rain county, O., Oct. 18, 1841, attended 
Knox academy at Galesburg, Ills., for 
some time, studied law, was admitted to 
practice and located at Ottawa, Els., in 
1867. He had in the meantime passed 
fonr years in the Union army, going out 
as sergeant in the Eighty-third Hlinois 
infantry and serving about two years as 
captain in the Sixteenth United States 
colored infantry. 
He was elected probate judge of La- 
bette county, Kansas, in 1870 and 1872; 
became district judge in 1873 and held 
that office nine year3. He was elected 
to the Forty-eighth, Forty-ninth, Fif- 
tieth and Fifty-first congresses as a Re- 
publican, but went under in the “Alli- 
ance deluge” of 1890. He is now pro- 
moted to the senate, and will hold the 
seat till the legislature meets in 1893. 
Says a manufacturer of artificial 
limbs, “A revolution in the art of manu- 
facturing arms and legs will come, l 
think, with the introduction of alumin- 
um, the lightest and strongest sub- 
stance known.” 
began as a civil engineer. 
John Gilmer Speed and Hia Life as & 
Journalist. 
ISpecial Correspondence.] 
New York. Jan. 7.—It is now about 
fourteen years ago that 1 first met John 
Uiliner Speed. It was then, coming to 
New York quite unknown or at least 
not known t>y many, that he joined the 
Staff of the New York World and began 
the practice of Literature and journalism 
in which he has become so accomplished 
6 ad distinguished. The World was 
then under the management of Mr. Wil- 
liam Henry Hurlbert, and although it 
was not then the great and successful 
newspaper it has since been made, it 
was a good school fora beginner. Its 
staff, though small, contained able and 
brilliant men. Mr. Speed, quick to 
learn and quite willing to take proper 
advantage of his opportunities, found 
himself among men skillful in all that 
pertained to their profession. He profit- 
ed greatly by their help and advice. He 
soon earned and received advancement 
to a position of responsibility and to 
work of importance. 
But Mr. Speed was already well pre- 
pared by his education and past experi- 
ence for success in his new calling—a 
calling in which no knowledge, however 
attained, whether from books or through 
observation or from others, can come 
amiss or be otherwise than useful. Mr. 
Speed was born of distinguished ances- 
try in Kentucky in 1853. His father 
was Philip Speed, a well known banker 
in Louisville and a brother of the James 
Speed who became attorney general in 
the first cabinet of President Lincoln, 
and his mother was Emma Keats, a niece 
of John Keats, the poet. It was early 
decided for Mr. Speed that he should be 
a civil engineer, and to that end he was 
educated. Later he practiced his pro- 
JOHN GILMER SPEED. 
fession with considerable success in 
Louisville and thereabouts. He planned 
and superintended the making of streets 
and roads; he built sewers and railroads. 
In 1876, when the Centennial commis- 
sion was organized and the exhibition 
held in Philadelphia, Mr. Speed became 
an assistant in the bureau of transpor- 
tation in the United States government 
section. 
It was in IP*"' that he joined the staff 
of the Now York World. Then, whether 
engaged in ordinary routine work or as 
a correspondent sent to interview the 
Marquhs of Lome, then made the viceroy 
of Canada, and to describe his coming 
with his royal bride, or in the editorial 
discussion of events of importance, he 
did so well that when in 1879 the place 
became vacant he was offered and ac- 
cepted the position of managing editor. 
In this responsible post Mr. Speed re- 
mained four years. During the latter 
part of his service in that position he 
added to its duties the important ones of 
the publisher or business manager. It 
wa3 no light task to thus carry on both 
departments of a great daily uewspaper. 
but Mr. Speed has very satisfactory rec- 
ollections of good work accomplished. 
Early in 1883 The World changed 
hands and Mr. Speed resigned and de- 
voted himself for awhile to well earned 
rest. Then he undertook a work to the 
accomplishment of which he had long 
looked forward. He edited the “Letters 
and Poems” of his greatuncle, John 
Keats, and wrote a biography of him. 
These, the biography and the new edi- 
tion of the “Letters and Poems,” were 
published together in 1884. The work 
wa3 exceedingly creditable to Mr. 
Speed’s industry and skill and the bi- 
ography is likely to remain an authority 
and the final word concerning this great 
poet. Mr. Speed was secretary of the 
American exhibition in London in 1887. 
He was busy for many months while 
organizing this exhibition and after- 
ward during its progress in London. 
After his return he was made editor of 
The American Magazine in 1889. Since 
then he has been a writer of miscellane- 
ous matter for the daily press, the week- 
lies and the magazines, and his observa- 
tion, almost universal in its scope, and 
his skill in handling his subjects have 
made him a valuable and welcome con- 
tributor. W. M. Bangs, 
Wars on Slight Pretexts. 
In considering the Chili matter it is 
well to remember that some of the 
bloodiest wars in history have resulted 
from matters so trilling in themselves 
that the common sense of common men 
absolutely refused to accept them as 
reasons. In truth, the two nations 
fought because they were in fighting 
humor; the cause alleged was a mere 
pretext. Who can assign any substan- 
tial reason for Loins Napoleon’s begin- 
ning the war on Prussia in 1870? 
Some soldiers of Modena, in the times 
when Italy was divided into many states, 
once carried off a bucket from a well in 
an adjacent state. There was first a 
local fight about it, then a border fight, 
and finally a war in which 10,000 lives 
were lost. At least three of Bonaparte’s 
great wars were made on pretexts so 
trifling that no hist orian has been able 
to figure out the exact cause. And so of 
many other wars. The moral is obvious: 
If Chili and the United States are to 
fight, it will be simply because they are 
anxious to fight. The great republic has 
anjoyed a very long peace, it is full of 
poung and hot blood, and its naval of- 
ficers are secretly longing for a brush 
with somebody. J. H. B. 
trous floods are reported from 
51 ain, 
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. 
j. LIBBY’S 
OP 
ms mo no lots 
*That have accumulated during the past year, 
will take place on 
MONDAY,TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY, 
Jan. 18, 19, 20. 
We make this a THREE DAYS’ SAEE by Departments, In 
order to give our patrons better service and avoid the over-crowd- 
ing of the store. 
The affair is too large to attempt to handle in one day. 
This is a Genuine Sale of Remnants and Odd Eots, not a manu- 
factured one. No goods have been purchased and cut up for this 
sale. 
Our purchases and sales havejbeen so extensive the past year, 
that we have accumulated a great quantity of remnauts which 
must now be closed out. We take a great loss in the markdown 
we have made for this sale. 
MONDAY. 
The Sale of REMNANTS in the Housekeeping Department, In- 
cluding Table liinen, Towels, Flannels, Soiled Blankets and 
Quilts, Binghams, Prints, Cotton Dress Boods, Bleached and 
Brown Cottons and all other Domestics. 
No remnants will be sold in any other department on Monday. 
TUESDAY. 
The Sale of REMNANTS and ODD EOTS of Dress Boods, Silks, 
Velvets, Plushes and Cloakings. 
WEDNESDAY. 
The sale of RENMANTS of Laces, Haiuburgs, Handkerchiefs, 
Hosiery, Underwear, including Cotton Underwear, Corsets, Rib- 
bons, and all other kinds of Fancy Goods. 
Please notice carefully w’liat goods are to be sold each day, 
and if you cannot come all three days, select the day on which the 
goods you are most interested in, are to be sold. 
The Greatest Clearance Sale we ever made in our Cloak Rooms 
will occur during the Three Days’ Remnant Sale. 
Ianl5 dtf 
Bright and Clean. 
FULLY EQUIPPED 
IN 
Every Department. 
/ 
Steel Surpassed by Noes. 
Lately added a fall line of 
ParKe Davis & Co.’s 
PREPARATIONS. 
Grive us your Prescription busi- 
ness. We will appreciate it 
and treat you all right. 
G. H. Guppy & Go., 
463 CONGRESS STREET. 
dec2<5 codtf 
EDUCATIONAL. 
A. i. MOORE 
Will receive pupils iu Crayon Portraiture; also 
in Academic Drawing from cast and from life. 
Studio, 34 First National Bank Building, Port- 
land, Me. dec30eodlm 
INSTRUCTION^ BOTANY. 
Classes in Botany will be formed during Janu- 
ary that pupils may be fitted for the work of 
classification as soou as the early flowers bloom, 
Attention will be given to our native orchids. 
For terms and course of instruction, apply be- 
tween 3 and S p. m. to 
MRS. MARY E. TAYLOR, lO Gray St. 
janG d3w 
Painting, Drawing and Modelling in 
Clay from Life and from 
the antique. 
REOPENS OCT. 5th, 
AT 478 1-2 CONGRESS ST., P0RTLAN0. 
$10 a month, Antique and Portrait Classes, 
(1st course). $13 a month, Life and Portrait 
Classes (2nd course). $4 a month, Evening 
Class for Antique.. 
Each course fills the entire day. sepl5eod4m 
MISS E. W, THURSTON, 
Teacher of the Violin 
PUPIL OF EICHBERG, 
will receive pupils September 1st, < 
ADDRESS 53 MONUMENT ST., 
! 
or Thurston’s Piano House, 3 Free t 
Street Block, Portland. 
aug27 dGm 
MISCELLANEOUS. 
lank looks 
FOR IRE NEW YEAR. 
Office Stationery 
xnsr 
GREAT VARIETY. 
LOW, SHORT k HARMON. 
dec26 coiltt 
SOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1378. 
f. Baker & Co.’s 
Breakfast 
Gocoa 
from which the excess ot 
oil has been removed, is 
| Absolutely Pure J Sand it is Solublei 
No Chemicals 
are used in its preparation. It has 
more than three times the strength of 
Cocoa mixed with Starch, Arrowroot 
or Sugar, and is therefore far more 
economical, costing less than one cent 
a cup. It is delicious, nourishing, 
strengthening, easily digested, 
and admirably adapted for invalids 
as well as for persons in health. 
Sold by Grocers everywhere. 
W. BAKER & GO., Dorchester, Mass. 
MEN’S 
Hill M 1 Sts#. 
Stylish Overshoes 
For your Long, Narrow, Slim Feet. 
MEN’S High Cut Overshoes for Dress. 
MEN’S High Cut Overshoes for Railroad Men, 
Farmers and Mechanics. 
Keep your Feet Comfortable. 
CHILDREN’S, MISSES’ AND LADIES’ 
Dress High Cut Overshoes. 
SEASONABLE GOODS FOR EVERYBODY 
Men’s $2.00, $3.00, and $4.00 Shoes 
YOUNG MEN 
Examine BROWN’S $3.00 Shoes. 
BROWN’S $3.00 Shoes vs. all other 
$3.00 Shoes. You please examine and 
report. 
Round the Corner, 461 Congress St. 
UNION STATION. ; Sign of Gold Boot. 
dec31 eodtf 
GRATEFUL COMFORTING. 
E2;p;ps?s» Ooooo, 
BREAKFAST. 
“By a thorough knowledge of the natural 
laws which govern the operations of digestion 
and nutrition, and by a careful application o£ 
the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. 
Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a 
delicately flavored beverage which may save us 
many iieavv doctors’ bills, it is by the judic- 
ious use of such articles of diet that a constitu- 
tion may be gradually built up until strong 
enough to resist every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating around 
as ready to attack wherever there is a weak 
point. We may escape many a iatal shaft by 
keeping ourselves well fortified with pure blood 
ind a properly nourished frame.”— Civil Ser- 
vice Gazette." 
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold 
inly in half pound tins, by Grocers, labelled 
thus: JAMES EPPS & CO., Homoeopathic 
Or sii,Lr-r itjiaLi,» aTIOV. A new and only 
Gold Medal PRIZE ESSAY on NERVOUS and 
PHYSICAL DEBILITY, ERRORS of 
YOUTH, EXHAUSTED VITALITY, PRE- 
MATURE DECLINE, and ail DISEASES 
and WEAKNESSES of ELAN. 800pages,cloth, 
gilt; 126 invaluable prescriptions. Only $1.0# 
by mail, double sealed. Descriptive Prospect- 
ns with endorsements g»«r,P,| SEND 
cf the Press and voluntary f MOW 
testimonials of the cured. « 0 l tmu* • 12GW, 
Consultation in person or by mail. Expert treat- 
ment. INVIOLABLE SECRECY and CER- 
TAIN CURE. Address Pr. W. H. Parker, or 
The Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4 Buiflnch St., 
Boston, Mass. 
The Peabody Medical Institute haa many 1ml- 
tatcre, bnt no equal. — Herald. 
The Science ot Life, or Self Preservation, la a 
treasure moro valuable than gold. Read it now, 
every WEAK and NERVOUS man, and learn to 
be STRONGMedical ileview. (Copyrighted.! 
deo3 eod&wly 
ESTABLISHED 
The Old Standard Family Medicine. 
ft regulates the bowels, assists digestion, 
nd cures those diseases arising from a dis- 
rdered stomach or liver, such as: Consti- 
tution, Biliousness, Indigestion, Loss of 
appetite, Headaches, etc. 
JEST REMEDY FOR WORMS KNOWN. 
Price, 35c.. FOc., and $1.00 At all druggists. 
Or of the Proprietors. 
>r. J. F- TRUE & CO., Auburn, Maine. 
jyl6 TT&S&wtl4 
MISCBIXANEOUS._j _SnSCKI.lAX KC'X S._ 
I POETIC NORMANDY. ! 
__ I 
A Study of Peasant Life in France’s j 
Fairest Province. 
The Valley of the Maycnne— The Market 
Place at Mortain — The Gendarme- 
Vagaries of the Village Drummer- 
Memories of Happy Days. 
[Special Paris Letter.! 
I had decided to spend the day at 
Mortain, and, as no railroad connects 
Sept Forges with the little town, I was 
astir at daybreak so as to be in readi- 
ness for the first diligence that left for 
Mortain. I secured a comfortable seat 
and the old omnibus soon rattled away 
along the pretty country roads. 
On my right sat a priest with his tri- 
angle hat and in full canonicals. He 
was a short, jolly-looking person, with 
a homely but agreeable cast of coun- 
tenance and an eye which expressed 
frankness and good nature. On the 
seat opposite was a Parisian commer- 
cial traveler. 
And as we were driven along I could 
.admire the rich Normandy soil and its 
beautiful hills covered with bright 
gTeen woods and separated by valleys, 
which spread and narrowed and di- 
vided themselves into branches in the 
most fantastic and picturesque manner. 
When we first caught sight of the river 
Mayenne we commanded a view of its 
glittering waters in the woody valley 
below. The upper part of this valley 
was as green as the fresh young grass 
of spring could make it, and sprinkled 
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in all their beauty and fragrance. 
Small, spreading trees interspersed 
with aspens and poplars whose leaves 
twinkled ip the sun clustered together, 
as it were, in small tufts, dotted its sur- 
face; and the turf, like the “green, 
smooth-shaven lawn” of Milton, sloped 
down with inexpressible softness to the 
silver waters of the Mayenne. Words, 
however, can give but a faint idea of a 
scene like this, and even the pencil, 
powerful as it is in reproducing the 
glories of the earth, would fail to catch 
all the charms of the spot, which part- 
ly arose out of accessories—remoteness 
from human dwellings and the songs of 
the birds, and the perfumed breath of 
spring which filled the bosom with de- 
light and thrilled like a magic in- 
fluence through the frame. 
The time flew by rapidly and, after a 
few hours spent in conversation with 
the commercial traveler and the priest 
and in admiration of the beautiful 
scenery, we were safely deposited about 
midday before a quaint old outerge, or 
inn, on the mai'ket place of Mertain. 
The market was being held in a large 
open jSpace surrounded on all sides by 
Houses and ornamented on two sides by 
a double row of elm trees. Here were 
assembled an immense number of peas- 
ants and women from the surrounding 
country, whose costume, more especial- 
ly that of the women, would furnish 
rich materials to a painter. Some had 
come with their baskets from Sourdcval 
and Barenton by the new railroad, but 
most of the neighboring villagers had 
made their way thither on foot. 
In the large dining-room on tha 
ground floor of the inn the most wealthy 
peasants were seated at dejeuner—a 
meal which was being quickly served 
by two handsome maidens. There also 
was the district policeman—gendarme— 
with his three-cornered hat and hia 
dark blue costume, with his epaulets 
and his spurs, and his pistols in a 
leather belt about ms waist, ana above 
all his black mnstaehio so well curled. 
He was reading tho leading paper oi 
the department, now taking a mouthful 
of a well-cooked beefsteak, now a 
mouthful of dreadful polities. 
I was soon seated at the common ta- 
ble, but had scarcely had time to drink 
a glass of cider and begin my meal when 
in the courtyard of the inn a dram was 
suddenly heard. In a moment every- 
body rushed to the door or the windows 
with their mouths full and their nap- 
kins in their hands—with the exception, 
though, of the tall gendarme, who, at 
that precise moment, seemed very inter- 
ested in a particular passage of his rev- 
olutionary paper and consequently did 
not stir. 
When the drummer ceased beating 
his instrument he began the news, 
scanning every phrase with deplorable 
irregularity: “Let it be known to the 
inhabitants of Mortain and in general 
to all persons present at the market, 
that, on the road to Juvigny, between 
nine and ten this morning, a pocket- 
book in black leather containing five 
hundred francs has been lost. Twenty 
francs reward to whosoever brings tho 
same to the mayor or to 11. ilomme- 
ton!” Once more the drum was heard, 
and old Jules Malot, the village drum- 
mer, entered the large room of the ic n 
and placing his drum upon the table 
made a sign to one of the female at- 
tendants. The pretty maiden had soon 
placed a cup of black coffee before him, 
with a small glass of cognac—his petit 
Terre. For he was an old habitue of the 
auberge and had no need to order. lie 
came every day at about the same hour 
and always took the same refreshment. 
The peasants soon left the dining- 
room to reiura to tilts auw 
attend to their business. I remained 
alone with the old drummer whose in- 
teresting features excited my curiosity 
and attention to no small degree. 
He was short and rather stout, with 
a determined look about him. To a 
stranger he would appear, at first 
glance, a hard-hearted, uncouth indivi- 
dual, but as I approached him and 
made a few commonplace remarks on the 
lovely weather,the beauty of the scenery 
and the market place, I soon found that 
I was in presence of a real Norman 
type of an old soldier, spending his last 
days in the seclusion of his native vil- 
lage. He was wearing a white blouse 
which seemed almost scorched by the 
sun. With his white mustache and 
imperial his features reminded mo of 
some of the old soldiers I had met in 
Paris in the Invalides where the re- 
mains of the great Napoleon are now 
interred. When he had finished his 
coffee and taken a sip of cognac he 
looked round to see that his drum had 
not been removed. I soon learned that 
lie had no relatives, except some cbil- 
dren of a distant cousin whom he was 
wont to call his nephews and his nieces. 
So the village drum was his best friendl 
Jules Malot, feeling that his conver- 
sation pleased me, drew his chair nearer 
to mine, and, iigntlng a pipe, prepared 
himself for a chat. I called for another 
cognac for him and poured myself out a 
second glass of a most delicious cider. 
Then Malot went on to tell me what a 
pleasant life he was leading. He was 
the village drummer—le tambour de la 
villa—and after more than thirty years 
spent in the ranks, he had retired on a 
small pension hardly sufficient to live 
upon. But he had been the Mortain 
tambour for several years, and when- 
ever an announcement was to be made 
it was Malot who walked through the 
village roads and lanes followed by the 
children who would look up at him as a 
god. One day he would cry out the loss 
of a purse, on the morrow he would in- 
form the population of the arrival of a 
dentist who could extract teeth at a 
charge of twenty sous, or else of a boot- 
maker who could sell shoes and sabots 
at some ridiculously low figure. 
“Ah! business is good,” he said, “but 
how I regret the past time, for you 
must know that 1 was at Sebastopol 
and at Solferino—ah! did not we make 
the enemy run—and I was in Paris dur- 
ing the siege.” And, lifting up his 
blouse, he showed me the medal of 
Queen Victoria, which many French 
soldiers gained fn Crimea. 
“I was a drummer of the line, and 
when I think of my old days, why, it 
makes tears flow from my eyes!” And 
he went on to tell me how brave drum- 
mers are. “In an attack they are 
* 
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the columns and beat the charge. But 
how often did we rush pell mell in the 
different companies against the enemy, 
and more than once a drummer was 
first in the trenches of our foes. 
“Some people think that the drum is 
quite a modern instrument, but, mon- 
sieur, it was invented—so they say, for 
I have not read any books on the sub- 
ject—in the fourteenth century, and 
when the English took Calais, Froissart 
speaks of the drummers in his chroni- 
cles.” 
“Oh! yes,” I replied, laughingly, 
“why, there is a mystical legend which 
says that drums were beaten to prevent 
Saturn hearing baby Jupiter cry.” 
He smiled and thought perhaps I was 
joking. 
I shook hands with the good fellow. 
He emptied his glass to my health and 
bade me adieu. 
I could not help thinking that a man 
so full of Irris would make a grand 
subject for a writer of the romantio 
school, whilst the realistic author could 
not fail to admire his energetic spright- 
linass and his chic. 
As I left he heaved a loud sigh. Talk- 
ing of the past had awakened in his 
breast memories of times gone by. 
Like Othello, his occupation seemed 
gone. 
* * * O! farewell! 
Farewell, the neighing steed and the shrill 
trump, 
The spirit-stirring drum • • • 
#***••• 
Farewell! 
Frederic Mater. 
Funerals in the French Capital. 
As a rule official funerals strike the 
inhabitants of this fair city with the 
same cheery enthusiasm as is inspired 
in an American town by the announce- 
ment that Bamum's circus is going to 
parade the streets. There is always a 
certain constraint in Anglo-Saxon conn- 
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Saxons have a horror and fear of death 
which is nonexistent in the French char- 
acter. The Parisians have no special re- 
spect for nor any marked dread of the 
king of terrors. If a Parisian is bored 
or ill or in trouble or is overburdened by 
financial troubles ho is very apt to solve 
the problem of life by committing sui- 
cide, and so getting out of it all with 
perfect philosophy and serene indiffer- 
ence. Life in Paris runs much more 
smoothly from the fact that no one as a 
rule lives to be madly unhappy. The 
Parisians cease to live when they cease 
to enjoy.—Paris Cor. Philadelphia Tele 
graph. 
_ 
A Process for Making Tin. 
Heretofore it has been impossible to 
get lead to adhere to iron without the 
aid of tin. This can now be done by the 
following means: First, pickle the plates: 
in a bath to remove the scale, a weal: 
electric current being sent through the 
bath. Remove the plate3 to a bath ot 
lime water and thence to one of fresh 
water. From this place them in a bath 
consisting of a neutral solution of zinc 
and stannic chlorides, thence to a drying 
chamber heated by steam. When dry 
place them in a bath of molten lead 
per cent. pure.—New York Times. 
Not Stimulating to the Uver. 
A lady stopped another in a crowded 
storo on Saturday to dilate on her 
wretched health. “The doctor told me 
I must go out every day and take exer- 
ciso and air. I went to thi'ee funerals 
last week; the people were dead stran- 
gers to me, but the cemeteries were out 
of town, and I thought the ride might 
stimulate my liver. But 1 don’t know 
as I am a bit improved.”—Philadelphia 
Record. , 
Corn from Ancient Seed. 
An Oxford editor has a number of 
grains of corn grown from seed taken 
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mound in Missouri. A Kansas man se- 
cured eight of the precious grains and 
planted them. TSiree sprouted and pro- 
duced a crop. The Oxford editor is 
willing to make an affidavit that he be- 
lieves the pot was buried by Indians a 
thousand years ago.—Kansas City Star. 
The sweet girl students of Denmark, 
desirous that all the world should know 
of their collegiate aspirations, have de- 
termined to announce the fact by wear- 
ing students’ caps in the form of a little 
round black hat with a black ribbon 
band and the university badge thereon. 
Consul Heath says that many of the 
houses in Catania are built of the lava 
which poured forth from Mount Etna 
in great streams on the neighboring 
clay beds. This mixture of clay and 
lava is now mixed and used to great ad- 
vantage in building, .. ; 
Small Disputes that May Culminate 
in Big Battles. 
There Is Trouble In Morocco, Uneasi- 
ness in Egypt anti an Actual Revolu- 
tion on the Mexican Border—A Re- 
view of the Situations. 
For many a year people have been 
looking to eastern Europe and to France 
and Germany for the next war, when 
all of a sudden specks of war appear in 
three other places. There is a chance 
for war in Egypt, a serious disturbance 
in Morocco and some real fighting on 
the Rio Grande. The situations in Egypt 
and Morocco emphasize the fact that 
France and Great Britain are gradually 
drifting into their old relations of chron- 
ic hostility. The French conquered and 
annexed Algiers, and for several years 
past it has remained a contented prov 
ince of the republic known as Algeria. 
MULEY HASSAN, MOROCCO’S SULTAN. 
The French thought it necessary to 
the security of their new possession to 
annex the oasis of Touat and its adjacent 
valleys, which have a population of some 
200,000, but the people there claimed the 
protection of Morocco and there were 
“complications.” All at once the people 
of the oasis and their wild neighborhood 
broke out in rebellion against Morocco 
and gained ground so rapidly that they 
threatened to capture Tangier. Great 
Britain at once notified the sultan of 
Morocco that her ships would take care 
of Tangier, and if necessary her marines 
would land and defend British interests 
there against the rebels. France de- 
clares that this is only a pretense to secure 
a foothold, and that as France was first 
in that part of Africa she must manage 
this Morocco business and annex the dis- 
puted territory. 
The situation in Egypt is far more 
complicated. The French really con- 
structed the Suez canal, but the British 
got control. The usual complications 
followed. There was a so called rebel- 
lion against Mohammed Tewfik, the 
khedive of Egypt, who favored the Brit- 
ish, and so the latter bombarded Alex- 
andria and established a protectorate. 
The war in the Soudan followed, all 
those opposed to the British protectorate 
TEWFIK, THE LATE KHEDIVE, 
being stigmatized as “rebels. It is not 
expected that American readers will try 
to understand the interminable compli- 
cations, but two points must always be 
considered—Great Britain is now a great 
Mohammedan power and is determined 
to control the short route to India. 
The old Khedive has died of the grip and 
his son and successor, Abbas Pasha, who 
is but seventeen years old, was educated 
in Austria, doesn’t like the English and 
does like the French. So France sees 
her opportunity to oust England. Mo- 
hammed Tewfik was still young—born 
Nov. 19, 1852—and was the most en- 
lightened ruler Egypt has had in mod- 
ern times. On the other hand, Mnley 
Hassan, whom the French and English 
have had to deal with, as sultan of Mo- 
rocco, is an old African despot of the 
blood and grease variety. Nothing but 
the jealousy of Europeans has caused 
them to allow such a tyrant in power. 
The English cannot permit the French to 
get possession of Tangier, just across the 
straits from Gibraltar. 
LIEUTENANT GEORGE TAYLOE LAN GHORNE. 
On the Rio Grande the situation is 
now more amusing than alarming, but 
there has been some real fighting; a few 
American soldiers have been killed and 
Lieutenant George Tayloe Langhorne of 
the Third cavalry was seriously wounded. 
His foot has been amputated and his 
condition is critical. Oatarino Garza, 
the filibuster, has been driven into 
Mexico and the troops of that republic 
were hard after him at last accounts. 
They Are Good, But Overcrowded in 
Every Department. 
Scores of People Who Pay No Taxes In 
the District of Columbia Take Advan- 
tage of Its Creditable Educational 
Institutions—In Franklin Park. 
[Special Washington Letter.! 
The annual report of the superin- 
tendent of the white schools of the Dis- 
trict of Columbia, which is now in the 
hands of the district commissioners, is 
an exceptionally interesting public doc- 
ument. 
The superintendent says that congress 
has provided liberally for the erection, 
extension and improvement of school 
buildings during the past few years 
and that most of the schools are taught 
on full time. Nevertheless, it is a fact 
that a number of schools above the 
second grade have been restricted to 
half-day time because of the fact that 
there is not sufficient room in the school 
buildings to accommodate all of the 
pupils. Ho says that there are over 
forty-Sve thousand children attending 
these schools, while there is only room 
to accommodate about thirty-one thou- 
sand of them, so that in order that all 
may attend one-third are given only 
half-day time. That is to say that 
pupils of the third grade can occupy a 
room from nine o’clock until twelve, 
while pupils of the fourth or fifth grade 
may occupy the same room from one 
o’clock until four in the afternoon. It 
is desirable, indeed necessary, that 
there should be an additional eight- 
room building in each of the school di- 
schoolliouses are needed in the growing 
suburbs. 
One thing that stands out most prom- 
inent in the report of the superintend- 
ent is the fact that so many non-resi- 
dents of the District of Columbia claim 
and are accorded school privileges for 
their children. There are over four 
hundred members of the house and oi 
the senate and fully six hundred em- 
ployes of the capitol and its adjuncts, 
who pay no taxes whatever in the Dis- 
trict of Columbia, yet demand the priv- 
ilege of sending their children to the 
public schools. It is impossible for the 
school authorities to distinguish be- 
tween the real and temporary citizens 
of the national capital, as we have no 
polling precincts, no voters, nor other 
means of ascertaining bona fide resi- 
dents. Therefore it happens that any 
family residing in the city, whether 
temporarily or permanently, is assumed 
to have the right to send their children 
for instruction in the various grades of 
our public schools. 
Quite a number of the children grow 
to young manhood and young woman- 
hood under the tutelage of District in- 
structors and are fitted for admission 
to the high school. The superintendent 
calls attention to the fact that the pres- 
ent high school building is not large 
enough to accommodate the constantly 
increasing number e/ pupils advanced 
to that grade, and he recommends the 
establishment of other coordinate high 
schools as very desirable adjuncts to 
the present educational machinery. 
The plant for coordinate high schools 
will be found to be exceedingly expen- 
sive, and it is not at all likely that the 
present congress, either senate or house, 
will be inclined to deal liberally with 
any matters whatever, not even for the 
educational advancement of the rising 
generation. 
There is a spirit of economy in the 
air of the national capital; but it is a 
cheese-paring spirit, a sort of save-at- 
the-spigot-and-waste-at the bung-hole 
economy. Therefore it is not like- 
ly that the recommendations for the es- 
tablishment of coordinate high schools 
will be favorably acted upon by con- 
gress. It is shown by this same report 
that congress has heretofore insisted 
upon limitations in the salaries ol 
teachers, so as to make it 
utterly impossible for the superintend- 
ent to employ the number of experts re- 
quired for a well-equipped high school. 
This may seem strange as a corollary 
of the fact that the children of oui 
statesmen are being educated in these 
schools. 
It will be interesting, especially to 
my younger readers, to know the cur- 
riculm adopted by the high schools oi 
the District of Columbia. The first 
year’s work is: In the academic branch 
—English, history, algebra, Latin, lec- 
tures ou physiology and physical geog- 
raphy. 
Scientific—German, lectures on phys- 
iology and physical geography. 
Business branch—same as above, 
with bookkeeping, business arithmetic, 
lectures on physiology and physical 
geography by advanced instructors. 
The attendance upon the schools dur- 
ing the past year has been exception- 
ally good because it has been uniform- 
ly regular. The increased attendance 
was peculiar in that it was confined al- 
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was not because of the crowded condi- 
tion of the schools of the lower grade, 
nor was it because the lower grade 
schools received less care and. attention 
than those of the upper grades. The 
superintendent in his report is unable 
to account for this peculiar fact. 
The good people of Washington are 
suffering from the same affliction which 
years so neavily upon the fathers o: 
families in almost every considerabk 
city in the United States. Every year, 
for some reason or other, and fron 
some motive more occult than trans- 
parent, the teachers discover wha1 
seems to be a necessity for a change ir 
the kind of text books in common use. 
For this reason second-hand books can- 
not be bought and the older cliildrer 
cannot transfer as precious legacies tc 
their younger brothers and sisters the 
books which they have used and pre- 
served most carefully. The annual ex- 
penditure for new books is one of the 
regular expenses which the head of a 
family must count upon. In some cities 
it is claimed that superintendents are 
corruptly influenced by book publishers 
to make these changes; hut it would 
not be fair to even intimate sueb a 
thing concerning the immaculate offi- 
cials0 who preside over the schools in the 
national capital. 
In a majority of the towns, cities and 
counties of this country, since the new 
year dawned, the children have been 
going to and from their schools, either 
walking upon or wading through the 
snow; or rushing with flying feet 
through the bitter cold air which comes 
with biting strength from the far north 
land. In this city, however, where the 
climate is mollified and modified by the 
genial influence of the gulf stream, our 
children, young men and maidens trav- 
erse clean, smooth sidewalks andstreets, 
some of them wearing neither overcoats 
nor heavy wraps, because of the mild- 
ness and balminess of the atmosphere. 
One thing, however, is noticeable 
here, and it is so wherever public schools 
are open and flourishing, the children 
have too many books to study to ever 
master and absorb the contents of any 
of them. Little ones not more than 
ten or twelve years old are bearing on 
their backs the burden of at least a 
dozen books; but they will never bear 
these burdens upon their brains, be- 
cause it is impossible for young or old 
to gain erudition by absorption. One 
thing at a time, and that done well, is 
an excellent motto which very few in- 
structors ever learn. They push pupils 
through a curriculum and eventually 
give them certificates which inform the 
public that their possessors are educated, 
but, in nine cases out of ten, the higli- 
school graduates cannot correctly spell 
vernacular English. It would be better 
for the little ones to spend the first two 
years in their spelling books, with no 
other study whatever, than to push them 
along, through so many books that they 
do not know even the names of the au- 
thors of them. If two years were spent 
in the spelling book, one year in gram- 
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other year in penmanship, with a review 
of other studies, better scholarship 
would result. 
In that manner, there would be laid 
a good, broad and deep foundation, and 
every little mind which is imbued with 
a natural desire for information could 
develop itself without extraneous aid. 
These are words of wisdom. 
Down town, in the heart of the city, 
opposite Franklin park, stands the most 
desirable school in the city for children 
to attend. The grounds are large, the 
schoolrooms are large, the most beau- 
tiful park in the city is directly oppo- 
site, and during recess or at noon timte 
there are more bright and happy faces 
to be seen in the vicinity of Franklin 
school than anywhere else in Washing- 
ton. On every other side of the park 
are the homes of distinguished people. 
Their children are among the throngs 
of happy rompers who take possession 
of the place. There is nothing better 
and more elevating for the heart and 
soul of man, cr/pecially in this sin-rid- 
den city, than to spend an occasional 
hour in the atmosphere of childhood, 
youth or young maidenhood. Such an 
hour I spent this morning in Franklin 
park, watching the children and indulg- 
ing in speculations concerning their 
present and future. Thereafter I ex- 
amined the superintendent’s report with 
a great deal of interest, and concluded 
to transmit these facts and thoughts to 
my reading friends throughout the 
country. Smitii D. Fey. 
Feminine Hazing:. 
There is no doubt of the wonderful 
progress making in the “higher educa- 
tion” of women. In very few matters 
are the college girls behind the college 
bovs. and at the present rate of progress 
they will soon be far ahead iu many 
things until lately distinctly peculiar to 
male collegians. Wellesley girls had 
an exciting pillow rush last week, and 
now news comes from the Pacific coast 
of some highly interesting developments 
in the practice of hazing among the 
young lady students in a seminary near 
San Jose. Among other things the girl 
sophs tied a rope around the waist of a 
girl fresh and pulled her around play- 
fully until she fainted, and she was 
afterwards quite ill. Investigation dis- 
closed many similar evidences of ad- 
vanced and advancing culture. 
Bread from AIoss. 
Along the Columbia river a kind of 
bread is made from a moss that grows 
on the spruce-fir tree. This moss is 
prepared by placing it in heaps, sprink- 
ling it with water, and permitting it to 
ferment. Then if is rolled into balls as 
big as a man's head and these are baked 
in pits. 
Sacrod Nuts of Japan. 
Although well known to travelers and 
collectors of curiosities the horn nut or 
“sacred nut” of Japan was almost 
wholly unknown to fruit and nut deal- 
ers in this country prior to 1888, when a 
Broadway (New York) commission mer- 
chant received the first large consign- 
ment. They are called “sAcred nuts” 
because used in certain forms of Japan- 
ese worship, where they are placed op 
the altar and ignited. Being very rich 
in oil they burn with a hot, bluish flame 
and give off a peculiar odor, the fumes 
being supposed to rise as an acceptable 
incense to the gods. They grow under 
water and have a leaf like an American 
lilyr i.Vua ■fnrni nf t.hn nnfc itsfilf T>p,iner an 
almost exact counterpart of an Asian 
buffalo’s head, drooping horns and all. 
In the raw state they are hard and 
tasteless, but when cooked the flavor 
resembles that of bojled chestnuts. They 
are said to retain their edible qualities 
for upwards of twenty years. 
Memory’s Impressions on tSio Brain. 
It is computed by leading physiolo- 
gists that, since one-third of a second 
suffices to produce an impression on the 
brain, a man of 100 years of age must 
have collected on or in his brain mat- 
ter 9,467,280,000 impressions. Or, again, 
take off one-third of the time for sleep, 
and we still find 6,311,520,000. This 
would give 3,155,760,000 separate waking 
impressions to the man who lives to the 
age of 50 years. Allowing an average 
weight of four pounds to the brain, de- 
ducting one-fourth for blood and ves- 
sels, and another fourth for external 
integument, it may be said that each 
grain of brain substance contains not 
less than 205,542 traces or impressions 
of ideas. Of course these figures and 
calculations will need to be applied ac- 
cording to the temperament of the indi- 
viduals to whom they are fitted, but 
they all point to one fact: Divine handi- 
work is gradually shown in memory. 
'I 
“A woman best under- 
stands a woman’s ills.” 
“ To what recognition is 
a woman entitled whose 
sole ambition in life was 
* 
to do good to others, and 
the fruit of whose labors' 
has proved a blessing to 
the civilized world?" 
*5 _ 
“GPSE BOTTLE BROUGHT ME OUT OF BED.” 
Dear Madam : Baltimore, Oct. 30, 1890. | 
Having soon your advertisement in Tuesday’s paper, I have concluded to 
send for your hook (entitled Guide to Health and Etiquette ); mc.osed and 
two 2-cent stamps. I havo used your vegetable compound, and without mistake 
I believe it to bo the best medicine ever used. I was prostrate; one bottle 
brought mo out of bed, and three got me up so that I could do the housework. 
May you bo as successful in the future as you havo been in the past, for every- 
body gives praise to your medicine. Yours truly, 
Josephine Schoenborn, 713 Baker St., Baltimore City, Md. 
LYDIA E. PIMKHAWTS v| Is the only Positive Cur® ansi Sjesriiimat® Remedy 
for the peculiar weaknesses and ailments of women. 
All Drrcreists sell it as a standard article, or sent by mail, in form o. P1II3 or 
Lozenges, on receipt of $1.00. LYDIA E. PINKHAM MED. CO., LYNN, MASS. 
/ An illustrated book, entitled 11 Guide to Health and Etiquette," by Lydia E. Pinkham, is of great _Z_ 
value to ladies. We will present a copy to anyone addressing us with two 2-cent stamps. 
MWT7fciw1 irfAntinlnrm 
GRAND ANNUAL CASH SALE 
-OF 
REMNANTS AND ODD LOIS 
From Each Department, 
THURSDAY, FRIDAY k SATURDAY, JAN. 14,15 & 18. 
Wilt toe sold regardless of cost to close tliem out. This will toe the 
most attractive sale we Slave ever had. I\o goods charged, taken 
hack or exchanged. We have employed many extra clerks to wait 
on the crowds of people who always come to these sales to get 
some of the great bargains. Sale begins at 9 o’clock. 
J. HI. DYER & CO. 
janll 
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REICHARDTS PERFUMERY 
— pon •ai'ssiis — 
HOLIDAY_TRADE! 
We have a complete line of these Standard Odors among which are 
the following: 
YLANGt YLANG, WHITE ROSE, JOCKEY CLUB, CASHMERE 
LILY, WILD ROSE, YIOLET, HELIOTROPE, MAY 
BLOSSOM, LILY OF THE VALLEY, 
FRANC!PANM, CLOVE PINK, 
AND NEW MOWN HAY. 
Wc bike pleasure in recommending these perfumes to our patrons feeling that they 
will give entire satisfaction. They are put up in a handsome stoppered bottle con- 
taining a half pint, for only $1.50 each, or sold by the ounce at 20 cents. 
830 Congress Street. 
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[Extract of Beef. "" 
! 
Do you want a cnp of 
Beef Tea? See that it is 
made from the Genuine. 
Incomparably the best 
Pure, palatable, refresh- 
ing. Dissolves clearly. 
See Baron Liebig’s 
signature in blue on 
each label thus: 
dec28 eodlm ] 
f Are You "'ll 
I TROUBLED |l 
: With S 
I B^DlGESTSOft* |; 
3) Dyspepsia or any form of Stomach Trouble? (< ( 
C >r Cfi TRY DR. BRONSON'S % 
lr 50 PEPSI N TROCHES 5 
V They will relievo and cure vou. 25 cents J 
c, per box, at druggists or by mail. J 
(, BRONSON CHEMICAL CO., Providence, R.LJ 
0 : 
ARABIAN 
Balsa! 
One of the Best Medicines Ever 
invented for 
PERFECTED MEDIATE RELIEF 
IN CASES OF PAIN AND INFLAMMATION. 
This excellent compound is achieving the most 
Signal triumphs, astonishing many who have occa* 
sion to use it by the certainty with which it relieved 
them of their sufferings, both externally and intern* 
rlly. It Is safe and certain in its action. 
For Burns, Poisoning, Frys' 'las, Injlammwion 
o/ the Eyes or Bowels, Earache, Va/nc«, Bheujta- 
tism, Pains in Side, Back ©> Shoulders, Piles, 
Sore Throat, Croup or Bronchilx 
Price 25c. and $1 ata!. ^ruijgists. 
E. MORGAN & SOiSlSv Prop’s, 
PB.OVSSEXVE, K. I- 
apla eod&wly 
A Guaranteed Cure for Piles of whatever 
kind or degree—External, Internal, Blind or 
Bleeding. Itching, Chronic, Becent or Heredi- 
tary. This remedy has positively never oeen 
known to fail. $1.00 a box. G boxes for $5.00; 
sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price. A 
written Guarantee positively given to each 
purchaser of C boxes, when purchased at one 
time, to refund the $5.00 paid if not cured. 
Guarantee issued by \v. W. WHIPPLE Jk 
CO., Wholesale ami lietail Agents, 21 Monu- 
ment Square, Portland, Me. oet2Seocltt 
FIRST GLASS 
PIANOS 
FOR SALE OR RENT; ALSO 
OR-G-AMS 
Very Fancy or Plain ill 
NO. 154 5-2 EXCHANGE ST. 
W. P. HASTINGS’. 
dC(.'17 dtf 
declG aod2wtc 
"ZTXZZl a''^b!a""§ K£E1jEB AMERICAN f and 
HOUSE g POCOCIi 
n!w°MNAGEMENT I boston! 
American and European f sviass. f 
Rooms, $1 per flay and upward. This popular 
house, located in the business centre of Boston, 
under'its now management, and with its new 
furnishings and increased facilities, oilers at- 
tractions to ho til permanent and transient 
guests that are unsurpassed. Large sample 
rooms for commercial men. Special attention 
given to club and association dinners. A gen- 
tlemen’s cafe to be opened on the street floor. 
GEO. A. KEELER-ALFBED A. POCOCK, 
Proprietors. jandrlm 
PasthmIpI ISCHSFFM ANN’S Asthma Cura| r*j Never fails to civo instant relief in tho worri. Hi 
raoaeos, and effect.'* cures where others lull, 
Trial I'ackajD FliKK of Dragglslc or fcr Mail. R$ 
M AtWrcss DR. R. S GHIF.FM AN IT, IV-d, S* 
nova eod&eowflm 1 
PORTLAND DAILY PRESS. 
AND 
MAINE STATE PHESS. 
Subscription Rates. 
Daily (In advance) $6 per year; $3 for six 
months; $1.50 a quarter; 50 cents a month. 
Daily (Not in advance), invariably at the 
rate of $7 a year. 
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published 
every Thursday, $2 per year; $1 for six mouths; 
50 cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subserip. 
tlon of six weeks. 
Persons wishing to leave town for long or 
short periods may have the addresses of their 
papers changed as often as desired. 
Advertising Rates. 
In Daily Press $1.50 per square, first 
week; 75 cents per week after. Three Inser- 
tions or les3, $1.00 per square. Every other 
day advertisements, one third less than these 
rates. 
Half square advertisements $1.00 per week, 
first weak; half price each succeeding week. 
Special Notices, on first page, one third ad- 
ditional. 
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per 
square each week. Three insertions or less 
$1.60 per square. 
‘'A Square” is a space of the width of a 
column and one inch long. 
Irani, To Let, For Sale and similar ad- 
vertisements, 25 cents per week, in advance, 
for 40 words or less, no display. Displayed ad- 
vertisements under these headlines, and all ad- 
tisements not paid in advance, will he charged 
at regular rates. 
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square 
for first insertion, and 60 cents per square for 
each subsequent insertion. 
Address all communications relating to sub' 
scnptions and advertisements to Portland 
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street, 
rORTLAJCD, JYJJ5. 
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TT-TF! PRESS. 
FRIDAY, JANUARY 15. 
The death of the eldest son of the 
Prince of Wales, and heir presumptive to 
the British throne, will be without 
political effect upon the Empire 
except to put Prince George in the 
line of succession. The Duke 
was never popular with the people 
though his approachiug marriage with 
the Princess Mary of Teck, who is gen- 
erally beloved, had somewhat tempered 
the feelings of the people toward him, 
and caused them to manifest a much 
more kindly interest in him than they 
ever did before. Prince George, the 
second son of the Prince of Wales who 
now becomes heir presumptive, is far 
more popular than the Duke ever was, 
and though the people will feel sad over 
the way in which the change was 
brought about will hardly regret the 
change itself. 
Evidences of the decline of the popu- 
larity of Cleveland with the Democracy 
continue to accumulate. Even the Hon. 
Roger Q. Mills, who a year ago was as 
strong a Cleveland man as the country 
afforded, now declares that it will not do 
to take Cleveland. Congressman Whit- 
ing of Michigan, who still is an admirer 
or 1 leveianu, declares mat, m- wouru 
stand no chance in Michigan or the other 
States of the West because of his stand 
onthe silver question. But the chief 
cause of Cleveland’s decline is undoubt- 
edly the fear that has taken possession 
of the Democrats, since Hill succeeded in 
putting Hew York in his pocket, that 
the ex-President could not carry the Em- 
pire State. First and foremost the 
Democrats are looking for a man that 
can win. Character and principles are a 
secondary consideration, And it is rap- 
idly dawning upon them that Hill’s hos- 
tility would be fatal to any candidate, 
inasmuch as he holds the pivotal State in 
the hollow of his hand. 
Outside of unconfirmed rumors and 
“scare heads” in the papers there seems 
to be very little to account for the re- 
vfval of the Chilian war excitement. 
Hothing seems to have come from the 
state department or the navy department 
to indicate that there is any more danger 
of a war with Chili than there was a 
week ago. The sending of the corres- 
pondence to Congress is not an act of 
war, as many of the cerrespondents seem 
to think, nor will it indicate that the 
government has given up hopes of a 
peaceful settlement. The correspon- 
dence in the Behring Sea case was sent 
to Congress long before an amicable ad- 
justment of that difficulty was arrived 
at. Of course the continued delay of the 
Chilian government is somewhat dis- 
quieting, but we do not think this delay 
is to be interpreted as a device to gain 
time to put their ships in readiness. On 
the contrary it is more likely that the 
government is waiting until the hot heads 
of Santiago and Valparaiso cool off a 
little so that a surrender to our demands 
will not involve it in difficulty at home. 
The Argus very plainly insinuates that 
the city officers have been inclined to dis- 
credit the work of the county officers in 
the enforcement of the prohibitory law. 
and it sets this up as a reason 
why the arrests for drunkenness 
this year are loss than last. It 
says: “Sheriff Cram gave out word 
when he assumed the duties of his office 
in January, 1891, that he should do every- 
thing in his power to enforce the pro- 
hibitory law, and appointed as liquor 
deputies men who, he had every reason 
to believe, would carry out his instruc- 
tions to the letter. That they have done 
so is known by everybody. But there 
was not that disposition on the part of 
the city marshal and his subordinates to 
heartily co-operate in closing up the 
liquor saloons which the sheriff undoubt- 
edly would have, been glad to see. And 
this lack of perfect concert of action be- 
tween the county officers and the city 
officers doubtless led to fewer arrests 
for drunkenness than might otherwise 
have been the case.” But esteemed con- 
temporary, don’t you see that if this 
state of feeling existed, if the police force 
was anxious to discredit the enforce- 
ment of the law by the sheriffs, it would 
have been their policy to make just as 
many arrests as possible for drunken- 
ness, because if they could show an in- 
crease in the number of arrests for 
that offence they could show inferen- 
tially that the enforcement of the sheriffs 
had not amounted to much, inasmuch as 
it had failed to decrease the amount of 
drinking and drunkenness. 
HOW HAS IT BEEN DEMONSTRATED? 
Only three days ago the Argus de- 
clared that it had been demonstrated 
that the most rigid of prohibitory laws, 
even when rigorously enforced, fails 
to decrease drunkenness. Now we 
want our esteemed contemporary to tell 
us how this has been demonstrated, 
when it has been demonstrated and what 
has been the manner of the demonstra- 
tion? The jail records show more than 
a hundred less commitments for drunk- 
enness this year, when the prohibitory 
law has, as the Argus acknowledges, 
been rigorously enforced, than last year, 
when the Argus claims that the law was 
not rigorously enforced. These are all 
the statistics bearing on the subject 
■which have come to hand, and they cer- 
tainly do not demonstrate that a rigid 
enforcement of the prohibitory law does 
not decrease drunkenness. They may 
not conclusively demonstrate that it 
does, though that is their tendency, but 
obviously they do not demonstrate that 
it does not. Now inasmuch as our 
neighbor has declared that it has been 
demonstrated that prohibition does not 
decrease drunkenness it is fair to pre- 
sume that it has something to base that 
assertion upon. What is it? Are there 
any statistics that confirm the Argus’s 
assertion, and if so, what are they? Will 
the Argus be kind enough to furnish 
them? To say, as it did yesterday, that 
the number of arrests for drunken- 
ness is not a true measure of the quantity 
of liquor drunk in Portland or of the 
number of people who get drunk is evad- 
ing the question. That may be true, 
but it does not follow as a demonstrated 
fact that more people get drunk now, or 
as many, as when the prohibitory law was 
not stringently enforced. The Argus 
lias declared explicitly that it has been 
demonstrated that enforced prohibition 
does not decrease drunkenness. Now 
we want the Argus to tell us how this 
has been demonstrated. 
GENEVA AND SURROUNDINGS- 
Lake Geneva and Villas on its Banks 
Madame DeStael’s Old Mansion—The 
City of Geneva and the Points of Inter- 
est—The Prison of Chillon. 
[Special Correspondence.] 
Bale, Switzeblaud, Dee. 15, 1892. 
We naturally associate every country 
with some particular characteristic city. 
Paris is Prance, London is England, 
Vienna is Austria, Berlin is Germany and 
Switzerland is either Geneva or Lucerne. 
In summer the wide open door of travel 
beckons to eacn ana an oitnese countries 
but when the chill nights and chillier 
days of Autumn approach, the facilities 
for travel contract, and eligible places 
begin to grow less. 
The question then arises, where is the 
most delightful place for autumn ram- 
bles. 'Where can one best catch the 
sheen of October glories, the crisp air the 
bright sunshine and brilliant foliage. 
Where can one most eomfortabfy breathe 
the expiring breath of the year as it 
hastens on to meet its successor. 
A little later Nice, Algiers and Cairo 
open their arms to habitual guests and 
Italy is the fair field for winter travel, 
but there are only a few places which vie 
with each other in autumn. Among the 
finest of these is Lake Geneva, and the 
choice retreats on its banks, whose season 
commences the last of September. 
People have been passing through 
Geneva all summer on the way, by post- 
route, to Chamounie, to see and visit Mt, 
Blanc, and thence to Martigny, which 
connects with comparatively new rail- 
road routes to the Rhone Glacier and 
Zermatt. But now they stop and linger 
and explore the interesting places on .the 
Lake. 
THE LAKE OF GENEVA. 
It has ever been the favorite theme of 
poets and has always helped to make up 
the rhythm of song. Goethe wrote of it 
with enthusiasm and Byron sang in ma- 
jestic strains of Chillon. The places on 
its banks have been the chosen scene of 
fiction and the battle-ground of creeds, 
ever since Bousseau wrote his impas- 
sioned novels and Voltaire expounded 
his irreligious thought. 
The Lake of Geneva is very propitious 
in its form as well as classic in its sur- 
roundings. As the boat glides over its 
eiear waters which wind like a bow into 
the form of a crescent there is a constant 
lront iin rtf q nlociciivviltlo Irinrl 
about Mt. Blanc, glimpses of which are 
caught at Morges, is'ym, Holies and Cop- 
pet, and also along the way the Jura and 
Savoy mountains help to form a pano- 
rama, which is stamped indelibly upon 
the mind. 
THE LATEEN SAIL. 
The little pleasure boats with the 
lateen sail, come coquettishly into view 
and numerous waterfowl follow the 
steamer’s trail, in such charming com- 
panionship, that it seems as if it were for 
acquaintance, instead of the means they 
have, of gathering nourishment for their 
young. 
This lateen sail is perhaps ^he most 
picturesque feature of the lake. It seems 
to shove the boat along as its oriental 
outline and Egyptian form is made by 
the canvass at right angle across tire bow 
of the boat. 
Each of these boats as it appears is a 
new artistic surprise. 
THE VILLAS ON THE BANK. 
As one approaches Geneva and the 
horn of the crescent bends ho passes the 
loveliest villas with enchanting grounds. 
A Moravian school hero for boys was 
once the home of a Bonaparte and in a 
smaller villa Jerome Bonaparte died a 
few months ago. In the foreground of 
tliis villa, near the shore of the lake is an 
elegant chateau now owned by a wealthy 
Englishman, to whom it was sold by the 
impecunious Jerome to meet current ex- 
penses and cancel his debts, for like all 
the old French aristocracy he had more 
defunct royalty than money, more coat 
of arfts than French bank notes. 
MADAME DE STAEL’S ODD MANSION. 
Madame de Staael was bred at Coppet, 
Necker, her father, being a native of 
Geneva, -when he retired from the bank- 
ing business in Paris, founded this home 
at Coppet, which is still in good condi- 
tion and to be seen. This antique little 
chateau is a square-built stone mansion, 
with a round tower at the end; it looks 
homelike still and contains many souve- 
nirs of the family life. There is a por- 
trait of Madame de Stael herself and 
the writing desk at which she wrote; 
there is also a bust of her father, and 
many things to recall her distinguished 
career. 
It is with feelings mixed with sadness 
and speculation that one views the old 
homes of men and women of letters, 
that he passes over the ground they pos- 
sessed, that he treads the thresholds 
they have trod, and sits down to the 
same desks at which their burning pages 
were written and turns over the same 
leaves of the volumes from which they 
gained the inspirations which have 
thrilled the hearts of men for centuries. 
The Rothschilds have also charming 
villas near Geneva, 
From the deck of the steamer an old 
roof, which can scarcely be seen through 
the trees in the distance, is pointed out 
as the home of Voltaire at Ferney, a vil- 
lage which he founded and which, after 
all the changes in politics, is still on 
French soil. 
THE CITY OF GENEVA. 
The little canton of which Geneva is 
the capital is only fifteen, miles square, 
so small that Voltaire said when he 
shook his wig he powdered the whole 
kingdom. 
The city was mentioned for the first 
time by Caesar, he beginning his refer- 
ence with “Extremum oppidum,” and 
ending “finibus Genva,” which quota- 
tion all our high school scholars too well 
remember. 
Geneva is said to be the best place to 
see the Mt. Blanc chain to advantage. 
The afternoon of our arrival the moun- 
tains stood out like a picture in relief. 
The whole glorious range was like a glit- 
tering staircase with scarcely an inter- 
cepting film, but as we looked back for 
the last time before exploring the city 
we bade it farewell, as all the morning 
connoisseurs on the lake had prophesied 
that the too clear skies foreboded rain. 
Before 10 o’clock it poured, and at mid- 
night the whole city was drenched as 
with a flood, together with the gay peo- 
ple at the opera and other pleasure re- 
sorts. 
HELVETIA AND ROUSSEAU’S ISLAND. 
It is of no use to describe Geneva as it 
is historically or personally familiar to 
all. We went over one of its many beau- 
tiful bridges which spun the Rhone and 
saw Helvetia, that magnificent monument 
of the union of Geneva with the Swiss 
Confederation; we crossed another tiny 
bridge to Rousseau’s Island, and sat un- der the shadow of his monument among 
the trees. 
BRUNSWICK MEMORIAL. 
We saw the Duke of Brunswick’s 
Gothic monument, which, although an 
exact copy of the “Tomb of the Scale- 
gers” at Verona, is so flimsy that the 
sarcophagus is always getting upset, and 
the great war horse, with a Brunswick 
ior a liaer, is cuuuuuauy utuug un- 
bridled for repairs. 
We found, after much search, Rous- 
seau’s birthplace, which is tumble down 
looking, like all the rest of such dwell- 
ings. 
After mounting the long flight of 
stairs, such as almost always lead up to 
the great cathedrals, we sat down in 
Calvin’s chair, just outside the door of 
the lovely chapel of the Maccabees. 
Geneva ever since the days of Calvin has 
been all Protestant, and so the cathedral 
is made for worship, and not for mum- 
mery. 
CALVIN’S HOUSE. 
In a narrow street near the cathedral 
is Calvin’s house, with a good sized 
court, and over the door the inscription, 
“Dominus est propugnaculum meum.” 
One recurs to early religious prejudices 
when he visits these old scenes, and 
thinks of the effect of intolerance on the 
character, when he remembers that so 
good a man as Calvin, while seeking ref- 
uge in Geneva from persecution himself 
was engaged in bringing Servetus to jus- 
tice and condemnation for heresy. It is 
also an interesting fact that like the 
grave by “Hebo’s lonely mountain” no 
one to this day knows the exact place of 
Calvin’s burial. 
LAUSA14NE. 
Half-way across the lake on Mt. Jorat 
is this city built in terraces and ascended 
by the rope railway, Gibbon wrote the 
last pages of the “Decline and Fall of 
Rome” in the garden of the hotel by the 
same name, which is situated on some 
of the heights of Lausanne projecting 
out above the lake over which our apart- 
ments looked. 
VEVEY, CLAEENS AND MINBHENE. 
But perhaps the most classic part of 
the lake is near Villaneuve, at the end of 
the crescent. These cities slope from 
heights above to the water’s brink and 
their beautiful walks amidst scenery, 
_1 Z£ r> -I'svn m-nd Z -rrx 
mortal, would be immortal still in beauty 
and loveliness. 
The mountains of Valais seem to close 
around Vevey like thinly veiled clouds 
and almost shut it in. The illumined 
Dent de Midi smiles down upon the Dent 
d’ Oches and the Sugar-loaf, and they 
themselves are only a cornice to lofty 
mountains above from which all the 
kingdoms far and wide may he seen and 
Mt. Blanc. 
The terrace back of the quay and the 
old castle near by were the scene of 
Rousseau’s Novelle Ileloise, much of 
which this highly wrought novel has so 
vividly described. 
At Clarens there are also many souve- 
nirs of this same great genius. 
“BOSQUET DE JULIE.” 
In the grounds of Castle Cates at 
Clarens in which castle a Parisian lady 
and her daughter spent the summer 
months and up to which a circular moun- 
tain path brings you, is tlio “Bosquet de 
Julie.” It was in the time of llousseeu 
a part of an old chestnut copse of which 
a few well grown trees still cast their 
shade. The copse was replaced by the 
St Benardine monks years ago to make 
way for vineyards which still bear a rich 
harvest on the slopes below. 
MONTBEUX. 
Montreux is composed of four villages, 
which are situated at a very charming 
bend of the lake. Montreux-Vemex is 
called the Swiss Italy because of its line 
shops which offer beautiful purchases to 
lovers of good bargains; but all else about the villages of Montreux is Drench 
in the extreme, this being the bangiiage 
spoken, not onlv bv the people them- 
selves, but by all wlio visit the district. 
tehkitel and hotel des alpes. 
The village of Terri tel is only a home 
of hotels which monopolize all. This 
Hotel des Alpes with its dependencies 
contains six hundred rooms and is simply 
a colonization of gay people who bring with them the cosmopolitan air of the 
best society all over Europe and America. 
All its appointments are perfect and its 
long suite of appartments, parlors read- 
ing rooms, billiard, opera and dancing 
halls, in panellings of costly glass and with tapestried walls, furnished abund- 
ant amusement for evenings and rainy 
days, when the beauties of nature with- 
out are shut in by clouds and storm. This hotel is a thing to see in itself even 
if one were not in search of a lovely home 
in which to rest and recuperate. There 
are long stretches of gardens and parks 
on the lake, connected with the hotel, 
arranged for out of door pleasure during 
the October days, when the earth and 
air, especially here, are so wondrously 
fine. Out of these gardens steep paths lead up to Mt. Fleury, another depen- 
dence of the “des Alpes,” on the moun- 
tain side under the “Rocbesde Noyes” 
Mts., and to Glion also reached by a rope 
railway. It is so near the skies that one 
breathes tonic enough in a few hours1 
visit to this little village to last for many 
days. 
PRISON OF CHILLON. 
ti'nm 'TVttm+oI ■! fa-txr miimipswallt take 
you to the grand old Prison of Chillon. 
As one stands on the draw-bridge over 
the Moat, he looks down towards the end 
of thn lake to Villaneuve and espies a 
little Isle which “in your face seems to 
smile.” It is a speck of earth twenty 
metres square, with three elm trees, each 
a century old, whose shade reaches to the 
water’s edge, and from under which the 
whole vast sweep of the entire lake may 
be seen. As viewed from Territel, this 
prison, as so many pictures represent, 
makes a most distinguished appearance. 
It is almost surrounded by the lake, its 
foundation stones being embedded in the 
soil at the bottom. The little port-holes 
which serve for windows look down per- 
pendicularly to the water’s edge. 
The safety of prisoners in those days 
was not left to any chance of cloth ropes 
made from bedding, &c.. for if one could 
by any possibility have broken a bar, got 
through a port-hole or delved into the 
wall so many metres thick there was then 
only the chance of a prison in the waters 
beneath, since the draw-bridge over the 
Moat on the conspicuous side is the only 
means of egress. There is a long suc- 
cession of living rooms, audience cham- 
bers and council halls, in which an 
occasional pieeeof origiualmassive!umi- 
tore is to be seen. 
The huge fireplaces occupy the whole 
side of these rooms and still contain even 
in the parlors and State chambers the 
various appurtenances for big barbucues. 
THE DUNGEONS. 
The dungeons are weird enough, and 
the setting sun streaming through loop 
holes casts a halo on the grim scene. 
Engraved on its stone pillars are the 
names of Victor Hugo, Byron, Eugene 
Sue, George Sand and others. 
Whether the prisoner of whom the 
guide speaks at great length was really 
Bonnivard or some other, it is certain 
one sees the print of some poor waif’s 
feet worn into the pavement of stone, tho 
steps indicating a.tether of only a metre 
long, the chain being fashioned to the 
huge stone pillar, round which the pris- 
oner walked through all the rolling 
years out of the light of all the joys of 
life. 
THE OUBLIETTE. 
And near by in the same dungeon is 
shown the oubliette which served when 
life was done, as its name implies, tc 
end them of its sad memories. This 
oubliette was belcl out to the joyful eyes 
of the prisoner as a means of escape but 
when they tried the deceptive staircase 
by which”they were bidden to descend, a 
trap door swinging open,from which they 
fell into the gulf beneath. As one 
passes out, be notices arms of Yaud over 
the door of the prison and he chants to 
himself the old though never hackneyed 
lines from Byron’s“Prisoner of Chillon.” 
Cliillon! thy prison is a holy place. 
And thy sad floor an altar.—for ’twas trod 
Until his very steps have left a trace, 
Worn, as if the cold pavement were a sod. 
By Bonnevard!—may none those marks efface, 
For they appeal from tyranny to God.” 
A. H. G. 
ANNUAL MEETINGS. 
PORTLAND RAILROAD COMPANY. 
Annual Meeting:. 
The annual meeting of the stockholders ol 
the Portland Railroad Company will be held at 
the company’s office. No. 471 Congress street, 
Portland, on Monday, January 18.1892. at 2 
o’clock p. m., for the choice of directors for the 
ensuing year, and the transaction of any othei 
business that may legally come before them. 
E. A. NEWMAN, Secretary. 
Portland, Jan. 11,1892. janlldtd 
PORTLAND STEAM PACKET CO. 
THE Annual Meeting of the stockholders ol the Portland Steam Packet Co., will bt 
held at their office. Franklin Wharf, Portland 
on Tuesday, the 19th day of January, 1892, a( 
three o’clock in the afternoon, to choose direc- 
tors for the ensuing year, and to transact anj 
other business that may legally come before tht 
meeting, J. F. LISCOMB. Sec’y. 
Portland, Jan. 11,1892. janl2dtd 
Port! a ini & Ogdensbnrg Railway. 
mm: annual meeting of the Stockholders ol X the Portland & Ogdeushurg Kailway will 
be held at the Maine Central Kailroad offices, 
238 St. John street. Portland, on Tuesday, the 
19th day of January, 18112, at ten o’clock in the 
forenoon, to ciioose Directors for the ensuing 
year, and to transact any other business that 
may legally come before the meeting. 
dtd JOHN W. DANA. Clerk. 
Odd Fellows’ Mutual Relief Ass’n. 
milK Annual meeting of this association will i lie held at Odd Fellows’ Hall, on Tuesday 
evening, January 19, 1892, at 7.30 o’clock, foi 
election of officers for the ensuing year and for 
the transaction of any other business that may 
legally come before it. Pet order, 
CHAS. T. PLUMMEK, Secretary. 
Portland, Jan. 11,1892. janl2dtd 
PONDICHERRY COMPANY. 
mHE annual meeting of the stockholders oi X the Pondicherry Company will he held al 
its office, in Bridgton, Me., on Tuesday, the 
19th day of January, 1892, at 2 o’clock p. m.. 
for the purpose of electing five directors for the 
ensuing year, am! for the transaction of any 
other business that may legally come before 
them. P. p. BUKNHAM, Clerk. 
Bridgton, January 11,1892. janlldtd 
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WISSS A. L. SAWYER, 
Teacher of Shorthand and Typewriting 
BROWN BROCK, 537 CONGRESS ST., 
PORTLAND, MAINE. 
Send for circular, Juy29eodtf 
_FINANCIAL. _ | _FINANCIAL.- 
What are Safe Investments? 
Those affording Absolute Security of Principal and Honest and Conservative Management. 
THE FUNDS OF THE 
UNITED STATES REALTY CD 
Home Company, under Boston management, are invested only in centrally located 
Business 
Pr°PV%W stockholder is a part-owner of such property. Investors of $100 or $10, 00 Oreceive 
per PER ANNUM, BY COUPONS ATTACHEDTp iPm STOCK COLLECTIBLE AT ANY NATIONAL 
gM| CENT BANK IN THE COUNTRY. 
WHnV The rentals of Company’s property are earning a considerable surplus above 
this amount. 
Offcers ■ President, E, B. PHILLIPS, late President Eastern and Fitchburg Railroads; 
WM. APPLETON RUST, Treasurer, Director Biackstone National Bank; Hon. J. Q- A. 
BRACKETT, Counsel. 
Write for Circular, or call at office, ROOM 409, EXCHANGE BUILDING, STATE ST BOSTON. 
N. S. GARDINER, Agent for Portland and vicinity, 185 Middle St., Portland. 
sep9 ___euao 
FRED E. RICHARDS, President, 
W. W. MASON, Viee President, 
C. G. ALLEN, Cashier. 
Deposits in our 
SAVINGS DEPARTMENT 
in small or large amounts 
draw interest from the first 
day of each month. 
jly26 dtf 
FAHNESTOCK & CO. 
2 WALL STREET, NEW YORK. 
Supply selected investment bonds for cash or 
in exchange for marketable securities. 
Execute commission orders for investors at 
the Stock Exchange or in the open market. 
Furnish information respecting bonds. 
jan6_ d3m 
jTbTbrOWN & SONS, Bankers, 
818 Middle Street, Portland, 
Issue Letters of Credit, available in all parts of 
the world. Huy and sell Exchange on principal 
European Cities. 
INVESTMENT SECURITIES. 
Agents of tB*e Cheque Bank, ‘Ad,’ 
nov24 LONDON. dtf 
ONDS. 
We Offer, Subject to 
Sale, 
City of Portland 4’s due 1902-1912. 
City of Portland 6’s due 1907. 
City of Saco 4’s due 1901. 
City of Calais 4’s due 1901-1911. 
City of Bangor 6’s due 1894. 
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1899. 
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1909. 
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1919. 
Calais Water Co. First Mort. 5’s due 
1906. ... 
St. Croix E. L. & Water Co. First 
Mort. 5’s due 1906. 
Kansas City, Kansas, Water Co. First 
Mort. 6’s due 1894-1907. 
Maine Central R. R. Consol Mort. 7’s 
due 1912. 
x 
Cleveland City Cable Railway First 
Mort 5’s due 1909. 
Denver City Cable Railway First Mort. 
6’s due 1908. 
SWAN 4BARBETT, 
BAIKEBS, 
186 Middle Street, Portland, Maine. 
dec29 
_
dtf 
Subject to Safe. We Offer: 
Leeds & Farmington R. R. 6'j, due 
1896. 
Portland W ater Co. 6’s, due 1899. 
Portland Water Co, 4’s, due 1927. 
Biddeford aud Saco Water Co. 1st o’s, 
1905. 
Knox County 6’s, due 1894. 
Eastnort, Maine, Water Co. First 
Mortgage 5’s, due 1918. 
New Philadelphia, Ohio, Water Co. 
First Mortgage 6’s, due 1901. 
Mt. Ycrnon, Ind., Water Co. First 
Mortgage 6’s, due 1906, 
Jamestown, N. Y., Water Co. 6’s, due 
1908. 
Arkansaw W ater Co., of Little Rock, 
Ark., 6’s, due 1909. 
Johnstown, Pa., Passenger Railway 
Co. First Mortgage 6’s, due 1910. 
H. i. PAYSON & CO., 
BANKERS, 
jan9dtf 32 Exchange Street. | 
lap of West Util, linn., 
SIX PER GENT. 
General Fund Bonds. 
DUE JULY 15, 1911. 
INTEREST JANUARY AND JULY. 
Principal and Interest payable in Gold Coin 
at the National Bank, New York City. 
Beal value of Taxable Property.. .$15,000,000 
Assessed value of TaxableProperty 6,126,000 
Total Indebtedness (including this 
issue). 145,000 
The Village of West Duluth becomes part of 
the City of Duluth January 1, 1694, by Legisla- 
tive Act of 1891. 
The law under which these bonds were issued 
has been passed upon by the Supreme Court of 
the State of Minnesota. 
The Constitution of Minnesota limits the in- 
debtedness of Villages to 2 1-2 per cent, of 
assessed valuation. 
We recommend these bonds for investment. 
WOODBURY I MOULTON, 
BANKERS, 
Cor. Middle ami Exchange Sts. 
jan5_ dtf 
-T3EEB — 
CascoNational 
| 
— or — 
UVEU., 
Incorporated SS24. 
Accounts of individuals, firms and corpora- 
tions received on favorable terms. 
Interest allowed on time 
deposits. 
FRED E. RICHARDS & CU„ 
O.b'Jb'KH. 
Ten Year First Mortgage 
gold 
Due ixx 1901, 
AT PAR AND INTEREST. 
The price of Allentown & Bethlehem 
Rapid Transit Company 6 per cent, 
first mortgage bonds, has been raised 
from Par toljSl02 1-2 and interest. 
FRED E. RICHARDS & CO., 
ja98 Exchange Street.^ 
AMUSEMENTS. 
GRAND CONCERT 
Kotzschmar Hall, 
wTY^lW'Cr./'A. DEI'S?" 19, 1802, 
-BY THE- 
PORTLAND SINlxEKs, 
— ASSISTED BY — 
AD AM O -W SKI, 
The celebrated violinist. Also the 
HAYDN QUARTETTE. 
Miss Katherine M. Ricker, 
Alto Soloist. 
Tuesday Evening, January 19, 1892. 
8.15 o’clock. Notice the Hour. 8.15 
Sale of reserved seats will begin at Stock- 
bridge’s Thursday morning. 
Admission 50c.; Reserved 75c. 
ja iadtd 
— THE — 
5 Myrtle Street, Near City Hall. 
\X’E are about to add to our laundry business 
a stock of Chinese and Japanese Fancy 
Goods, and also a choice line of tea. All goods 
are imported direct from China, aud are of the 
finest quality. 
We shall be open for business Monday, De- 
cember 21, and shall sell our goods at the low- 
est prices. 
Please Call and See Us. 
WONG & LEE, PROPRIETORS. 
dee21 d3m 
ladies” and gentlemen, 
nBan 
WE SOLICIT ONE TRIAL. 
UeelS dim. 
lOr* JES. IB. Reed. 
BOTANIC AND CLAIRVOYANT PHYSICIAN 
No 399 1-3 Congress Street, Portland. 
For the treatment of all clironlo and compli, 
cated diseases that flesh is heir to, all ease: 
given up as incurable, I will take them to makt 
a cure. 
Dr. Reed will not ask you any questions ii 
any way in regard to your diseases and aftei 
you have a true examination of your ease 1m 
will tell you if you can be cured. Dr. Keed': 
medicines are strickly pure and put up to sui 
each ease, he thinks he can tell the difference 
between a person afflicted with a disease or s 
person becoming an entranced medium. There 
has been a great many people who have los 
their lives by making the above mistake. Ex 
animations at my office every day including Sun 
day from 9 a. m., to 9 p. m. Examination bj 
letter stating their name, place or residence anc 
age and one stamp, §1.00. my22d9m 
SOUTHERN PINT 
Timber, Flunk and Flooring Boards, 
Largest Assortment and Lowest Prices. 
BEERING, WINSLOW & CO- 
PORTLAND, ME, HEAD BROWNS WHARF 
jaulo eodtf 
AMUSEMENTS. 
PORTLAND THEATRE. 
G. E. LGTUEOP, Lessee and Manager. 
Friday and Saturday Evenings, dan. 15 & 16 
Annual Visit of the Popular Comedian 
FRANK DAMSELS, 
Supported by his picked company of comedians 
headed by 
Mi ss Bessie Sanson 
IN- 
UITTUE fuck j 
Always a favorite ! Stronger than ever! 
Originality in all situations ! 
Beplete with New Songs, New Dances, Witty 
Sayings. 
“I Wonder Where the Doctor Is?’ 
NEXT WEEK, 
Monday tSa Tuesday. 
LUCIER’S MINSTRELS. 
Prices for all the above attractions, 
25 50 and 75 cents. 
jual2 dtt 
FORESTERS’ BALL, 
\ 
Tuesday Evening January 19th. v 
Chandler’s Orchestra. 
Most Novel and Charming Exhibition of 
Forestic Uecorations ever witnessed in 
Portland. 
Price of Tickets, (1 Kfl 
Admitting Gentlemen and Ladies, l J. • V 
Tickets for sale at the stores of C. H. Guppy 
& Co., E. C. Swett Sc Co., E. F. Homers, Hogan 
Bros., and by members of the organization. 
Tickets will also be on sale at City Hall box 
office on the night of the ball. 
Ladies, without gentleman escort, not admit- 
ted. janlSdlw 
CITY ITiLLiIj. 
Wednesday Evening:, Feb, 3d, 
(In the Popular Course.) 
Thursday Evening:, Feb, 4tli, 
(Extra.) 
Two performances of the 
LILLIAN DURELL 
GRAND OPERA COMPANY. 
40 AR.TISTS 40 
Select Chorus. Orchestra of 10 Musicians 
and the following principles in Ambrose 
Thomas’s Charming Opera 
MICNON, 
Miss Lillian Dnrell, Frirna Donna; Dr. 
G. Bob Clark, (of theJKuggles) Basso; Mr. J. 
C. Bartlett, Tenor; Miss Lauella Wagner, 
Soprano; Miss Mary Bosley, Contralto; Mr. 
W. H. Dodd, Baritone; Mr. Alex. Emslie, 
Baritone; Mr. Leon Reach, Director. 
Special Scenery. Elegant Costumes. Superb 
Company. Beautiful Music. 
Reserved Seats, 50 and 15cts. Admission, 
35cts. 
On sale at Stockbrirlge’s\Musie Store, Satur- 
day morning. Jan. 16th. HALF FARE on M. 
C. R. It., G. T. R’v, and P.& R. R. R.. to all hold- 
ing -Opera” Tickets. Late trains on all above. 
|anl4 _dlw 
6t!l ST0CKBR1BGE! 
THURSDAY EVENING, JAN. 28th, 
SIR EDWIN ARNOLD. 
Tickets, 50c., 75c., SI.00. Now on sale. 
janl4 dtd 
6th Popular, 
AM? CITY BCAIt C■, 
Wednesday Evening, Jan. 20tli. 
MR. RELAND T. 
In Dion Boucicault's Finest Irish Play, 
“The Shaughraun” 
Ten characters impersonated by Mr. 
Powers. 
Music by the following celebrated Artists: 
THE BVIYROSM W. 
Whitney Quartette. 
F. E. JOHNSON, 1st Tenor. 
GEORGE WANT, 2d Tenor. 
CLARENCE E. HAY, Baritone. 
MYRON W. WHITNEY, Bass. 
MISS ALICE PHIL BROOK, Pianist. 
Act I—“Secure your prisoner.” 
Act II—The Escape. Conn played the fox. 
Act III—Conn comes to life and Father Nolan 
gives his consent. 
Reserved seats 30 and 75 cts. Admission 
35 cts. 
Now on sales at Stockbridge’s. Half fare on 
the M. C. R. K., G. T. B’y and P. & R. R. E. to 
ail bolding "Pop” tickets. Late trains on all 
above. jar. 1 -1 did 
GIXiBERT’S 
Programme for THURSDAY EVENING. 
Waltz. I Virginia Keel. 
Schottische. I Waltz. 
Galop. I Schottische. 
Lancers. I Polka. 
Polka. ] Waltz. 
Waltz. ) Galop. 
Schottische. 
WALTZING CLASS MONDAY EVENINGS. 
jauO dtf 
SUPERIOR COURT. 
Two Liquor Cases Disposed of Yesterday— 
The Juries. 
The two traverse juries came in yes- 
terday morning and are made up as fol- 
lows: 
FIRST JURY. 
Samuel B. Kelsey, foreman. Portland. 
Joshua A. G. Driukwater, Yarmouth. 
Isaiah Eller, Deerlng. 
Enoch Gammon. Naples. 
Lewis Gowen, Westbrook. 
Henry N. Green, Deerlng. 
Edward J. Harmon, Cape Elizabeth. 
Edgar I. Huston, Gray. 
John D. L. James, Portland. 
William H. Jewett, Portland. 
Willis L. Knowlton, Portland. 
Charles H. Waterhouse, Cape Elizabeth. 
SECOND JURY. 
James M. Sanborn, foreman, Baldwin. 
James McLellan, Westbrook. 
Charles I). Rich, Harpswell. 
Joseph T. Richards, Falmouth. 
Andrew B. Iiidlon, Standish. 
Clement P. Riggs, Brldgton. 
William C. Ringrose, Freeport. 
William P. F. Robie, Gorham. 
Conrad S. Snow, Pownal. 
Josiah C. Ward. Portland. 
Daniel|F. Whittier, Gorham. 
George F. Whitney, Harrison. 
EXCUSED. 
Elbridge Lord, Windham. 
William L. Loring. Cumberland. 
Walter C. Ross, Brunswick. 
Jesse F. Snow, Brunswick. 
State vs. Ellen Linehan. 
Indicted at this term for keeping a 
liquor nuisance at 49 Centre street. The 
sheriffs found twelve quart bottles 
filled with whiskey under a trap 
in the floor over which sat a cupboard. 
Mrs. Linehan said it was for her own 
personal use and for her nephew, who 
was a very hard working boy and who 
needed a little. Mrs. Linehan said to 
the officer that she sold only to a few 
men in the mill and didn’t see who could 
have complained of her. Verdict guilty. 
Robinson, Co. Atty. W. H. Looney for 
deft. 
KX UW I'Vx TO. X 1 UUA.UU XX Ju/ X CvXvVx* 
Indicted at the May term, 1891, for 
keeping a nuisance at 844 Fore street. 
The respondent was not arrested until 
last October. The evidence for the gov- 
ernment was that Drake had been seen to 
stand guard at the place, admitted to be 
a rum shop, to open the door to the offi- 
cers after liquors had been spilled, and 
once was caught behind the bar. The re- 
spondent denied that he was ever con- 
nected with the place in any way except 
to buy liquor there and pay for it. Ver- 
dict guilty. 
True, Asst. Co. Atty. Drake pro se. 
State vs. Jeremiah Reardon. 
Breaking and entering the stoi'e of A. 
F. Cox & Son and stealing therefrom 
boots and shoes on the evening of De- 
cember 19 last. On trial. 
Robinson, Co. Atty. C. P. Mattacks, 
Charles Dunn, Jr., for deft. 
U. S. CIRCUIT COURT. 
BEFORE JUDGE WEBB. 
Thursday—In the case of Frank 
Swanzy et al vs. Benjamin Webster et 
als. Judge Webb this morning rendered 
an opinion. This was an action at law 
brought by the plaintiffs, English mer- 
chants, against the owners of the brig 
Giles Loring, to recover for disburse- 
ments advanced to the master of the ves- 
sel while on the gold coast of Africa in 
1885 and 1886. The amount claimed was 
$1650. The court order’s judgment for 
the plaintiff for $1110. Charles Theo- 
dore Russell and Clarence Hale ^were 
counsel for the plaintiff, and Woodman 
& Thompson for the defendants. 
MUNICIPAL COURT. 
BEFORE JUDGE GOULD. 
Thursday—Henry D. Roach. Lar- 
ceny; fined $10 and costs. 
John II. Hammond. Search and seiz- 
ure. Discharged. 
John H. Hammond. Search and seiz- 
ure ; fined $100 and costs and 60 days in 
county jail. Appealed. 
PORTLAND POST OFFICE- 
Fall and Winter Arrangement — Com- 
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ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE OF MAILS. 
Southern and Western, via Boston and Maine 
£ailroad (Eastern division)—Arrive 12.30 a.m., 
“•05 and 11.30 p. m.; close 8.00 a. ni., 12 m., 
15 an 1 9.15 p. in.; Sunday, arrives 1.15 p. m., 
closes 3.30 and 9.15 p. m. 
Boston, intermediate offices and connections 
via Boston & Maine railroad, (Western division) 
—Arrive at 12.30, 5.30 and 8.30 p.m.; close 
8 a. m. and 2.45 p. m. 
Eastern, via Maine Central Railroad—Arrive 
2 a. m. and lp.m.; close 12.20 and 9.15 p. m, 
Augusta, intermediate offices and connections 
via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at 2.00 and 
9.00 a. m., 1.00 and 6.00 p. m.; close at 6.15 a. 
m., 12.20, 4.15 and 9.15 p. in. 
Farmington, intermediate offices and connec- 
tions, via Maine Central Railroad—Arrive at 
1.00 and 6.15 p.jn.; close at 8.00 a. m., and 
12.20 p. m. 
Rockland, intermediate offices and connections 
via Knox and Lincoln railroad—Arrive 1.00 and 
6 p.m.; close at 6.15. and 12.20 p. m. 
Skouhegan, intermediate offices and connec- 
tions, via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at2.00 
a. m., and 1.00 p. m.; close at 12.20 p. m. 
Auburn and Lewiston—Arrive 2.00 and 9.00 
а. m. and 1.00 and 6.15 p. m.; close 6.30 and 
8.00 a. m., 12.20, 4.15 and 9.15 p. in. 
Bangor—Arrive 2.00 a. m., 1.00 and 6. p. m.; 
close at 6.15 a. m., 12.20 and 9.15 p. m. 
Biddcford and Saco—Arrive 10.00 a. m. 12.30 
б. 30 and 8.30 p. m.; close at 6.00 and 8.00 a. 
m., 12.00, 2.45 and 5.15 p. m. 
Canada, intermediate offices and connections 
via Grand Trunk railroad—Arrive 12.25 p. m.; 
close 6.30 a. m. and 1 p. m. 
Gorham, X. It., intermediate offices and con- 
nections, via Grand Trunk railroad—Arrive at 
8.40 a. rn.'and 12.25 p. m.; close 0.30 a. m., 1.00 
and 4.30 p. m. 
Swanton. Vt., intermediate offices and con- 
nections, via Mountain Division M. C. R. It.— 
Arrive at 8.20 p. m.; close at 8.00 a. in. 
Bartlett, X. It-, intermediate offices and con- 
nections via Mountain Division M. C. K. It.— 
Arrive at 10.00 a. m. and 8.20 p. m.; close at 
o. uu a. in. aim ~-'t o p. in. 
Rochester, N. II., intermediate offices and con- 
nections, via Portland &Roehester railroad—Ar- 
r ive at 1.45 and 6.00 p. m.; close at 6.30 and 
11.45 a. m. 
City West!,rook—Arrive at 8.40 a. m. 1.45 and 
6.00 p. m. 
Cumberland Mills—Arrive at 8.40 a. in., 1,45 
6.00 and 8.20 p. m.; close at 6.30 a. m., 11.45 
a. m., and 5.30 p. in. 
Eastport, (tri-weekly) via steamers Interna- 
tional Steamship Co.—Arrive at 6.00 a. m., 
Tuesdays and Fridays; close at 4.30 p. m.,Mon- 
days and Thursdays. 
Chebeague, Lotig and Bailey's Islands—Arrive 
at 9.15 a. m.; close at 1.30 p. m. 
Beak's Island.—Arrive 10.00 a. m.; close 1.45 
p. m. 
Duck Pond, Westbrook, Windham, Raymond 
and South Casco—Arrive at 12 m.; close at 1.45 
p. in. 
Bowery Beach (Ocean House) and Knightville 
—Arrive at 10.00 a. in.; close at 2.45 p. m. 
South Portland (Perry Village) and Willard 
—Arrive at 8 a. m., and 2.15 p. m.; close at 8 a. 
m. and 2.15 p. m. 
East Deering—Arrive at 7.00 a. m.; close at 
5.30 p. m. 
OFFICE HOUBS. 
Cashier’s Office. (Snndays excepted), 7.30 a. 
ill. to 7.00 p. m.; Money order department, 9 a. 
m. to 5.00 p. m. Registry departmont, 9.00 
a. m. to 6.00 p. m, 
General Delivery, (Sundays excepted) 7.30 
a. in. to 7.00 p. m. Sunday 9.00 to 10,00 a. m. 
Carriers’ Deliveries, (Sundays excepted)—In 
business section of the city between High and 
India streets, at 7.00 and 0.15 a. m., 12.80,1.30, 
and 5.15 p. ni.; in other sections at 8.00 a. m„ 
1.30 and 5.15 p. m. Sunday delivery at Post 
Office window, 9.00 to 10.00 a. in. Collections 
from street boxes at 7.00 and 11.00 a. m., 4.00 
and 8.00 p. m. Sunday, 6.00 p. m. only, I 
MUSIC AND DRAMA. 
Little Puck. 
So many of our theatre-goers have 
seen Frank Daniels, and he is so popular 
with them that the mere announcement 
of his name will be sufficient to fill Port- 
land Theatre tonight and Saturday night. 
Mr. Daniels will be supported by his 
picked company, in which Miss Bessie 
Sansom, as usual, is very prominent 
The piece is full of new jokes, songs 
and dances. There has been a large ad- 
vance sale. 
The Singers’ Club. 
There was a good advance sale of seats 
for the concert to be given by the Port- 
land Singers’ Club, assisted by Adamow- 
ski, the noted violinist, and the Haydn 
Quartette, with Miss Katherine Ricker 
vocalist, at Stockbridge’s, yesterday 
morning. The concert will bo given 
next Tuesday evening, at Kotzschmar 
Hall. 
Sixth Stockbridge Popular. 
January 20th, Leland Powers will at- 
tempt the feat of presenting Boucicault’s 
play of “The Shaughran” in the Popu- 
lar course. The three acts will bo given, 
and Mr. Powers assume ten characters. 
The Myron W. Whitney Quartette will 
appear, with the great basso, M. W. 
Whitney, F. E. Johnson first tenor, Geo. 
W. Wait second tenor, and Clarence E. 
Hay, baritone, with Miss Alice Pliil- 
brook pianist. 
Lillian Durell Opera Company. 
The Lillian Durell Opera Company 
will eive “Mianon” in the Popular course 
at City Hall, February 3d, arid as an ex- 
tra February 4th. Miss Durell is the 
prima donna, Mr. J. C. Bartlett tenor, 
Dr. Clark, of the Buggies street quar- 
tette, basso, Miss Luella Wagner, sopra- 
no, Miss Mary Beasley contralto, Messrs. 
W. H. Dodd and Alex. Elustre baritones, 
and Leon Reach, director of an orches- 
tra of ten pieces. 
Notes. 
“The City Directory” will be at Port- 
land Theatre the last of this month. 
Sir Edwin Arnold will lecture January 
28th, in the sixth regular Stockbridge. 
The many friends of Mr. Fritz Giese, 
the ’cellist, will be pleased to hear that 
he has completely recovered from his ac- 
cident. 
Richard Mansfield has made a play for 
himself, on the basis of Dr. Samuel War- 
ren’s novel of “Ten Thousand a Year,” 
and probably he will enact Mr. Oily 
Gammon. This is a part that strongly 
attracted the late Edward A. Sotliern. 
Augustin Daly announces that he will 
shortly produce a new comedy by Justin 
H. McCarthy. This is the younger man 
of that name—not the historian. 
Added to the List. 
The following names have been added 
to the list of the Board of Registration: 
WARD ONE. 
Babcock. George G., 96 North. 
Berry. Everett 3 9 Vesper. 
Corridon, James E., 106 Monument. 
Cushman, John, rear 134 North. 
Clark, David S., 21 E. Promenade. 
Davis, Jeremiah T., 76 Cumberland. 
Farr, John E., 27 North. 
Fitzgerald, Vance L., 127 Congress. Graifam. Milton O., 42 Turner. 
Hilborn, George F., 36 Howard. 
McDonnell, Charles D„ 31 Larch. 
Owen, Charles R., 30 North. 
Pollister, George A.. 2 Atlantic. 
Taylor, William, 9 St. Lawrence. 
Williams, Charles S., 169 Washington. 
WARD TWO. 
Bailey, Arthur H., 12 Montgomery. 
Rric'frs. Simrm. 1 Clara v lane. 
Brown, Thomas H., rear 11 Mayo. 
Crook, Alfred M.. 49 Smith. 
Corcoran, Jeremiah, 85 Adams. 
Gushing, George T., 33 Sheridan. 
Cummings, James A., 32 Fox. 
Craig, Arthur E., 6 Montgomery. 
Flaherty, Patrick H., 32 Washington. 
Goldman, Myer, 1 Carey lane. 
McMain, Edward H., 20 Adams. 
O’Donaghoe, Andrew, 15 Everett. 
Silk, Patrick H., 12 Adams. 
WARD THREE. 
Blossom. William L., 151 Oxford, 
Baker, Charles O., 18 Wilmot. 
Curtis, Woodbury S.. 115 Franklin. 
Delavina, Faustino, 105 Lincoln. 
Dean, Alvin F., 148 Federal. 
Emmons, Frank II.. 3 Deering. 
Frye. Addison, 90V2 Federal. 
Hughes Matthew S.. 219 Cumberland. 
Mitchell, Frank A., 189 Pearl. 
O’Hara, James N., 75 Commercial. 
Parker. Irving W.. 129 Franklin. 
Randall, Samuel E.. 235 Cumberland. 
Sederquest. William F., 319 Congress. 
Tibbetts, Charles F., 3 Quincey. 
WARD FOUR. 
Berry. Charles M.. 17 Hanover. 
Hunter, Michael, 555Vs Fore. 
Norton, Patrick. 7 Cotton. 
Pennell, Fred A., 10 Alder. 
Thompson. Stephen C.. 185 Middle. 
Welch, William, 79 Pleasant. 
WARD FIVE. 
Acres, Richard. 4R2 Cumberland. 
Brock. Henry H. 024 Congress. 
Crockett. Mark, 27 Green. 
Cram. Henry O.. 416 Cumberland. 
Dennett, Sunnier C 20 Prospect. 
Dudley, Frank, 169 High. 
Ewing, Joseph H., 131 Portland. 
Fagan. Charles C.. 4 High street court. 
Gato, Francis E„ 38 Maple. 
Hill. John, 229 High. 
Morgan, James E., 3 High street court. 
Shaw, Abner 0., 101 Danforth. 
WARD SIX. 
Allen, John T., 660 Congress. 
Bond, John F., 531 Cumberland. 
Higgins. Micah, 75 Winter. 
Haynes, George H., 75 Carleton. 
Lombard, Alpheus L., 54 Pine. 
Pillsbury, Frank 1., 32 Tyng. 
Welch, Frank B. W., 108 Winter. 
WARD SEVER. 
Adams, Sumner B., 34 Spruce. 
Brooks, Daniel. 68 Thomas. 
Bickford. Llewellyn M., 271 Vaughan. 
Clifford, Elmer E., 106 Emery.. 
Crossmaii. Arthur B., 4 LeLacheur place. 
Dalton, Asa, 258 Vaughan. 
Eaton, Woodman S., 754 Congress. 
Coding, Edward L., 107 Pine. 
Greenough, Edmund P., 289 Spring. 
Hapkftr fipnrfpft H.. In CliPirrv. 
Hart, EdwardT., 40 Salem. 
Jordan, James C.. 320 Danforth. 
Lowell, William H., 269 St. John. 
Merryman, John L., 436 St. John. 
Phillips, Gilman H., 140 Clark. 
Peck, Philander L.. 7 Taylor. 
Smith, Frederick, 39 Cushman. 
Sturtevant, Joseph B., 381 Spring. 
Tolman, Thomas F., 306 Brackett. 
Timmons. Edward H., 84 Clark. 
Woodil. Theodore W.. 40 Grove. 
Wyer, Charles E., 94 Emery. 
This Miserable Weather. 
The fog of yesterday afternoon re- 
moved nearly all vestiges of snow, leav- 
ing the soft mud usually encountered in 
?arly spring. 
The effects of this weather are bad in 
many ways. It is producing grippe and 
pneumonia in alarming quantities. It is 
tlso injuring business. 
The lumbermen in the forests of the 
itate are doing very little, the ice men 
dong the great rivers are idle, and the 
nany little industries, important in the 
iggregate, all over the state are waiting 
or snow to give them “good going.” 
When so many industries are tied up 
iusiness is dull of course. 
THROUGH WESTBROOK STREETS. 
The Ordinance Granting a Location for 
the Street Railroad. 
Tlie Westbrook City Council last eve- 
ning gave the first and second readings 
to an ordinance permitting the Portland 
Railroad Company to lay tracks in the 
streets of that city. The ordinance es- 
tablishes a route which extends from the 
Deering line along the west side of the 
street to Cumberland street at Cumber- 
land Mills where it takes the north side 
of Main street as far as Brown street. 
From Brown street, the track will be 
laid in the middle of the street to the ter- 
minus at the intersection of Main and 
Saco streets. The location is granted by 
the ordinance for a term of 25 years, but 
is subject to changes at the direction of 
the city council. The ordinance further 
requires the company to pave with gran- 
ite blocks between the rails where the 
track follows the middle of the street. 
The company is forbidden to run its cars 
at a speed exceeding eight miles an hour 
in the two villages and fares are estab- 
lished at five cents in the city of West- 
brook, and 10 cents between Westbrook 
and Portland. The rails shall be of cer- 
tain weight and the work shall be done 
to the satisfaction of the city authorities. 
The company is required to assist in 
keeping the streets in repair and to have 
the work completed within eight months 
from the date of the passage of the ordi- 
nance. 
OBITUARY. 
James Sedgely. 
James Sedgely, a railroad man, well- 
known in New England and the West, 
died in Washington, D. C., Wednesday. 
Mr. Sedgely was born in Limerick, York 
county, Me,, in 1824. About 1850 he went 
to Concord, N. H., as a mechanical en- 
gineer in the employ of the Northern 
railroad, and a few years later was ap- 
pointed master mechanic, serving until 
1865, when he resigned the position of 
general master mechanic of the Michi- 
gan Southern & Northern Indiana rail- 
road. In 1870, upon the consolidation of 
the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern 
railways, he was appointed superinten- 
dent of motive power of the entire line, 
and removed to Cleveland, O., remaining 
in this position until 1884, when, in con- 
sequence of impaired health, he retired 
from active business. He was a member 
of the American Railway Master Mechan- 
ics’s Association, serving as vice presi- 
dent several years and declining an elec- 
tion to the presidency. During his resi- 
dence in Concord, he was a member of 
the city council in 1S56 and a representa- 
tive in the legislature a year or two lat- 
er. 
Edward Heath. 
Edward Heath, ex-mayor of New Or- 
leans, died in Malen, Mass., Wednesday, 
lie was bora in Lisbon, this state, 73 
years ago, and when 20 years old re- 
moved to New Orleans. During the war 
he was compelled to enlist in the Confed- 
erate Horse Guards, although a Republi- 
can. When Gen. Phil Sheridan took con- 
trol of the city at the end of the war he 
appointed Mr. Heath mayor, who gov- 
erned the city with great executive abili- 
ty. He leaves a widow and two broth- 
ers. 
J. Folsom Lane. 
J. Folsom Lane, a prominent and well- 
known citizen of Raymond, N. H., died 
Tuesday, at the age of 81 years 7 months. 
He was born in Sanford, Me., and had 
been engaged in the grocery business at 
Raymond for many years. He had been I 
a prominent politician ana naa servea as 
selectman of Raymond several terms. 
He had also represented that town in the 
legislature. 
Luther S, Moore. 
Biddefokd, January 14.—Luther S. 
Moore of Limerick, died this morning at 
the age of 70 years and three months. 
Mr. Moore was born in Hewfield, August 
14, 1821. He was educated at the Limer- 
ick academy and from there entered the 
office of the late Moses McDonald, where 
he read law till 1844, when he was ad- 
mitted to the bar. He was a member of 
the Maine Senate in 1853-4, of which 
body he was president in the latter year. 
He also represented the towns of Limer- 
ick and Waterboro in the House in 1858. 
He was one of the trustees of the Limer- 
ick academy and at one time president of 
the board. 
John C. Bradbnry. 
[Special to the Press.] 
Biddefokd, January 14.—Mr. John C. 
Bradbury of Saco, cashier of the York 
National Bank, died at 10 o’clock this 
svening. Mr. Bradbury had long been 
i prominent citizen of Saco. He was 
about 72 years old. Mrs. Bradbury sur- 
vives him. 
Mrs. Lucy Thompson. 
[Special to the Press.] 
Rockland, January 14.—Mrs. Lucy, 
wife of Wm. Thompson, died today, aged 
learly 80 years. The deceased was a 
most estimable woman, beloved by all 
who knew her. Her first husband was 
Wm. Tillson, father of Gen. Davis Till- 
son, one of Rockland’s prominent and in- 
fluential citizens. She leaves one daugh- 
ter, Mrs. Dr. Banks. Herjdeath was the 
result of a shock. 
Notes. 
Thomas H. Swasey, a well-known citi- 
zen of Bucksport. died Wednesday night, 
igeri nearly 70 years. His illness began 
with the grippe. 
Dora Wiley HI. 
Dora Wilev. the well-known sine-er and 
ictress from Maine is seriously ill with 
leart trouble and the grippe. She is at 
;he Hotel Waterson, in Boston. For a 
lumber of years Miss Wiley has been a 
ocal favorite. She is a native of Bucks- 
port, and began her career as a church 
ihoir singer. Her operatic debut was 
nacle with the Boston English Opera 
Company in “Maritana.” Of late she 
icterl with her husband, Richard Golden 
u “Old Jed Prouty,” and then appeared 
n one of the dime museums. Her coa- 
lition yesterday was reported as much 
mproved.—[Boston Journal. 
STATE TOPICS OF INTEREST. 
Benjamin Simpson and family, who 
lassed through Portland some years ago 
>n their way to Aroostook in a covered 
vagon-placarded “Aroostook or bust,” 
lid not bust, but are still living in Glen- 
vood. The father of the family is about 
.0 receive a pension from the government. 
ie has been quite prosperous since goiim 
o Aroostook. For years he was before 
he mast in the United States navy, and 
las visited many lands in that capacity. 
Business at the Keeley Institute in 
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. j NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. 
Manson G. Larrabee. 
The following goods have been selected from the Bankrupt 
Stock for a great Clearance Sale 
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY. 
In the Bankrupt Stock, which we purchased last week, was a lot of 
LADIES’ COTTON UNDERWEAR, 
which we have not had room to display. We shall place it on sale at prices 
never before heard of. 
Remember, these are all first-class goods made by the best manufacturers. Many of 
the goods are of extra quality, with considerable fine work and expensive trimming- 
But, having purchased them at 50 cts. on a dollar, we are able to offer them to 
our customers at about one half of the actual value. 
There are nearly 200 umbrellas in all 
qualities. 
GENTS’ FURNISHINGS. 
1 lot of Gents’ Linen Collars, stand up, 
space, reverse curve, loc quality, 5c each 
or 50C doz- 
Gents’ Mittens, Wool and Kid, Gents’ 
Gloves, wool, kid and leather, from 15c 
up. 
GENTS’OUTING FLANNEL SHIRTS 
1 lot in broken sizes, regular 50c goods 
39c each. 
A small lot of Gents’ Cambric Shirts, 
two collar's and a pair of cuffs, all laun- 
dered, 25c. Broken sizes. 
Our customers well know that we car- 
ry the largest stock of Gents’ Under- 
wear and 
WHITE SHIRTS 
and to add to it another stock means a 
great cut on the prices of our regular 
stock in order to reduce it. 
1 lot Gent.’s White Shirts, sizes 12 to 
14, 25c each. 
Our regular 65c Shirt, 39c; or two 
Shirts for 75c. 
"Dnrimr this salt* in nrrinr morn 
1 Lot of White Lawn Aprons, trimmed 
with lace, 8c. each. 
1 Lot of Corset Covers, all sizes, 9c. 
each. 
On Our 25c. Cotton Underwear Counter 
will be found: 
Ladies Drawers with four tucks and 
torchon lace; Ladies’ Chemise; extra 
line quality of Corset Covers, V shaped, 
square and high necks nicely trimmed; 
Ladies’ Short Shirts with ruffles and two 
tucks, alt at 25c. each. 
On Our 89c. Cotton Underwear Counter 
will be found: 
Ladies’ Night Robes, Corset Covers, 
Drawers,Chemise and all shirts made of a 
fine quality of cotton and nicely trimmed. 
On Our 50c. Cotton Underwear Counter 
will be found: 
Ladies’ Mother Hubbard Night Robes, 
2 styles, tucked yokes, high shoulders, 
cambric ruffles on neck and sleeves, full 
size, 50c. Ladies’ Drawers, assorted 
styles, extra fine cotton, with hein-stiched 
and hamburg ruffles, 50c. Ladies’ 
Underskirts with cluster tuck, ruffles, 
and tucks on shirts also hamburg trim- 
ming, 50c. Ladies’ Corset Covers, as- 
sorted styles, trimmed with fine lace, 
embroidery, hamburg and tucks, V shap- 
ed, square and high necks. Every gar- 
ment perfectly made and finished. These 
are the greatest bargains in this stock. 
On our 69c. Counter 
will be found: 
Ladies’ Night Robes, Shirts, Drawers, 
Chemise, Corset Covers, Infants’ Slips, 
Aprons, which would be considered great 
bargains at $1.00. Every garment per- 
fectly made and warranted to fit. 
Bankrupt Sale price 69c. Each. 
On Our 7oc, ^l.OO, and $1.35 
Counters 
You will find some of the best quality 
materials, and finest workmanship ever 
found in Ladies’ Underwear. Some of 
the goods are slightly crushed but this 
does not injure the fit or wear; they will 
be closed out at about 50c. on a dollar. 
This stock with our own stock of Apfons 
may be termed a Jobber’s stock. We 
shall make a divided price on the lot 
ranging in prices from 8c. each to 50c. 
each, the finest made. Also a line of 
Hamburgs at Bankrupt prices. 
Ladies’, Misses’ and Children’s Ho- 
siery, Underwear and Corsets. 
1 lot Ladies’ White Swiss Bibbed Un- 
dervests, sizes from 2 to 5, regular 50c 
quality, 17c each. 
1 lot of Ladies’ Gray Swiss Bibbed Un- 
dervests, regular 62-£c quality, 25c each. 
1 lot of Ladies’ Scarlet Wool Vests and 
Pants, in all sizes, 69c each. 
There are many other small lots of 
Ladies’, Misses’ and Children’s Under- 
wear, which will be sold for less than 
half price, in order to close out the 
stock. 
There are quantities of Hosiery in this 
stock, including Cashmere, Lisle Thread 
and Cotton, in fancy colors and black. 
Childlen’s All Wool Hose,10c a pair. 
Children’s All Wool_Leggins in colors, 
11c pair. 
One lot of Health Corsets, the regular 
$1.25 quality, White and Drab, 63c. 
Sizes 19, 28, 29, 30. 
We shall sell what there are of the cele- 
brated C. H. C. Corsets with Spinal Sup- 
porter, for 39c per pair. 18, 19, 29. 
All sizes, best quality, of the Coutil 
Corsets, Long Waist, Silk Embroidered, 
White and Drab, 59c. 1 
thoroughly introduce the Senator and 
Bonanza Shirts, we shall give to every 
purchaser of six shirts, either Senator or 
Bonanza, one extra shirt free. 
Gent.'s Night Shirts. 
1 lot of Gent.’s Night Shirts, trimmed 
jn front with red and blue cord; sizes 14 
to 16 at 39c each. 
1 lot of Gent.’s Night Shirts, collar, 
juffs, and front trimmed with red or 
hue feather braid, made of the best 
juality Fidelity Cotton, 59c each, all 
sizes/ 
1 lot of Gent.’s Night Shirts, made of 
sxtra fine cambric, with silk embroid- 
sred fronts, in white and colors; collar 
ind cuffs trimmed in white and colors, 
it 69c each; sizes 14 to 18. This is the 
jest bargain in the lot. 
Gent.'s Nose. 
1 lot of Gent’s 25c Hose at 13c pair. 
A number of broken lots of Gent.’s 
lose, in different qualities, on which we 
hall make ridiculously low prices, in 
irder to close out the first day. 
V. f. 
Manson Q. Larrabee, 
SUCCESSOR TO HORATIO STAPLES, 
246 MIDDLE STREET, - COMER OF CROSS STREET. 
Farmington is increasing daily. Patients 
are arriving by every train, and there is 
now a long string to file past the physi- 
cians for their “shot.” Pleasant quar- 
ters for the Maine Bi-Chloride of Gold 
club have been secured in Brown’s Hall, 
on Broadway, and the rooms will be 
nicely fitted up later on—tables, chairs, 
desks, etc., put in, and a piano is also 
spoken of. The local poets are immor- 
talizing the virtues of Dr. Keeley in 
verse, of which this is a sample: 
This heaven-sent missionary 
With quiet, firm control, 
Commands the demon to depart 
From every rum-bound soul. 
And ’though for long he’s held the sway, 
Enslaving minds and hearts. ^ 
He bows before Bi-Chloride o’ gold 
And quietly departs. 
For Friday and Saturday, Manson G. 
Larrabee announces a grand clearance 
sale of Ladies Cotton Underwear at 50c 
on a dollar. This promises to be one of 
the best sales of the season and the ladies 
will undoubtedly appreciate the oppor- 
tunity. 
MARRIAGES. 
In this city, Jan. 14, by Rev. Dr. Blanchard, 
Edward D. R. Morrell and Miss Lillie Alberta 
Leeman. both of Portland. 
In this city, Jan. 14, by Rev. J. G. Merrill, 
Edgar E. Barker and Sarrah E. Morgan, both of 
Portland. 
In Yarmouth, Jan. 13, by Rev. Lauriston Rey- 
In Brunswick, Jan. 9, Hannah Morse, aged 
99 years. 
in Topsham, Jan. 11, Mrs. Mary E. Flye, wife 
of Capt. Wm. Flye, aged 75 years. 
In Saco, Jan. 13, William H. Bradbury, aged 
75 years 4 months. 
In Biddeford, Jan. 13, Mrs. Annie Kerwin, 
aged 34 years. 
In Randolph, Jan 9, Jas H. McClellan of Bath 
aged 36 years. 
Ill Randolph, Jan. 9, Mrs. Nancy B. Ladd, 
aged 86 years. 
In Togus, Jan. 3, Rev. Jeremiah Hayden, 
aged 61 years. 
Ill Wlutefield, Jan. 7, Hrs. Emeline Bailey, 
aged 84 years. 
In Limmgton, Jan. 5, Mrs. Susannah Richard- 
son, aged 93 years 4 mouths. 
In Bath, Jan. 12, Wm. M. Edgerly, aged 62 
years 6 months. 
In Bath, Jan. 13, Dorothy C., wife of James 
G. Walker, aged 64 years 9 months. 
In Bath, Jan. 9, Deacon George W. Brooks, 
aged 54 vears. 
In North Vassalboro, Jan. 11, George Dear- 
born, aged 73 years. 
In Phipsburg, Jan. 10, Geo. L. Sparks, aged 
58 years. 
[The funeral of the late Mrs. Sarah Hartley 
Schlottlerbec will take place Sunday afternoon 
at 2.30 o’eloek, from her late residence, in 
Dcering. Burial at convenience of the family. 
Lard 
as a 
Life-Saver 
The school boy's composi- 
t'on asserted that pins had 
saved the lives of many peo- 
ple by their not having swal- 
lowed them; so lard has 
saved the lives of thousands 
by their having avoided food 
of which it forms a part. 
Hog’s lard is responsible for 
much indigestion and dyspep- 
sia, as any physician will tes- 
tify, hence 
COTTOLENE 
has been introduced to take 
the place of lard. There :s 
no secret as to its composition. 
It consists only of highly 
refined Cotton Seed Oil, and 
Beef Suet. Clean,- delicate, 
healthy and economical. Lard 
jias had its day, and a greasy 
day it was. When next about 
to use lard,—’Don’t, but try 
Cottolene. At leading grocers. 
N.K. FAIRBANK & CO. 
Sole Manufacturers, 
CHICAGO, 
and 5 Central Wharf, Boston. 
Be p8 STTnrm&wlycT 
Before placing your Life Insurance 
in Companies outside the State of 
Maine, send to the UNION MUTUAL 
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY for 
pamphlets explanatory of its plans, and 
for list of claims paid under the Maine 
Non-Forfeiture Law. oet24eodtf 
/price|^*Wor5raCuineaaBox/M2Sc. ? 
pTliiinW 
(Dislodge Bile, < 
(Stir up the Liver, < 
| Cure Sick-Headache, l (Remove Disease &) 
(Promote Good Healthj ) Famous the world over. ) S Ask for Beecham’s and take no others, \ 
C Made at St.Helens,England. Sold by drug-/ 
/gists and dealers. New York Depot, 365/ 
) Canal Street. 108. \ 
deo2l w opa tu mij. ouxsL.oiuorSthp 
DEFECTIVE SIGHT. 
All “errors of refraction” of the 
eyes which cause so many head- 
aches, tired, weak and aching 
eyes, imperfect sight, etc., cor- 
rected accurately by 
A. M. WENTWORTH, OPTICIAN 
548 1-2 Congress St. 
CONSULTATION FREE. 
jan24 eodtf 
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Miss Jennie Barbour of Yarmouth. 
In Bath, Jan. 12, Littleton H. Fletcher and 
Annie M. Sanders. 
In Mt. Vernon, Jan. 9, Chas. 1'. Jackman of 
Mt, Vernon and Mrs. Emma- R. Morse of Detroit 
111 Waterville. Nov. 29, Eugene M. Tozier of 
Fairfield and Miss Harriet T. Brown of Benton. 
In West Sumner, Jan. 6, Rev. Henry A. Ab- 
bott of Richmond and Miss Addie L. Boimey of 
West Sumner. 
Ill Bucksport, Dec. 18, Lewis E. Lord of 
Verona and Miss Nettie F. Grant of Prospect. 
In Belfast. Jan. 1, Rufus D. Bartlett and Miss 
Nellie E. Tripp, both of Swanville. 
In Belfast, Jan. 2, Herbert Buolclin and Miss 
Rose F. Kimball. 
In Brooksville, Frank Billings and Miss Edna 
In Troy. Dec. 25, Jecob W. Warring of Knox 
and Miss Kate Fernald of Troy. 
DEATHS. 
In this city, Jan. 14, Charles P. Chase, aged 
[funeral Saturday afternoon at 2 o’clock, at 
No. 84 1-2 Portland street. 
In Deering, Jail. 14, Thomas Clark, aged 83 
years 2 monttis 14 days. 
Ill Cape Elizabeth, Jan. 13, Rufus Emerson 
Jordan, aged til years 8 months 17 days. 
[Funeral service this I- riday afternoon at 2 
o’clock, at Spurwuik Meeting house. 
In Willard, C. E., Jan. 13, Mrs. Evelyn Goold, 
aged 72 years 8 months 18 days. 
In Westbrook, Dec. 25, Mrs. Mariam Merrell, 
widow of the late Abraham Merrell, aged 84 
lu^Bruiiswick, Jan. 7, Mrs. Cora Ella Matr 
thews, aged 35 years. 
In Brunswick. Jan. 7, Alice ,M. Stackpole, 
aged 17 years. 
AUCTION SAXES. 
f7o. BAS LEY 8l CO., 
Auctioneers a nd Commission Merchants 
Salesroom 18 Exchange Street. 
F. O BAIXEY. C. W.AXXEN. 
raarld 
BUSINESS CARDS. 
G. W. BOW®, 
BRASS FOUNDRY, 
85 Elm Street, Biddefonl, Maine. 
Parties in want of Brass. Composition or 
Phosphorus Bronze Castings should correspond 
before ordering elsewhere.' First class work at 
reasonable prices. dec31eod2m 
WM. 1. MARKS” 
Book, Card 
— AND — 
JOB PRINTER, 
PRINTERS’ EXCHANGE, 
97 1-2 Exchange St., Portland. 
FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY. 
All orders by mail or telephone promptly at- 
tended to. novlleodtf 
S"l. t. 
Plano Tuner. 
Order Slate at Chandler’s Music Store 431 
Congress Street. febSeodtf 
8. D. & M. I¥S.VERRiLL, 
Coimsellors fit Xiaw, 
191 Middle Street. 
Byron D. Verrill, Harry Mighels Verrlll. 
Portland, January 1,1892. janldlm 
STEPHEN BERRY, 
Book, Job and Card Printer, 
NO. 37 PLUM STREET. 
GEORGE C.~HOPKINS, 
Counsellor at Lw, 
88 1-3 Exchange St., Portland, Me. 
Organization of Corporations a specialty. 
au26 dliin 
QONSUMPTION! 
Providence, Nov. 18, 1891. 
Mr. Murdock: 
Dear Sir—I feel it a duty I owe yon to let you 
know how I am getting along with your Liquid 
Food. I have taken live 6-oz bottles, and I 
thought I would have my lungs sounded, and 
the doctor told me my left lung has healed, and 
that the right lung is in better condition, and I 
shall continue with the Pood, feeling confident 
it will care me. I find I can get around and 
warn Better upstairs ana not put me out oi 
breatli as it did. I truly think I shall come out 
of this lung disease, as I am gaining so fast. I 
am very grateful to you for the benefit X have 
received from your Liquid Food. 
I remain respectfully, 
EMMA H. DYER, 
4 Welcome Avenue. 
This lady is well known in Providence, and 
we have received letters from several of her 
friends congratulating us for being the means 
of saving her life. 
307 Wall street, 1 
Janesville, Wis., Dec. 9,1891. ) 
Gents—I have been restored to health by the 
use of your Liquid Food. My trouble was con- 
sumption of the stomach and bowels, and I could 
obtain no relief from the medical profession, as 
I continued to grow worse all the time, and my 
weight was reduced to 100 pounds. Last August 
I tried your Food, and have used it up to tills 
date daily. I have recovered my former health, 
and now weigh 170 pounds. Respectfully, 
W. C. HCGUNIN. 
Andovee, Mass., Dec, 2,1891. 
A. L. Mukdock: 
Dear Sir—I would like to tell you of our ex- 
perience with your Liquid Food, for I feel very 
sure that in the mercy of God it saved my hus- 
band’s life. 
Two years ago, my husband worn outwith ex- 
cessive watching and anxiety by reason of a 
severe illness of mine, together with tho 
pressure of his duties as principal of a high 
school, broke down completely, nervous ex- 
haustion, severe rhematism, amounting almost 
to rheumatic fever, and complete derangement 
of the digestive system, so that he could not 
keep milk on his stomach, or the simplest nour- 
ishment, brought him down very low. 
Our physician, nearly in despair, tried one 
thing after another, but all to no good. At last 
^p hit nn vmir T.imiiri Fnnrl t.lip pfFpp.fr w9« mao. 
ical. The very first dose made itself felt like a 
thrill of new life; his improvement was very 
rapid, his appetite ravenous, and he gained flesh 
rery fast. His rheumatism, too, which had 
troubled him exceedingly for several years, was 
rery much relieved, and, in short, he seemed 
and felt like a neiv man. To all who knew him 
tnd Ills former condition, he was a walking 
advertisement of Murdock’s Liquid Food. Since 
that time, when he becomes debilitated through 
jverwork or indigestion, a litfle of the Liquid 
Food will soon set him right again. 
Feeling that we both owe you a large debt of 
latitude, and this acknowledgement of the 
lenefit received, I am. 
Yours respectfully. 
MliS. PEKCIVAL F. MAKSTON, 
janllM.W&Ftf Andover, Mass. 
The Non Forfeitable and Incontest- 
able features of the policies of the 
UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSUR- 
ANCE COMPANY, places them in the 
front rank of Insurance Contracts and 
causes them to be unexcelled in liber- 
ality. 
Postmaster Osborne, Forest- 
dale. Mass., writes: "For over 
10 years 1 was a great sufferer 
of itching and protruding 
Pints, Pratt’s Cere for Piles, ■cured me with only twro ap- 
plications.” 
25 ets.. all retail, wholesale druggists, or 
ihe Pratt Mod. Co., Boston, 
janli dlw» 
MISCELLANEOUS. 
CONSUMPTION 
in its 
eariy stages 
can be cured 
by the prompt 
use of 
Myers Cherry Pectoral 
it soothes 
the infiamed tissues, 
aids expectoration, 
f and hastens 
recovery. 
Dr. C„ Ayer & ©©» 
Lowell, Mass. 
HOPE, HELP, HEALTH 
The sick hope to get well, 
There is a help and health is 
as desirable as wealth. II 
you are out of sorts, de- 
pressed, and don’t know 
what is the matter, you need 
n ^Kicka- 
p°.° In‘ 
4 f!l\7]j V-'f-Tr'd i a n / 
SaSwa> 
the 
genu- 
fine In- 
ti- 
di an 
j" R e me- 
^ dymade 
by the 
Indians from Roots and 
Herbs. It will tone up your 
whole system. It acts on the 
Blood, Stomach, Liver and 
Kidneys. Sagw-a cures Con- 
stipation, Liver Complaint, 
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, loss 
( 
of Appetite, Scrofula, Rheu- 
matism and Chills and Fe- 
ver. For sale by all Drug- 
gists. 
jfclCKAPOO INDIAN OIL 
ttuick euro for all Suds of Pain. 
®ood for Man and Beast. It Gives Immediate 
Belief. It has No Equal. Keep it in the House. 
> TRY XT. m 
Price 25 cents per Bottle. 6 Bottles for $1.00 
ASK YOUR DRUGGIST FOR IT. 
jy31 FMW&wnrm 
Hg.v 
Taking butter from milk 
was known in the earliest 
times. It was left for our 
time to make a milk of cod- 
liver oil. 
Milk, the emulsion of but- 
ter, is an easier food than 
butter. Scott’s Emulsion of 
cod-liver oil is an easier food 
than cod-liver oil. It is rest 
for digestion. It stimulates, 
helps, restores, digestion; 
and, at the same time, sup- 
plies the body a kind of 
nourishment it can get in no 
other way. 
Scott & Downs. Chemists, 132 South 5th Avenue, 
New York. 
Your druggist keeps Scott’s Emulsion of cod liver 
oil—all druggists everywhere do. g 1. 
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I GIVE ME SLEEP. 
A morrow must come on 
When I shall wake to weep. 
But just for some short hours, 
God, give me sleep! 
I ask not hope’s return, 
As i have sowed I reap; 
Grief must awake with dawn. 
Vet, oh, to sleep! 
No dreams, dear God, no dreams; 
Mere slumber, dull and deep. 
Such as thou givest brutes— 
Sleep, only sleep! 
—Anne Reeve Aldrich in Scribner’a. 
| 
i 
Those two rival families repeated on s 
I small scale the discords of the Montague! 
i and Oapulets: only, with duo regard tc 
j the civilization of the times, instead o) 
spilling blood they spilled money, in- 
stead of dead relatives there had beer 
many lawsuits, long and entangled; the) 
went to law for spite, for resentment, 
for anger; they kept at law with tha1 
obstinate delight in litigation which is 
one of the joys of provincial life. Ai 
i usual, it was a question of trifles—a 
stream of water that had taken a wrong 
| direction; an unruly goat that had 
; leaped from the field of one into the field 
! of the other: some obscure and stupid 
potatoes which, spreading themselves ! underground, had disregarded the boun- 
j daries. 
Upon this showered legal documents. 
The lawyers toile.d to write in that style 
of theirs, the last relic of barbarous in- 
vasions. Judgments ware multiplied. 
Lawsuits grew complicated. The two 
advocates rubbed their hands for joy, and 
uuiu uiu ui UUU50 ytoio ouic v/x 
transmitting as a valuable inheritance 
those quarrels to their sons. How the 
enmity between the Pasquali and the 
Dericca families had been caused could 
not be clearly learned. Affirmations va- 
ried on one and the other side. But it 
was a deep and declared enmity. Being 
neighbors in town and in the country, 
they frequently met, looking askance at 
each other. The women heard mass in 
two different churches. If the Dericca 
girls wore blue gowns, the Pasquali girls 
at once put on pink ones. In the munici- 
pal council the Pasquali were always 
conservative and the Dericca naturally 
radical. That which one did the other 
would not have done for a thousand 
scudi. Where one went the other did 
not appear. 
And then gossip, evil speaking, com- 
plaints, eagerness for scandal, malignity; 
in short, all that outfit of pleasing things 
which take place in provincial towns be- 
tween two rival families. On top of all 
this, Carlo, the eldest son of tlm Pas- 
quali, and Maria, the second daughter of 
the Dericca, thought it best to fall in 
love with each other. 
Love in a small town has not mnch 
variety; usually it begins in childhood, 
continues amid games of blindman’s 
buff, is apt to manifest itself in social 
dancing parties and round games, and is 
always ratified by the parish priest and 
the mayor. These loves are recognized, 
superintended, established, registered in 
the household comings and goings, pro- 
tected by grumbling grandfathers and 
by priestly uncles; loves without nerves, 
without tears, without tendernesses and 
fancies; something extremely calm and 
slow, the crystallization of love. 
u b V^ui IV/ X Oi>3V|UaU UUU UUU l/UD 1U' 
comparable fortune to pass, once, a fort- 
night at Naples, which made him look 
with scorn upon provincial customs; and 
Maria Derieca, at night by feeble lamp, 
had wept over the hapless heroines of 
Mastriani, and had envied them in their 
fantastic passions; therefore for these 
two was required an exceptional love. 
First it was a furtive glance; a softly 
murmured word, yet heard with singu- 
lar perception by her who should hear 
it; a carnation pink fallen from a bal- 
cony by reason of the wind, of course; a 
sudden pallor of his, a sudden blush of 
hers; then, by the armed intervention of 
a rogue of a fifteen-year-old girl who 
came with a flatiron to smooth Maria’s 
linen and the course of true love at the 
same time—a note and a brief reply; a 
little letter, a long letter and finally 
those voluminous epistles of eight or ten 
sheets of note paper which mark the 
highest point of the folly of love. 
Alas! The joy of the young people 
was brief and sorrow rapidly arrived to 
destroy it. They were seen, spied, the 
news reached their respective papas and 
all the thunderbolts of paternal wrath, 
embittered by eleven lawsuits, fell upo7i 
the heads of the poor lovers. The bal- 
cony windows were closed, the bolts 
were fastened on the terrace door, the 
carnation pinks on the bush were count- 
ed, walks were forbidden, or at least 
mado without previous notice, the hour 
of going to mass varied each Sunday— 
but those two continued to love each 
other. Rebuffs, exhortations, prohibi- 
tions. difficulties availed only to inflame 
their love; at night, in the winter, Maria 
arose, dressed herself, wrapped herself 
in a shawl, and in slippers, with bated 
breath, trembling tor tear, descended 
the stairs to a window of the first floor; 
the young friend was in the street, lean- 
ing against the wall. 
So they talked for two or three hours, 
without caring for the cold, the rain, or 
the loss of sleep; they talked without 
seeing each other from a distance of five 
meters of altitude, becoming silent at 
every sound of a passer, then cautiously 
resuming their discourse, with the con- 
tinual fear that Maria’s parents might 
arouse and find her in that aerial collo- 
quy. But what did it all matter to 
them? They had within their hearts 
sunshino. light, springtime, courage, en- 
thusiasm. If the king had come they 
would not have moved. Instead the 
brother of Maria, one night when he 
could not sleep, arose from bis bed and 
found the door ajar, went down the 
stairs, heard a murmur, and caught his 
sister in the act. He unceremoniously 
barred the shutters in the face of Carlo, 
gave Maria a resounding box on the ear 
and brought her to her room. Next 
! morning the small window on the first 
I floor was walled in. 
Oh, all ye faithful lovers, who grieve 
| amid the pains of thwarted love, imagine 
the despair of those two! Their letters 
! were no longer legible, for tears blotted 
the words; rows of exclamation points, 
that looked like Prussian soldiers under 
arms, followed the daily imprecations 
against fortune, destiny, fate and other 
impersonal beings incapable of resent- 
ing them: a thousand fantastic plans 
were created, discussed, and then re- 
jected. Carlo would have liked to elope 
with Maria, but his father allowed him 
no money, and it would have been diffi- 
cult to pnt together the nine lire and 
fifty centesimi for two tickets for the 
journey to Naples; they thought for a 
moment of suicide, but found that it 
would not solve the difficulty. Then, in 
the long run, their love became syste- 
matic, the imprecations were always the 
same, and they could not go to their 
beds without having “poured forth upon 
the faithful paper the fullness of their 
grief.” 
In the town nothing was talked of but 
their unshakable love and their tor- 
ments; they were the objects of general 
interest; if a Neapolitan arrived, the 
townsfolk took him to see the ruins of 
the amphitheater and related the case of 
Carlo and Maria. Therefore the young 
people, flattered in their amour propre, 
assumed the behavior fitting to the cir- 
cumstances. Maria was always pale, 
with a melancholy air, never smiling, 
always talking to her girl friends about 
her joyless days, refusing to amuse her- 
self, content to resemble in all respects 
one of Mastriani’s heroines. 
Carlo took lonely walks, was always 
deeply depressed; at balls he never 
moved out of a corner, content that they 
murmured around him. “Poor young 
man, that unfortunate love affair sad- 
dens his life!” In society, at small fes- 
tivities, in visits, with the unwearying 
monotony of the province, the discourse 
always returned upon the subject of the 
two lovers. Carlo and Maria bore with 
dignity the burden ot their popularity. 
Finally, after 1 don’t know how many 
years—four or five, it seems to me—of 
this continual struggle, of daily weep- 
ing, of long, long love maintained alive 
by dissensions, the aspect of things 
changed. There was a worthy person— 
there still are such—who with many ef- 
forts of eloquence persuaded the parents 
that by the lawsuits they were losing 
property, and much of it, as witness the 
two advocates who had grown rich at 
the expense of their clients; that those 
two young people were pining and would 
go into a decline because of that thwart- 
ed love; the houses were side by side 
and the estates contiguous: Christ for- 
gave and they must forgive, if they 
wished to find forgiveness. He said so 
much and so many other persons, moved 
by the example, interposed, that the 
questions came to a compromise which 
had, as its first chapter, the marriage of 
Carlo and Maria. 
Here, surely, every one will suppose 
that the young people were greatly con- 
soled, and will suppose truly—but my 
obligation as a sincere story teller con- 
strains ma»to say that in their first free 
colloquy reigned a great embarrassment. 
They were accustomed to see each other 
at a distance, by stealth; to speak from 
a first floor window down to the street, 
in the darkness, disguising or smother- 
mg tneir voices; ui< y iounu tnemseives 
quite different, perhaps a little ridicu- 
lous; they had no subjects of conversa- 
tion, they were often silent, hastening 
in their thoughts the hour when they 
should quit each other. There were no 
more imprecations and tears to be 
mingled with the ink; they no longer 
wrote to each other. 
Everything was free, smooth, easy for 
their affection; they were not obliged to 
think of subtleties by which to evade the 
vigilance of their elders; they took no 
more pleasure in murmuring a few words 
in secret; they made no more daring 
projects for the future. They would be 
married prosaically, without obstacles, 
like so many other silly couples. The 
townsfolk no longer took thought of 
them; the wonder and the comments on 
the marriage once over, Carlo and Maria 
no longer awoke attention; were no 
longer talked about; their behavior was 
noted no more; they ceased to be pointed 
out as an example of fidelity. Now all 
eyes were fixed upon the wife of the 
pretor, who was accused of too great 
partiality for the vice attorney—a serious 
piece of business. 
The two lovers felt themselves for- 
saken; a great coolness arose between 
them. Carlo found that the virtues of 
his fiancee, those virtues which shone in 
her letters, were dimmed by the atmos- 
phere of home; Maria frequently thought 
that Carlo was rather commonplace in 
his tastes, and that to end with a stupid 
marriage, so tempestuous a love was un- 
worthy of a reader of Mastriani. A few 
lively remarks passed between them in 
regard to “illusions contradicted by the 
reality,” about “mirages,” “optical de- 
lusions” and similar pin pricks; aquarrel 
ensued, then two, then they became a 
daily occurrence. One evening Maria 
said with an irritated tone: 
“Carlo, let us leave it off.” 
“Let us,” he replied without hesita- 
tion. 
And the next day be set off on a jour 
ney for the improvement of his mind, 
Maria went to Naples, to the house of a 
cousin, to fish for a heroic husband. 
ml- £ 1U„,l ft, 
Maria’s father had an opening made for 
a window which overlooked his neigh- 
bor’s courtyard; tho latter, in order to 
annoy him. built a dovecote of which 
the doves ran about everywhere; imme- 
diately there was a summons, a second, 
a third, the lawsuits began again, and 
this time, the advocates said, smiling, 
without hope of any compromise.— 
Translated from tho Italian of E, Ca- 
vazza for Short Stories. 
Agreed with His Papa. 
One day when about to undergo cor- 
poral punishment for one of his misde- 
meanors, a small hoy pleaded in arrest 
of judgment that he had heard papa say 
that ho was against all violence, and the 
proper way to settle all disputes was by 
ar-ar-bitrationl—London Truth. 
The earliest traces of algebraic knowl 
edge are found in Egypt. Ahmes, who 
lived in 1400 B. C., dealt with geometric 
and algebraic problems in a papyrus 
manuscript. 
Although many remedies are pushed into the 
market by spicy advertisements, Ur. Bull’s 
Cough Syrup still takes the lead. 
NEW YEAR FASHIONS. 
Modes that are Popular for the 
Month of January. 
Velveteen with Fur Trimmings — Hat* 
Worn for Dinner Occasions—A Novel 
Toilet Set—Cloaks Made In Demi- 
Train—Gowns nt a Press Dinner. 
[COPYRIGHT, 1S92.1 
If you were fortunate enough to have 
been invited to a very swell New Year 
dinner, one of the first things that 
would have struck your attention 
would have been a very novel and beau- 
tiful style of fan. 
It is not the landscape fan which you 
saw last fall, nor is it the feather fan 
which has waved over the land so long. 
It is entirely new and it is perfectly ex- 
quisite. And since the fan is such au 
important part of a woman’s dress, you 
may wish to get a fan like it, or some- 
one may give you one as a Valentine 
present. The ground work is of light 
IN BLUE AND WHITE. 
blue satin, and the sticks are of mother 
of pearl, beautifully carved and inlaid 
with silver. The center piece of the 
fan is a portrait of Marguerite—she who 
is famed in song and story: 
“Marguerite, my Marguerite.” 
She is, of course, a beautiful girl, 
and she is seated upon an old-fashioned 
chair with the spinning-wheel before 
her. She is entirely fashioned of Duch- 
ess lace and the filmy web of the lace 
forms the drapery for her gown and 
the chair itself and even the spinning- 
wheel. Marguerite’s face is of the 
Duchess lace so spun that when it is 
put upon the fan the groundwork 
makes a lovely background for her 
features and sets them forth properly. 
Two angel cupids flying aloft are hold- 
ing the strings, or the threads, of the 
spinning-wheel, and Marguerite’s dain- 
ty-arched foot is upon the wheel, while 
her slender hands guide its threads. It 
is a most beautiful picture and the 
sentiment conveyed is most delicate. 
The artist who conceived the idea said 
that he meant it to typify the happy 
combination which is the American 
girl’s boast, namely, the faculty by 
which she combines the useful and the 
ornamental, making them her owd. 
When one is speaking of beautiful 
ornaments, one must mention the love- 
ly toilet-set which was given to Miss 
Cornwallis West upon her marriage 
with Prince Pless. All the articles 
were of silver beautifully combined 
with pearl, and in the center of the 
handle of each or upon the back of 
each was a tiny monogram done in 
diamonds. It is, indeed, a princely 
gift, and one is not surprised to hear 
that Prince Pless thought it none too 
good to give to the exquisite lady whom 
he has chosen for his bride. 
It is a season for so many dainty 
things in dress that it is difficult to turn 
from the chiffon and the gauze and the 
airy draperies to the more practical 
materials for everyday use. Laces and 
ribbons and feather trimmings engage 
the attention more than do the more 
durable braidings and velvets. One is 
A DINJTEB HAT. 
tempted to don the chiffon and the tulle 
where one formerly wore the linen col- 
lar and a stick pin. 
Some of the lace fichus are truly 
beautiful. They are very large and 
cover the waist so thoroughly that they 
are almost a waist in themselves. Very 
beautiful ones are combinations of silk 
and lace. The silk is laid in tiny side 
plaits and a heavy frill of the lace is put 
around the neck and down the front. 
A collar of silk and lace extends all the 
way around the neck, fastened at the 
back, and a band of silk goes round the 
waist holding the fichu in place. 
With a fichu like this it is neces- 
sary to wear a blazer or an outside 
jacket of some sort because such a 
fichu is not properly finished to do duty 
all by itself. But there are many which 
need only to be pinned on the front of 
the waist with fancy pins, and which 
are then complete in themselves. The 
gay little blazer is seen this winter cut 
in the same way as was the summer 
blazer, but it is made of different ma- 
terial. Broadcloth blazers, tweed ones, 
and even tiny leather ones have taken 
the place of the silk and the flannel 
ones which were worn in the summer. 
The leather blazer is a thing all by 
itself. It is unique and the only one of 
its kind, and unless you have seen one 
you may be sure that you have never 
seen anything like it. 
To give you a rough idea, one may 
ask you to recall the little zouave jack- 
ets which are worn over plain waists. 
The leather blazer is like one of these 
zouaves, only it has a very high collar 
and it is a little longer in the back. The 
front meets over the bust with a clasp, 
and the clasp is often a buckle and a 
strap of leather. 
Leather bands round the bottom of 
the skirt'and a leather hat band with a 
buckle attached are accompaniments to 
the leather jacket or blazer. 
It has until recently been such a 
ridiculously mild season that fur cloaks 
and wraps have been very much in the 
way, and women who have squandered 
their substance upon seal garments 
have regretted it. 
The narrow band trimmings which 
are so fashionable have been ciuite suf- 
fieient for the season's mildness. A 
velvet cloak or a plush one, or, better 
still, a cloak of vel veteen—that most 
popular of the season’s materials— 
trimmed with narrow bands or with a 
favorite fnr is the most comfortable 
and stylish tiling that a woman can 
wear. 
A beautiful garment of this kind was 
of very dark green velveteen with 
largo riveted steel buttons upon it ar- 
ranged in double-breasted fashion. The 
collar, with its deep revers and large 
point, was heavily embossed with black 
braiding and a similar trimming ex- 
tended round the hem of the skirt and 
upon the cuffs. A narrow hand of mink 
was used to trim the front of the -gar- 
ment, and ends of the same outlined the 
braiding upon the collar, culls and 
skirt. 
The fashion of making the cloak in a 
demi-train is growing more prevalent. 
With a cloak of this style a rather 
short, tight-fitting plain gown is worn 
underneath, or a house dress of light 
material. 
An extremely elegant street costume 
was worn by a woman who is remark- 
able for her slimness and the pro- 
nounced brunette type of her features. 
Her gown was of dark green broad- 
cloth. The skirt was perfectly plain, 
with a pointed fullness at the hack. It 
VELVETEEN AND MINK, 
was made so as to just clear the 
ground. Over the gown was worn a 
cloak of dark—very dark—maroon vel- 
vteteen with bands of sable upon it. 
Society belles have taken to wearing 
tiny bonnets to large formal ceremo- 
nial balls. At the New Year’s ball and 
the last patriarch’s ball there were 
several of these tiny bonnets, worn by 
the prettiest of young society women. 
They were in each case fashioned of 
silk of the same color as the gown, and 
were trimmed with Prince of Wales 
plumes. The favorite shape was a 
tight-fitting little silk cap very much 
on the grandmother pattern, and at the 
top of the puffed crown the bunch of 
plumes stood erect. 
The fans that were carried were al- 
most completely buried in flowers. In- 
deed they served the double purpose of 
fan and bouquet, being a lovely combi- 
nation of both. Many of the waists 
seemed'to consist entirely of folds of 
chiffon which were crossed and re- 
pressed into the semblance of a bodice. 
Great shoulder puffs were in many cases 
the only sleeves that were worn, and 
long kid gloves met the puffs at the 
shoulders. Numerous rosettes and bows 
were seen upon all of the gowns, and 
no costume could be voted complete un- 
Idcc if vr»«:r»f.f.£'R n.nrl lnnns n.rifl pruk 
galore. 
At a dinner given by tlie New York 
Press club a short time ago to welcome 
the lady friends of the newly-elected 
officers of the club, many pretty cos- 
tumes were seen. In accordance with 
the season’s fad, at least half of them 
were of black material; but the black 
gowns were so glorified by jewels and 
brightened by jets that their somber- 
ness was entirely relieved. 
A very pretty black gown had a yoke 
and sleeves of beaded net with the 
meshes large and open. The net seemed 
to be entirely composed of beads, and 
there was a deep border of the jets 
done in design. 
Another black gown was cut decollete 
with an edging of black ostrich feath- 
ers around the neck. Around the bell- 
shaped sleeves and the hem of the 
skirt, which was cut in a de.mi-train,the 
dull black of the feathers was relieved 
by ruby ornaments. 
At this dinner, as at other functions 
of the season, many of the guests wore 
hats during the entire evening. A 
beautiful blonde, who was charmingly 
gowned in a dark blue velvet robe, 
wore a broad-brimmed, white pearl 
hat trimmed with white plumes. An- 
other wore a white felt hat with a 
heavy puffing of white velvet round 
the edge. Another charming hat was a 
tiny toque of silver with pink ostrich 
feathers upon the front of it and nar- 
row pink velvet strings. 
“What shall I do!"’ the maiden cried. “He 
will be here tonight and my hands are chapped; 
however, I have a bottle of Salvation Oil,” 
ELECTRICAL RAILWAYS. 
This Mode of Travel Is Becoming Popu- 
lar in America. 
It is a well-known fact that in the de- 
velopment of the electric railway Amer- 
ica leads the world, says Electricity- 
Three years ago there were only thir- 
teen electrical roads in the United 
States; now there are over 400, and the 
advices from every part of the country 
indicate that before the close of the 
present year the number will be in- 
creased to 500. The capital now invest- 
ed in American electric railways ex- 
ceeds $75,000,000. “Horse sense” counts 
for but little in this age of rapid transit. 
We old dogs have been obliged to learn 
new tricks, and without the usual priv- 
ilege of serving an apprenticeship. Our 
stables are being converted into power 
houses; the electrician has taken the 
place of the veterinary surgeon; our 
drivers are being educated as motor- 
men, and most of us have horse cars for 
sale. 
Below are some interesting statistics 
of the street railway industry of the 
country, which shows that the electric 
cars in use outnumber the cable and 
steam cars combined. There are 0,732 
electric cars now running, against a 
total of 4,301 cable and steam cars. 
Since November, 1S90, the number of 
horses employed on street railway lines 
has fallen from 113,795 to S3,114; that is 
28,0S1 in one year. At this rate it will 
not take long to emancipate the horse 
frem street railway business. 
The city having the greatest length of 
street railways is Philadelphia, with 
510 miles of single track. Chicago fol- 
lows next witu miles; i\ew ronr nas 
230 miles; Brooklyn has 2S5; Boston, 
2S3; St. Louis, 275; Baltimore, 207; San 
Francisco, 205; Cleveland, 192; Cincin- 
nati, 180; Pittsburgh, 1C8; Kansas City, 
141; New Orleans, 139; Louisville, 132; 
Buffalo, 110; Minneapolis, 101; Los 
Angeles, 99; Detroit, 94; Birmingham, 
Ala., 92; St. Paul, 90; Washington, 85. 
European Officialism. 
Every European monarchial country 
has its official caste; its officeholders, 
who, through generation after genera- 
tion, live upon office. The country pre- 
senting the best example of thiss is 
China, a country where the rut of Con- 
fucius’ day is the rut of 1891; where sys- 
tems planned five hundred years be- 
fore Christ are the systems never 
changed to-day. By it a horde of office- 
holders have arisen and the great mass 
has nothing in common whatever with 
the government They, the people, 
feel no pulsation of ambitious pride in 
looking forward to future days. The 
official class is there and it is as bound 
to stay as is the female Chinese 
heathen to wear deformed feet exclu- 
sively.—Toledo Blade. 
WIT AND WISDOM. 
Wanted to Hub Some Out. 
Mamma explains to her little girl, aged 5, 
that everything she does and says is written 
down in a large book in heaven. 
Little Girl—Are all the naughty things, too? 
Mamma—Yes, dear. 
Little Girl (pensively)—Then I think I’ll take 
n. nip.AA nf Tnma. ruhhor with mo —Uneton Trav_ 
eller. 
If faithfully used, Ayer’s Sarsaparilla will re- ] 
move scrofula in whatever form it exists. 
“Do you know if there is a gentleman in there 
with one eye named Granger?” asked a man of 
Chandos Fulton, as he stood at the door of the 
club. s 
"Let me think,” said Fulton, “what is the 
name of his other eye?”—N. L. Farmer. 
Baby cried, 
Mother sighed, 
Doctor prescribed: Castoria! 
Couldn’t be Cold. 
Uncle George—For heaven’s sake, Carrie, you 
are not going out this cold day with no outside 
wrap! 
Carrie—YVliv not, Uncle George? Isn’t this 
dress anew one, and doesn’t everybody say it’s 
awfully stylish?—Boston Transcript. 
Ayer’s Hair Vigor, for dressing the hair and 
promoting its growth. Get Ayer’s Almanac. 
He was profoundly interested in writing a 
letter. 
“Were n’t you up to see your girl, last night? 
asked the man next to him. 
“Yes. I'm writing to her father now.” 
“That so? Asking him for her? 
“No. Asking him for my overcoat and hat he 
did n’t give me time to get as I went out.” 
—Detroit Free press. 
Pond's Extract for all Pain and Inflamma- 
tions is manufactured and bottled by the sole 
proprietors, Pond’s Extract Co., New York and 
London. See our name on every wrapper and 
label. 
“I’d a great deal rather give New Y'ear’s gifts 
than Christmas presents,” observed Squildtg. 
“Why so?” asked MeSwilligen. 
“Well, the holiday articles generally get 
marked down after Christmas has gone by.” 
—Pittsburgh Chronicle. 
Use the best preparation to cure gray hair and 
baldness.—Hall’s Hair Kenewer. 
xiepurLer or oiuuuci—jLuau waa a Log aeuup iu 
our paper yesterday. 
Reporter of Fogy—Yes. but there wasn’t a 
word of truth iu it. 
Reporter of Stunner—Weli, what of that? Not 
another paper iu the city had it.—Boston Tran- 
tiS 
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SPECIAL NOTICE. 
Portland, Jan. 12, 1892. 
I, the undersigned, do hereby forbid all per- 
sons harboring or trusting my wife Nettie K. 
She having left my bed and hoard without just 
cause, I will not pay any bills contracted by 
her after this date. WILLIAM A. COLCORl). 
jail Id i.w* 
WANTED. 
WT ANTED—A Protestant cook at 603 C0N- Vt GltEBS STREET.10-1 
VTirANTED—All persons in want of trunks or W bags to call at E. D. REYNOLDS, 556 
and 558 Congress street, comer of Oak; as we 
manufacture our goods, and can therefore give 
you bottom prices; trunks repaired; open 
evenings until 0.jail 13-1 
WANTED—Tile public to know that J. G. CURRIER, bell hanger, is at 137 Clark 
street. Speaking tubes and bells of every 
description put into hotels, private houses and 
steamboats at short notice; all work warranted; 
orders by mail attended to.13-1 
Agents wanted to sell the history of the Dr. Graves, Sawtell and Almy murders, 
profusely illustrated, all in one large book. 
Sells for 10 cents. Send 10 cents for sample 
and terms. JOHN J. LANE, Publisher, 
LaConla, N. H. 11-4 
WANTED—Situation as traveling salesman by a smart, capable, trusty businessman. 
Twenty years’ experience selling goods in store 
and on the road, groceries, boots and shoes, 
baker’s and confectioner’s goods. Specialties 
in the general trade. Good references. Address 
"W.” 482 Court street. Auburn, Me. 5-3 
_ 
■\T0TICE—Wanted to buy from $1000 to $15,- 
000 worth of cast-off clothing; I pay the 
highest cash price for ladles’ dresses, gents’ 
and children’s clothing, and gents’ winter over- 
coats; call. or address letter or postal to S. 
LEVI, 97 Middle street.anglotf 
LOST AND FOUND. 
TT'OL’ND—Your last chance to buy Skates at 
JL1 low prices is nearly over. Acme Club 
Skates, alt steel, 45 cents; Long Reach Skates, 
all steel, 59 cents; ladles’ and Misses’ Strapped 
Skates, 64 cents; at RAGE’S BAZAAR, 261 
Middle street.___ 1 ■*-! 
ICST—A sum of money; the finder will_.be J suitably rewarded by leaving at 17 Vine 
street. __15-1 
IOST—About Dec. 25th. 1891, a carriage J lamp supposed to have been dropped in 
■street; also Dec. 31st or,Ian. 1st, one horse 
blanket, on Green or Cumberland streets, he- 
tween City Hotel and corner Casco. The finder 
will be suitably rewarded by leaving at stable, 
697 Congress street. EERNALD & SAWYER. 
__14-1 j 
LOST; LACE SCARF. —Taken by mistake Saturday, Jau. Oth, during a “Tea” at 110 
State street, a large Spanish Lace Scarf. Please 
return to office of Fort-land Press.13-1 
IJOUND—At PAGE’S Bazaar, 261 Middle street, trimmed splash mat banners; entire- 
ly new Long Reach Skates, 64c.; Acme at 49c 
pair. 261 Middle street. 0-1 
IffOUND—l have found the greatest cure on earth for Rheumatism and Neuralgia ill 
their worst chronic forms; I suffered twelve 
years and tried every known remedy. Suffer- 
ers write to me and enclose stamp. MISS E. S. 
ORR, East Harpsweil, Me. jan9d&w2m* 
MALE HELP. 
WANTED—A capable girl for general housework must have had experence. 
Satisfactory references required. Apply even- 
ings lit 129 EMERY St. 9-1 
TO LET. 
TO LET—Grist Mill and Grain business; finest location in Maine; yearly business 
over $60,000; profits over $4,000; large casli 
trade; every modern convenience. Do not 
wish to sell but will lease for five or ten years. 
Only reliable parties need answer. Address, 
“Grain,” Press Office. 15-1 
TO LET—Up stairs rent, 7 rooms. No. 37 Clark street.—Small house, 4 rooms, rear 
39 Clark sheet.—Half brick house, 10 rooms, 
corner Winter and Danfortlu—Rent by itself, 5 
rooms. No. 19 Vine street.—Two down stair 
rents, 0 rooms each. No. 57 Hanover street. 
Apply to ELIAS THOMAS, No. 120 Com- mercial street, 15-1 
TO LET—House No. 210 Cumberland street. Inquire at 130 Franklin street. 14-1 
IltOR RENT—No. 11 Exciiange street. Very desirable offices eu suite or single, on 
second or third floor front and rear; good stair- 
way and corridors, all newly finished in natural 
wood. Steam heat, good plumbing, fire proof 
vault. These offices may be had at very reason- 
able prices. BENJAMIN SHAW, 61 1-2 Ex- 
change Street. 13-1 
TO LET—Upper rent No. 812 Congress street, consisting of 6 Rooms in good repair. For 
particulars inquire of A. C. LIBBY, 42 1-2 Ex- 
change Street. 13-1 
rjlO LET—Very desirable rooms at 457 Cum- 
TO BE LET—The elegant residence of the late N. C. Sawyer, in Deering. is offered 
for lease for a term of years; possession given 
immediately. Inquire of .E. A. TSOYES, Treas. 
Public Library, 85 Exchange St. 2-tf 
TO LET—A very pleasant upper tenement of seven rooms in house No. 19 Atlantic 
street; rent S15 per month. Inquire of B. W. 
JONES, 05 Commercial street. 11-tf 
TO LET—One or two flats in building No. 21 Portland Pier. Enquire WM. SHEA. S 
Danfortli streat. oct7-tf 
-—■-«----— 
MISCELLANEOUS. 
PICTUEES! PICTUEES! Those in want of a good piotiue, for a small amount of money, 
would do well to call on us. Pictures framed. 
Plush goods and albums, skates and skate 
straps. E. D. REYNOLDS, Cor. Oak and Con- 
gress streets. 12-1 
AVERY odd and handsome old fashion mahogany inlaid sideboard at a good 
trade. No. 3 MARIE TERRACE; left bell. 
__9-1 
WANTED—Anyone using Cotton Seed Meal to call at our store if they want to buy 
some at very low iigures. Special price on hag 
or ton lots for a few days. BENSON & DAL- 
TON, foot of Green street. 9-1 
FOR SALE. 
FOR SALE—1 new stout traverse runner pung for coal or wood or carting; 1 good 
second hand pung; 1 new light trotting sleigh. 
GEO. B. MARCH, 69 Oak street.13-1 
IVOR SALE—The fine residence, No. 41 Thomas street. Modern and first class in 
its appointments. Inquire of S. B. KELSEY, 
No. 243 Commercial street. Janl2-tf 
FOR SALE—Waste milk for feeding calves, colts or hogs. Will make, contracts for 
any quantity per week. FOREST CITY 
CREAMERY, 087 Congress street. 12-1 
IVOR SALE—A great bargain in new double sleigh, thoroughly built and none better in 
style; very high back. Call at 240 COMMER- 
CIALS!.12-1 
PUNG FOR SALE—First class Traverse runner pung In good condition. Apply at 
Oi*n ATmiifUTMH OTIM7UT 1 1 
IilOB SALE—A two storied house, corner of 1 Sheridan and Monument, streets. Apply at 
the house, 87 MON If M K NT STREET. 8-4 
IVOR SALE—At cost, rather than carry over my Fall and Winter Woolens. Trousers 
from $5 up, Suits from $20 up. Overcoats from 
$20 up, for cash only, flood fit or no money. 
F. AY. GEOSSTUCIv, lo Free street 2-7 
AYc should lie phased to send you circulars, 
and solicit a portion of your business. 
COKEY, IULEIKE.Y & CO., 
(Members N. Y'. Con. Stock Exchange), 
■to Kilby St., Boston. 
Send for circular, or, better still, call and 
see us. 
decl'l eoilSm 
Pruning in Winter. 
Trees of hardy kinds may be safely 
pruned in winter if but a moderate 
amount is to be cut away. Heavy prun- 
ing renders a tree tender and more liable 
to injury or check in growth if followed 
by intense cold, but it rarely happens 
that such severe pruning is required. If 
the operator always has a distinct and 
definite object in view, he need not cut 
away a single shoot unless needed. A 
bearing tree may have too thick a head 
and want a slight thinning, or a small 
crooked branch may be in the way, re- 
quiring only clipping with a pocket 
knife. There is a special advantage in 
doing the work now—all the branches 
and shape of the head may be easily seen 
while the leaves are off. When the 
owner of an orchard has to give the 
business to a hired hand, he may avoid 
all danger of having the work wrongly 
done by marking with a piece of chalk 
the place where he wants the pocket- 
knife or light saw to do the cutting. 
Very little cutting need thus be mado 
and no mutilation. 
A modification or improvement may 
be made at any time in winter if the 
weather happens to be too cold or hands 
scarce for doing the labor till spring. 
Take a small brush or pencil, with white 
paint, pass through the orchard, and 
wherever a branch is to be pruned mark 
with the brush a white line where the 
cut is to be made. Direct the operator 
to cut nowhere but on this line. The 
chalk would be washed off by rain; the 
streak of white paint will remain for 
months. The piece of chalk may be ^at- 
tached to the end of a rod or pole and 
}u. nsed rea/di nnv na.rt. of the tree: 
and, if desired, the owner may pass 
through his orchard on horseback and 
rapidly mark as many trees in an hour 
as the operator will prune in a day.— 
Country Gentleman. 
Instructive Facts About Corn. 
There are differences between yellow 
and white corn independent of the color. 
The former contains more starch and 
will make more whisky, and is pre- 
ferred for animal food where fattening 
is the object in view. The latter has 
more gluten and oil, and is almost uni- 
versally Dreferred for bread. As fqpjl 
for horses, where nerve and bone nutri- 
ment are more desired than fat, white 
corn has the preference. White corn is 
considered as coming nearer to oats 
than yellow com, and is therefore better 
food for working animals. So far as the 
results of analysis are known white 
com has about 1 per cent, more of the 
muscle forming elements than yellow 
com, but the relative value of the two 
varieties in this respect has not been 
very accurately determined. 
The com plant is one of the most wide- 
ly distributed, but every section has a 
type best suited to its soil and latitude; 
therefore the interchange of seed north- 
ern and southern grown is not a safe 
practice if the distance to the north or 
south is a long one. From east to west 
the transfers may be longer. Corn 
planted in the north from a southern 
seed grown in longer seasons is almost 
certain to be caught by frost. The 
plant, however, bas the faculty of be- 
coming acclimated, and under a few 
years of cultivation of adapting its 
growth and period of ripening to the sea- 
sons of the sections to which it is grown, 
says The World. 
> Gypsum or I-and Plaster. 
Gypsum is a mineral substance con- 
sisting of sulphate of lime and about 31 
per cent, of water. It exists in large 
quantities in Nova Scotia, also in New 
York and other states, in many parts 
of the United States it is extensively 
used for agricultural purposes in its 
ground condition, when it is called land 
plaster. Its best effects are on tbe clovers 
and ligunffnous plants, such as peas, 
beans, etc. On red clover, upon soils 
where it is not naturally luxuriant, the 
effect of gypsum is often wonderfully 
beneficial. Its action as- a fertilizer 
seems to consist more in its absorbing 
and concentrating ammonia from the at- 
mosphere than from any special fer- 
tilizing properties of its own. It is j 
highly recommended as an absorbent to 
be used in stables and barnyards. Like 
lime, it is very useful on certain soils, 
but its usefulness cannot always be de- 
termined without a trial. By using a 
little on alternate strips of ground a 
farmer can best decide this question for 
himself so far as his own soils and crops 
are concerned. One bushel judiciously 
used would be enough for this purpose. 
On some lands no good effects can be 
seen from its use. 
Trying Out Lard. 
There need be no difficulty in trying 
out Lard in such a way that it will keep 
almost indefinitely, provided the two 
most essential requisites are observed. 
First, tbe rendering should be done with 
a slow and uniform heat, not so slow as 
to be unnecessarily tedious, but not so 
fast as to incur any risk from scorching. 
Second, the heating should be continued 
until the water contained in the fat has 
been thoroughly evaporated. This will 
be pretty well indicated by the scraps 
becoming crisp and brown, When all such 
1___1_ 
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and the liquid lard again returned to the 
kettle to be still further evaporated. 
After being sufficiently cooked it should 
be carefully strained into wooden or 
stoneware vessels and be set away closely 
covered to prevent dust from getting 
into it. If an extra quality is desired 
the leaf lard should be rendered by itself, 
but ordinarily the fat pieces and the leaf 
may be tried together. The fat from the 
intestines should be tried by itself, and 
if done in a cleanly manner will make 
very good lard for all general purposes. 
The highest rate of yield of corn for 
1891, as estimated by the department of 
agriculture, was, in New England, from 
85 to 40 bushels per acre. In the south 
the range is from 11 in Florida to 25 in 
.Maryland, while in the surplus corn 
states the figures are as follows: Ohio. 
133.7; Indiana, 32; Illinois, 31.2; Iowa, 
!36.7; Missouri, 29.9; Kansas, 26.7; Ne- 
[brasiia. 36.3. 
A heavy fall ox snow may DreaK the 
limbs of evergreens and other trees. It 
may be primitive, but them is no better 
way of dislodging the snow than striking 
the branches with a pole. 
Quotations of Staple Products in the 
Leading Markets. 
Stocks and Bonds—Money Easy Sterling 
Exchange Quiet and Steady Government 
Bonds Dull and Steady—Railroads Bare- 
ly Steady—Stocks Dull aud Rower. 
At New York money is easy, ranging from 
1 to4 percent.; last loan at 2, closing atlVi 
per cent. Prime mercantile paper at 4Va@6 
per cent. Sterling^Exchange quiet and steady 
with actual business in bankers’ bills 4 88t4 
for 60-day bills and 4 SSVi for demand ;posted 
rates at 4 84@4 86. Commercial bills 4 S2Vt@ 
4 84V.. Government bonds are dull and steady. 
Railroads are fairly active and barely steady. 
Dullness was the feature of dealings in the 
stock market for some time after 12 o’fclo t>. 
Professionals soon brought considerable pres- 
sure to bear and prices yielded all over the list. 
Losses were still confined to fractions, though 
the entire list was again brought down below 
tlie level of opening figures, and the lowest 
prices reached in almost everything traded in. 
The mar ket continued comparatively quiet. Ces- 
sation of pressure followed by a slight rally in 
prices, closing fairly active at or near lowest 
prices of the day, 
Transactions at the Stock Exchange aggre- 
gated 371,500 shares. 
Retail Grocers* Sugar Bates. 
Portland market-cut loaf 5M>c;confectioners* 
7c; pulverized, 6c; powdered, 6c; granulated, 
Rp rtnffAfl p.rnflhAH 53/. r> ? vpllnw 
Railroad Receipts. 
PORTLAND, Jan. 14. 
Receipts by Maine Central R. R.—For Port- 
land, 69 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for 
connecting roads 142 cars. 
Foreign Exports. 
EIVERPOOL, ENG. Steamship Toronto- 
16,721 bush peas 2412 do oats 17,005 do bar- 
ley 7833 do apples 1200 bags flour 60,820 lbs 
oatmeal 553,150 do cheese 29.900 do butter 
724,660 do bacon 37,200 do lard 6050 pigs 
heads 9450 do ashes 1350 do poultry 3000 do 
ribs 114 cs eggs 3 do leather 11 do books 12 cs 
canned goods 500 bdls ash 7 cs autharps. 
Grain Quotations. 
NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE. 
CORRECTEDBY POLLEN, CROCKER & CO. 
Wednesday’s quotations. 
WHEAT. 
Jan. Feb. May. 
Opening.100% 102% 
Highest.101% 102% 
Lowest...100% 101% 
Closing.101% 1027/8 
CORN. 
Jap. Feb. May. 
Opening. 61 60% 49% 
Highest. 51% 61 50 
Lowest. 51 50% 49'% 
Closing.51 508% 49 
Thursday’s quotations. 
WHEAT. 
Jan. Feb. May. 
Opening.101% 103% 
Highest.1017/8 103', 
Lowest.101 102% 
Closing.101 102 % 
CORN. 
Jan. Feb. May. 
Opening. 51 50% 49% 
Highest. 51 50% 49 
Lowest. 50% 50% 49% 
Closing.50% 60% 49% 
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE. 
Wednesday’s quotations. 
WHEAT. 
Jan. May. 
Opening. 91 % 
Lowest. 91% 
CORN. 
Jan. May. 
Opening. 38% 41 % 
Closing.38% 41% 
Thursday’s quotations. 
WHEAT. 
Feb. May. 
Opening. 92% 
Closing. 91% 
CORN. 
Jan. May. 
Opening. 41 % 
Closing.. do°/8 
Portland Daily Press Stock List. 
Corrected bv Swan & Barrett, Bankers and 
Brokers, 18G Middle street. 
STOCKS. 
Description. Par Value. Bid. Asked 
Canal National Bank.100 126 128' 
Casco National Bank.100 115 117 
First National Bank.100 98 100' 
Cumberland National Bank.. 40 40 40- 
Merchants’National Bank.. 75 115 117' 
National Kraders’ Bank. .. .100 116 118' 
Portland National Bank... .100 103 105 
Portland Trust Co. 114 116* 
Portland Company. 100 
Portland Gas Company. 50 80 90 
Portland Bailroad Company 115 120 
* Div’d off. 
BONDS. 
Portland City Gs, M’ncip’l various.. 100 110 
Portland City 6s, B. B. aid, 1907... 123 125 
Portland City Funding 4s.102 123 
Bath City Gs, Mun. various.100 106 
Bangor City Gs, long E. E. aid.110 112 
Bangor City Gs, long Municipal.118 120 
Belfast City Gs, B. B. aid......106 107 
Portland & Ken. B. K. Gs, 1895.... 104 105 
Deeds & Farmington B. B. Gs.105 106 
Maine Central B. B. 1st. mtg 7s.... 115 117 
Maine Central B. B. Con. 7s.133 135 
Maine Central B. K. Con. 4 s.103 10o 
Maine Central B. B. skng fnnd Gs... 103 105 
Portland Water Co’s Gs, due 1899.. 108 110 
Portland Water Co’s 4s, due 1927.. 95 97 
Boston Stock Market. 
The following were to-day’s quotations of 
stocks in Boston: 
Atchison, Topeka & Stanta Fe B. 4 3 Vs 
C. B. & Q.108 
Mexican Central... 21% 
Union Pacific. 485% 
Boston & Maine B.102 
do pfd.145 
Bell Telephone.207 
New York and New England R. 60% 
do pfd.107% 
Wisconsin Central. 19% 
Maine Central. 
New York Mining Stocks. 
(By Telegraph.) 
NEW YORK, Jan. 14, 1892.—The following 
are to-day’s closing quotations of mining Stocks: 
UU1. V. UitI ....
Hooking Coal.16 50 
omestake.12 00 
Ontario.44 00 
Quicksilver. 4 00 
do pfd.22 00 
Mexican. 1 80 
Gould & Curry. 165 
Yellow Jacket. 
Opitir. 2 85 
Best & Belcher. 
Con. Cala. & Va. 
Horn Silver. 
New York Stock and Money Market. 
(By Telegraph). 
NEW YORK, Jan. 14,1892. 
The following are to-day’s closing quotations 
of Government securities: 
Jan. 13. Jan. 14. 
New4’s reg.116% 116% 
New 4’s coup.116% 116Ya 
United States 2s reg.100 100 
Central Pacific lsts.10 % 105% 
Denver & R. G. 1st.116% 116=4 
Erie 2ds.107 107 
Kansas Pacific Consols.10S7/s 108 '. 
Oregon Nav. lsts.108 1 8% 
Kansas Pacific lsts.106% 106% 
Closing quotations of stocks: 
Adams Ex press.147 147 
American Express.117 117 
Central Pacific. 34 33% 
Ches. & Ohio. 20% 27 Va 
Chicago & Alton.139 139 
Chicago & Alton preferred.... 100 16o 
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.. 108 107% 
Delaware & Hudson Canal Co.. 125=4 125 
Delaware. Lackawana & West..140% 140 
Denver & Rio Grande. 16% .16% 
Erie. 32% 32 
—-—-- 
Erie preferred. 72% 72 
Illinois Central.108 101 % 
lud.. Bloom & West. 
Lake Erie & est. 22% 22% 
Lake Shore.431% 
Manhattan Elevated.104% 104% 
Michigan Central.106 105 
Minn. & St. Louis. 9% •>% 
Minn. & St. Louis pfd. 21 % 21% 
Missouri Pacific. 6344 63 
New Jersey Central.114% 114 
Northern Pacific common. 23% 23 
Northern Pacific pfd. 07% 07Vs 
Nortliwestern.117 116% 
Northwestern pfd.141 141 
New York Central.11 % 115 
New York, Chicago & St’Louis. 20% 20 
do pfd. 78% 80 
Ohio & Miss. 22 22 
Out, & "Western. 20% 20 
North American. 16% 16% 
pacific Mail... 38% 38% 
Pullman Palace.187% 187% 
Reading. 41 40% 
Rock Isla d. 03 22% 
St. Louis & San Fran. 
do pfd. 
do 1st. 
St. Paul 81% 80% 
do pfd.122% 122 
St. Paul, Minn. & Maun.115 11 ■> 
St. Paul & Omaha. 47% 47% 
do pfd.110 109 
Texas Pacific, new. 12% 1 % 
Union acific. 48% 48% 
U. S. Express. 60 60 
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific... 14 14 
do pfd. 81% 31 
Western Union. 88% 83% 
Sugar Trust. 83% 83% 
do pfd. 
Richmond & West Point. 16% 16% 
do pfd. 71 71 
Oregon |Nav. 88 87 
Boston Produce Market. 
BOSTON, Jan. 14, 1892.—Tile following are 
to-day's quotations of Provisions, Produce, ete. 
Pork—Long cuts 14 00@14 26; short cuts at 
14 00@14 50; hacks at 14 50^14 75; lean lends 
at 00 00®15 00; pork tongues 16 50; butt pork 
10 50. 
Hams at 9 ic; small do IOc; pressed hams 
11 c. 
Lard—Choice 7c p ft in tierces and tubs;10-ft 
pails in cs 8%c. 
Hogs—Choice city dressed 6c ^ ft jcountry do 
6c. 
Blitter—western extra creamery at bu®ouo; 
faiicy higher; firsts and extra firsts at 23@28c; 
extra imitation creamry 22@23e jfactory clioicee 
20@21e; Northern creamery, choice 30@31e; 
New York and Vermont dairy, good to choice 
24@25e; Eastern creamery, good to choice at 
25@29c. The above quotations are receivers’ 
prices for strictly wholesale lots. 
Cheese—Northern choice full creams and 
twins HWc; fair to good at 7@llc; Western 
choice lie; fair to good 8w@10 vsc; sage at 12 
@12 Vie. 
Eggs—Eastern extras—@28c; fancy near-by 
stock higher: firsts 25@26o; extra Vermont and 
New Hampshire 28o;Western firsts at 26@27c; 
Michigan firsts 25@26c; held stock 19@20c; 
limed 18e. Jobhing prices are le higher. 
Poultry—Northern fresh-killed turkeys,choice 
16@ —c; fair to good 12@14c; choice chickens 
at 15@ —c; fowls 13c; Western dry packed 
turkeys, choice 14@ —c; fowls 10@12c; chick- 
ens 14@—c. 
Potatoes—Choice Inatives and Maine stock at 
1 37V2@1 5019 hbl; choice Vt and northern N 
H and N Y Burbanks and white stars 45 D bu; 
rose 45e; Houiton Hebrons 50c; Aroostook He- 
brons 45c. 
Beans—N Yk liand-sicked pea, 1 95@$2; mar- 
row pea, $1 85@1 90; choice screeu pea, 160® 
1 70; hand-picked med, 1 85@1 90; choice yel- 
low eyes, 1 85@1 90; California pea beans,2 20 
@2 30; hand-picked, 2 30@2 40. 
Seed—Timothy. 1 55@1 06;red top. 1 75@$2; 
Western Jersey, 2 00@2 25; clover, 8@9c ;Huu- 
garian, 90c@$l. 
Hay—Choice, $18; some fancy higher; fair to 
to good ®15@$17; Eastern line, $12@$14; poor 
to ordinary’ $11@$14. 
Apples—No 1 Baldwins, 1 50@1 62Y2 ; Maine 
and N. H. choice Baldwies.l 02Va@l 75;Green- 
lngs 1 50@1 62 vv ; Kings $2@2 50. 
Chicago Cattle Market. 
(By Telegraph) 
CHICAGO,Jan. 14,1892.—The Cattle market 
—Receipts 18,000; shipments 5000: steady to 
lower; good to extranativas steers 4 50@5 25: 
others 3 10@4 25; Stockers 2 25@3 00; cows at 
1 30@2 75. 
Hogs—receipts 48.000; shipments 13,000: 
irregular; rough and common 3 90@4 00 ;mixed 
and packers 4"05@4 10 ;prime heavy and butch- 
ers’ weights 4 10@4 3s; light 3 85@4 05. 
Sheep—receipts 9.000; shipments 2000; active 
and steady; ewes at 3 25@4 25 ;mixed at 4 35@ 
4 75; wethers 4 75@fl.S0.; Western 5 05@5 30. 
Lambs 4 26@6 75. : 
Domestic Marktes. 
(By Telegraph.) 
NEW YORK.Jan.14.1892.—The Flour mark- 
et—receipts 21,::O0 packages; exports 4223 
bids and 50,367 sacks ;dull and weak; sales 21,- 
600 bids. 
F'lour quotations—low extras at 3 30@3 90; 
city mills extra 5 00@5 10; city mills patents 
5 10® 5 40; winter wheat low grades at 3 30@ 
3 75; fair to fancy at 4 00@4 75 ;patents at 4 0 
@5 25; Mimiesota clear 4 15@4 50; straights 
do at 4 35@5 00; do patents 4 60@5 15; do rye 
mixtiu-es 4 00@4 75; superfine at 2 90®3 60; 
fine at 2 75@3 25. Sothern flour dull and heavy; 
It vc UUUI .. x.v^v.- 
flour at 1 80® 1 90. Buckwheat at 53®58c. 
Cornmeal quiet and steady. Wheat—receipts 
90,750 hush; exports 478,647 bush; sales 151,- 
000 bush; quiet aud Irregular, closing easier; 
No 2 Bed at 1 01 store and elev. 1 02 @1 04 
afloat: 1 02®1 04% t o b; No3 Bed at 99 c; 
No 1 Northern 1 03 ■■ @1 04%; No 1 hard at 
1 06%®1 06''. ; No 2 Northern at 98%e. Bye 
steady and quiet; Western at 97®09e. Barley 
dull and unchanged; No 2 Mil —c. Corn—re- 
ceipts 218.550 bush; exports 331,542 bush; 
sales 266.000 bush; irregular with a fair busi- 
ness, closing more steady; No 2 at 60%@50%c 
eiev, 51 ■ ®52c afloat, —c f o b; No 2 White at 
62%@o3e;'No 3at46@4G%c; steamer mixed 
at 40% 3:51c. Oats—receipts 90,200 bush; ex- 
ports !o7l24 bush; sales 110,000 bush; weaker 
and quiet; No 3 at 36c; do White at 38o; No 2 
at 3614(5.37 c; White do 38%@39c; No 1 at 
38c; do White at 40c; Mixed Western at 36,® 
37 c; White do at 39@43c; White State at 39 
i«43c; No 2 Chicago at 37!4®37 c. Coffee- 
Bio more active and firm; No 7 at 134,c. Su- 
gar-raw is dull and nominal; market for re- 
fined quiet,steady ;No 6 at 3%c;No 7, at 3%c; 
No 8 at 3 9-lGc; No 9 at 3%c: No 10 at 3 7-16; 
No 11 at 3% c ;No 12 at 3 5-l«e; No 13 at 3% ; 
off A 3’ @3 15-16; Mould at 4%c; standard 
A 4Vbc; Confectioners’ A at4%c; cut loaf at 
5V8C; crushed at 5 c; powdered at 4 5-lGc; 
granulated 4 3-lC@4 5-16c; Cubes 4 r-16c. Pe- 
troleum quiet and steady; united 63%c. Pork 
active aud firm; Beef quiet; beef hams steady 
and quiet; tierced beef dull; cut meats iu go 
demand; middles firm and quiet. Bard lower 
with fan-demand; Western steam closed 6 60; 
city steam at at 6 05196 10; refined active and 
firm; Continent at 6 60®6 97%; ,S A at 7 50. 
Butter is quiet and firm; State dairy 17t®25c; 
Western crm 21@31%c; Elgin at 31(®31%c. 
Cheese in fair demand nd firm. 
Freights to Liverpool film and fairly active; 
grain per steam —d. 
CHICAGO,Jan. 14,1892—The Flour market 
is easv hut not quotably lower; winter patents 
4 40®4 70; straights at 4 15®4 40; spring patr 
ents 4 40®4 75; straights 3 80@3 90; bakers at 
3 60@3 66. Wheat nervous; closed lower; No 2 
Spring wheat at 85J/scj No 2 Bed 87V3C. Com 
8 26. Lai'd at 6 20®6 22%. Short rib sides at 
5 60®5 60. Dry salt meats—shoulders at 4 50@ 
4 62%; short c lear sides 5 90@6 00. 
lieceipts—Flour, 36,000 bbls; wheat, 67,000 
1JUSll CUl II 100,000 uuou, v/cruo, ouoa, 
rye. 34,000; barley, 01,000 bush. 
Shipments—Flour, 29,000 bbls;wheat. 25,000 
bush;corn, 143,000hush; oats, 190,000 bush; 
rye, 6,000 bsli; barley, 44,000 bush. 
ST LOUIS, Jan. 14, 1892,-The Flour mar- 
ket is unchanged; demand improving. Wheat 
nervous; closed lower; No 2 Red at 88c. Corn 
closed Vitaftie higher; No 2 at 36%@37. Oats 
dull; No 2 at 30%c. Bye dull and nominal ;No 
2 a!32%c. Barley steady and quiet; Minn at 
6'c. Provisions dull and easier for dry salt 
meats; pork at 9 00@9 50for old, and 1160 
for new'. Lard at 6 10. Dry salt meats—shoul- 
ders 4 35; long and ribs at 75; short clear at 
5 96. Bacon—shoulders at 5 25 ;longs and ribs 
6 25; short clear 6 37%®G 50. 
Hams 9 00@10 50. 
Receiots—Flour, 4,000 bbls; wheat, 44,000 
hush; corn, 227,000 hush; oats. 23,000bush; 
rye, 1,000 bush; barley, 11,000 bush. 
Shipments—Flour, 5,000 bbls; wheat, 24,000 
bush; corn, 111,000 bush; oats, 16,000 hush; 
rye, 3,000 hush; barley, 1,000 bush. 
DETROIT, Jan. 14, 1892.—Wheat-White at 
91% c; No 2 Red at 91%. Corn—No2 at41c. 
Oats—No 2 at 33%c; No 2 White 34c. Eye at 
8 
Receipts—Flour, 550 bis ;wheat 537400 hush; 
corn 3760 bu; oats, 3029 bush. 
Cotton Markets. 
(By Telegraph.) 
NEW YORK, Jan. 14, 1892,-The Cotton 
market is quiet and l-16e up; sales 310 bales; 
ordinary uplands at 5 3-16e; do Gulf at 5 9-16c; 
good ordinary stained at 4 11-16c; middling 
uplands at 7 9-16c; do Gulf 7 15-16e;do stained 
7VsC. 
NEW ORLEANS, Jan. 14, 1892,-The Cotton 
market is quiet; middling 6%c. 
CHARLESTON, Jan. 14,1892,-The Cotton 
market is quiet; middling eysc. 
SAVANNAH, Jtoj 14;.J?'°2-—The Cotton 
market is firm; ® /8,~' 
MOBILE Jan. 14, 1892.—The Cotton market 
Is firm; middling 6%c. 
MEMPHIS, Jam 14.1892—The Cotton mar- 
ket is firm; middlings 0 Ac. 
Foreign Markets. 
(By Telegraph.) 
LIVERPOOL. Jan. 14, 1S92.—The Cotton 
market is steady; middling, at 4d; sales 12,000 ifales; VpeculatioSi and export 3000 bales. 
LIVERPOOL, Jan. 14, 1892.—Quotations— 
Winter Wheat at 8s@8s 0 d; Spring Wheat 
at 8s </8s O'/ad: California average at 8s 4d@ 
8s 4Vsd; Mixed American Corn 5s 544d. Cheese 
55a. 
Portland Wholesale Market. 
PORTLAND. Jan. 14,1892. 
The following are to-day’s quotations of Grain, 
Provisions, Produce, etc.: 
Flour. L Grain 
Superfine & .Corn, car lots... 58@ 9 
low grades.4 76@5 00 Corn, bag lots. 61@63 
X Spnne & Meat, bag lots. ■ 005.01 
XXTpring.5 00@5 25 Oats,car lots.. .44"45 
PatentSprng Oate, bag lota..46@48 
Wheat. 5 75@0 25 Cotton Seed, 
Mich str’ght car lots... $28@28 50 
roller..... 5 37@5 02 bag lots.. $29@30 00 
clear do.. -5 lo^go 25 Sacked Br’n 
StLouis st’gt *'.ar lyts... S22&23 00 
rooler. 7.5 50@5 65 bag lots.. $23124 OO 
clear do... 5 25@5 37 i Middlings.. $23@2 00 
Wnt’r wheat I bag lots. $24@27 00 
patents... 5 76@6 00! Provisions. 1 
Fish. Pork,Backs.$15@15 50 
Cod—Large clear. .14 75@15 00 
Shore .... 0 25@6 50.| short etsl5 00@15 25 
Small do.. 5 00@5 25 Beef,extra 
Pollock .... 3 005 4 25 mess... 8 50@ 9 00 
Haddock... 3 28@6 50 plate... 10 Ofto lO 50 
Hake.2 00,a2 50 ex-plate. 10 50@1 1 00 
Herring,box jLard, tubs. 6Vt@ 744 
Scaled_ 14@18c tierces... 6o„@ 7v* 
Mackerel, bl pails.... GVa(al2 
Shore ls..$ 24@$26 pure leaf,1044@ll 
Shore 2s..$ 14@$16 Hams .... 10 @1044 
Med. 8S...1150@$13 docov’rd.ll @1144 
Large 3s.. Oil. 
Produce. Kerosene, Fort- 
Cpe Cran’s.. 6 00@8 00 land ref. pet... 644 
Pea Beans.. 2 00@2 15 Ligonla.6 
Medium do. Centennial.6- 
Ger. rued. .1 75@210 Pratt’s Astral.. 844 
Yellow liyes.l 75@3-00 Devoe’s brilliant 8 ■» 
Irish Potat’s 50® 5he Muscatel... i 50®2 60 
Streets .... 2 50@3 00 London lay’r2 00@3 50 
Onions—Na- Oupura lay’r. 8 @91/2 
tives.2 50@2 75 Valencia. 7 @7 Vs 
Geese. 14@15c Sugar. 
Chickens. .. 15@171b Ex-qual’ty fine 
Fowls. 13® 14c granulated... .47-16 
Turkeys.... 17@ 18c Standard do... 4 
Apples. Extra C. 3Vs 
No 1 Bald- Seed. 
wins.1 75@2 00 Bed Top... 1 90@2 00 
ating.2 25®2 50 Timothy.. .1 55® 1 60 
vap 191b- 8® 12c. Clover.10 @14 
do old.... 7@ 8e Butter. 
Lemons. Creamery...... 28@30 
Palermo .4 00@5 00 Gilt Edge Vr’mt.27@29 
Messina_4 00@4 75 Choice.20@21 
Malagers.. I Good.19@20 
Oranges. | Store.18@19 
Florida_2 50@3 50i Clieese. 
Eggs. IN. Y.fct’ry.12 @13 
Eastemext_27@28iVermont. 12 @13 
Held.25@26 i Sage.13% @14 
Limed. 22 
Bread. I Leather. 
PiotSup.7%@8- New York- _ 
do sq.6y2@6 I Light....19@20 
Crackers ... .5 @6 Mia weight... .21@22 
Coal. Heavy.22@23 
Cumberland.4 50@5 00 Slaughter.31@ 2 
Vcadla. Good d’mg.19@20 
Chestnut.... 600|Am. calf.60® 70 
Franklin.... 7 50 Lumber. 
Lehigh. 6 00 S'th pine.... $30@$40 
Coffee. Clear pine— 
Bio, roasted... .19@21 Uppers.858@60 
Java do.29@30 Select.$4 @52 
Coogerage. Fine common. .$38®i45 
Hhhd shooks & hds— 1 Spruce...S13@14 
Mol.city. .1 80® 1 90 Hemlock.$11@12 
Sug.count’y90c@l 00‘ Clayboards— 
Country Mol, Wuce.X.$36@38 
lihd shook si 15@1 20. Clear.S34@35 
lihd hdg ipl 2d clear.S25@28 
32 in. 24@26 No 1.S15@20 
Spruce35in 20® 2 Pine.$26@60 
Soft pine35 20@22 Shingles- 
HardpneS 26@30 X cedar.. .3 0@3 75 
Hoops 14 ft. Clear cedar. 3 00@3 25 
Hoops -13 ft. X No 1..... 2 00® r 50 
Hoops 8 ft. No 1 eedar. .1 25®1 50 
Cordage. Spruce.1 25@1 50 
Amer’nW'lb. 10@11 Laths,spee. .2 00@>2 16 
Manilla.... 12@14 Lime-Cement. 
Manilla bolt' csk. 1 00@1 20 
rope. @14 Cement.1 40@1 (0 
Russia do.. 17@18 Matches. 
Sisal.8%@9i/4 Star,pgross 50 
Drugs and Dyes. Dingo. 39@40 
Acid Oxahc_l-@14l Metals. 
Acid tart.40@42 Copper- 
Ammonia.15@20!14@48 com-00@25 
Ashes, pot-6 v. @ 3 Polished copper. 2o 
Bals copabia... 6 @70 14x48 planished. 35 
Beeswax.35^40 Bolts. ........ ^0 
Blcli powders... 5 Y M sheath.... 
Borax.12@14 Y M Bolts.• 27 
Brimstone, .. .2Va@ SiBottoms.*&&30 
Cochineal.40^43 Ingot.13^14 
Copperas... .lVa@ 'M 
Cream tartar... 30et3I Tin— 
Ex logwood-l»om Straits.zzigza 
Gumarabic.. .70@1 22 [English...... ■•23®2n 
Aloes cape.ir>@2":Char. I. Co..7 00@7 CO 
Camphor.P 0@52 Char. I. X. .9 2 ®.) o5 
Mytrh.62@55 Terne.fa 00®8 50 
Opium.2 25@2 50 Antimony... 18®18 
Shellac.3..@40 Coke.6 00@8 60 
Indigo.8 c@81 Zinc..7 £0®8 00 
Iodine.3 75®$4 SolderVaxVz 15Va 
Ipecac.2 o0@2 25! Molasses. 
Licorice, rt... .15® 0 Porto Rico.30@40 
Lac ex.34@40i Barbadoes.3 @33 
Morphine... 1 95@2 zO Cienluegos-38@40 
Oil bergamot! 00®4 25; Boiling. 
Cod liver... 1 10@1 35 Fancy Ponce... 39@40 
Lemon.3 25®3 50 Nails. 
Olive.1 00® 50 Cask,cut.... 1 90@2 00 
Peppt.3 25@3 50 wire .. 1 ®2 2j 
Wintergreen'Z 00@2 12 Naval Stores. 
Potass br’mde. -28@33 Tar bbl.. .3 76@4 00 
Chlorate.17®18 Coal tar-P> 25® 0 
Iodide.2 86@3 00 Pitch.3 00@3 25 
Quicksilver, .. 90®’!) Wil. Pitch.. 3 00®3 5 
Quinine.31®3fa Rosin.3 00®4 00 
RUeubarb, rt.75c@I60 Tupentine, gal. .38@48 
Rt snake.36®40 Oakum.8® 9 
Saltpetre.10®16 Oil. 
Senna.25®30 Linseed.38@43 
Canary seed.... 4.0,414 Boiled.41®40 
Cardamons 1 00@1 7.5 Sperm.1 00®117 
Soda, by-carb3 @6% whale.• 0®60 
Sal.2V2@3 Bank.. 3;,®4o 
Sulphur.3 V> @3 Shore.30®33 
Sugar lead.20®22 Porgie..... — 00®35 
White wax... 55@G0 Laru.6o®7u 
Vitrol, blue_8 @10 Castor.1 25@1 35 
Vanilla,bean .$10®13 Neatsfoot ..00e@l OO 
Duck. Elaine.26@60 
No 1.32 Paints. 
No 3. 28 Lead- 
No 10.20 
8 oz. 12 Pine ground.7 00S7 50 
10 dz.15 Red..7 @714 
Gunpowder—Shot. EngVenRedS @314 
Blasting.. ..3 P0®4 00 Am Zinc... .5 0C@7 00 
Sporting....! 0®G 50 Rochelle... .214 
Drop shot,25 lbs. .1 50 Rice. 
Buck, B, BB, Rice ib-5V2@7 
T. TT, F.1 76 Rangoon .. 514@G 
Hay. Saleratus. 
Pressep.$12@13 Saleratus ... .5@5V4 
Straw.$ 'J® 10 j Cassia, pure... .1B@17 
Iron* I Maee.75® 80 
Common2_ @2:V81 Nutmegs-- .70® 73 
Refined.«■Vs « 2Vi Pepper.18(g)21 
Norway. :... 3%@3‘ys Cloves.. 15^-0 
Cast steel.... @8 Ginger... 13® 15 
German steel.f«3J/a Laundry.3V2&7V2 
Slioesteel ..... .®2% Souchong.18@50 
Sheet Iron— I do choice-3n®50 
Common.4 @4% Japan.25®30 
H C.4V2®5 Ooolong.30®36 
Russia_13Va®i4 do choice.30®40 
Galv.6 ®7 Tobacco. 
Lead Best brands.. 5O@60 
Sheet. 6V"(a>7 Medium.30® 40 
Pipe........6 Common.25^30 
Pig ........ Natural leaf.. ..60@70 
OCEAN STEAMER MOVEMENTS. 
FROM FOR TIME 
Marcia .New York.. Rio Janero J3n 16 Ahvasinht.New York. .Liverpool .Jan 16 
Maasdam.!!'.! New York.. Rotterdam.. Jan 16 
LaBouriroirue .New Yoik. .Havie.Jaa lo 
Glemroif k New York.. Rio JaneiO ..ion 16 
Yumnrl New York.. Hav & Mex. Jan 16 
Alvo New York.. Kingston,&c Jan 16 
City AlexandriaNew York. .Havana.. .Jan 18 
finale New York. .Bremen. .Jail 1!1 
Valencia I!!! .New York. .Laguayra ..Tan 20 
City of Berlin New York.. Liverpool .. Jan 20 
Teutonic New York. .Liverpool .Jan 20 
Edam .New York. .Amsterdam Jan 20 
A Ivena' New Yrork.. Connives, &cJau 20 
Afflanca'New York.. Rio .Janeiro. Jail 30 
Lampasas .New York. .Colon.Jail 20 NtPnS™ New York. .Hav&Sagua Jan 20 SfS .New York. .Hamburg Jan 21 
Clarlbel.New York. .Port Union Jail 22 Vneutan..New York. .Hav&Mex. .Jail 23 
Pot-icon 
"" Portland... Liverpool. .Jan23 
Marcia .New York.. Rio Janeiro. Jan 23 
Gallii ::::::: New York.. Liverpool. -Jan 23 
MINIATURE ALMANAC, JAN. 15. 
..’2 371 water |:; 1o oo 
NLAlilKK NEWS 
PORT OF PORTLAND. 
THURSDAY, Jan 14, 
Arrived, 
Steamer Cumberland. Thompson, Boston for 
Eastport and St John, NB. 
Cleared. 
Steamship Toronto. (Br) Davies, Liverpool— 
D Torrance & Co. 
Sch Little Sadie, Beals. Jonesport—J LI Blake. 
SAILED—Staamer Toronto. 
EXCHANGE DISPATCHES. 
Passed Torry island Jan 13, steamer Domin- 
ion, Portland for Bristol. _ 
Ar at Valparaiso Jan 11, barque Rose Innes, 
Marwick, New York. 
Sid Dec I, barque Onaway, Cnckett, for Anca 
Memoranda. 
Philadelphia. Jan 13—Seh Douglass Gregory, 
from Philadelphia, is reported ashore af the 
entrance to Sagua, Cuba, and will probably be a 
^Valparaiso. Dec 8—The wreck of ship Rappa- 
hannock, of Bath, has been sold by auction as 
she lies sunk in six fathoms water in Cumber- 
land Bay, for $200; and her cargo of coal was 
was sold for $60. 
Domestic Ports. 
NEW YORK—Ar 12th, steamer City of Para, 
Colon; schs Grace P Willard, from Stomngton; 
Drisko, Drisko, New' Haven. 
Ar 14t,h, steamers Niagara, Havana; Alvena, 
Kingston. 
Cld 13th, barque Harriet S Jackson, Bacon, 
East London, Af; schs Ethel F Hawley, Kelley, 
Caibarien; Edward S Stearns, Heal, Barbadoes. 
Passed Hell Gate 13tli, schs A Tirrell, New 
York jor Boston: Pacific, do for Nyannis: Sarah 
Eaton, do for Now Haven; Silver Heels, Hobo- 
ken for Rockland; Sardinian, Amboy for Bos- 
ton ; Mattie J Alles. Elizahethport for Portland; 
John S Beacham, Elizahethport for Boston. 
BOSTON—Cld 13th, sch Cliildo Harold, Swee- 
nev. Philadelphia. 
Cld 14th, sch C H Fabens, Howes, Dakar, Af, 
f°PASCAGOULA—Sid 13th, sch Ella G Kells, 
Limiell, Caibarien. PENSACOLA—Ar 12th, schs ManrJ Cook, 
Higbee, Havana; Hattie McG Buck, Sproul, 
P8ATILLARrVER-Sld Otli, seh Mabel Tho- 
mas, Robinson, New Brunswick. 
m r,i.i. „..i> Unlan T Atnrtin Tfiminrain for 
New York 
BRUNSWICK—Ar 12th, sch Star of the Sea, 
HBRUNSWl'ciC—Ar 13th, sch Agnes I Grace, 
EDARI°EN—Ar 12th, sch Greenleaf Johnson, 
Woodruff, New York. 
DARIEN—Ar 13th, sell Almeda Willey, Cope- 
laud. Providence. 
SAVANNAH—Cld 13th. schs Olive r Whit- 
tier, Whitter, and James B Jordan, Bickmore, 
NCHARKESTON-Ar 12th, sch J N Parker, 
Hammond, New York. 
COOS AW—Ar 12th, sch Chas C Dame, Fisher, 
N 
PORT ROYAL— Cld 12th, sch Alma Cum- 
mings, Cummings, Boston. 
WILMINGTON, NC— Ar 13th, sch Alice 
Crabtree, Crabtree, New York; SetUM Todd, 
^^ORFOLK—Cld 13th, sch Edw Waite, Fick- 
UtN EXPORT NEWS—Ar 13th, sch Tecumseh, 
^BALTIMORE—Cld 13th, sch Levi Hart,Giles, 
GArS, sch John F Randall. Hall, New York 
Cld 13th. sch Fannie A Gorham, Carter, Gal- 
veston; Walker Armingtan, Drinkwater, Provi- 
denes* 
Sid 13th. barques Arthur C Wade, Matanzas; 
Chestina Redman, do. 
Sid I2th, sch Annie Bliss, for Savannah. 
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 12th, sch Wesley M 
Oler. Kelley, New Bedford. Cld 12th, sch Albert T Stearns, Kelley, Allyn 
Point. 
Ar 13th, sebs R T Hargraves, Allen, Camden; 
Joel F Sheppard, Welch, Portland. 
Cld 13th. sch Geo II Holden, Carlisle, Wil- 
mington. NC. T 
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 13th, sch Lois V Char 
pies, Grace, New York. n£w HAVEN — In port, schs H H Chamber- 
lain, Fasset, New York for Salem; M A Rice, 
Rice, do for Bangor; Clara, Higgins, New York 
f0buT<?H' ISLAND HARBOR Sailed 13 th, 
schs M Luella Wood. Spaulding, Rockland for 
Baltimore; E Waterman. Calais lor New York; 
Frank Herbert, and J P Wyman, Fall River 
^NOBSKA—Anchored 14fih, sch Lucy H Rus- 
sell, from Philadelphia for Salem. 
VINEYA RD HAVEN—Ar 12th, sch Wm H 
Pressey, New York for Salem. 
In port 12th, sehs Palestine, Nettle, Joe, E H 
Smith, Seventy-Six. Aldlne, David.Torrey. Car- 
rie C Miles, Viola May, Chas H Tnckey, Frank 
G Rich. ,, 
HYANNIS—In port 13, sch Franklin, Amboy 
for Boston; Jennie G Pillsbury, New York for 
Rockland. _ 
PROVINCETOWN-In port 13th, schs Jas A 
Brown, and Druid, from Thomaston for NYork; 
Effle J Simmons, do for do. 
SALEM—In port 14th, sehs Andrew Petere, 
■Vow York for Calais: Dharley Woolsey, Boston 
for Eockland; Lizzie Dewey, Beynara, mum 
for New York. 
Also, sells Druid, Hutchins, Thomaston for 
New York; Effie J Simmons, Maloney, do for 
do; BH Jones, Cookson, New York lor Tho- 
maston ; Battler. Hunt,, do for Eastport. 
GLOUCESTEE—In portl 4th. sells Penobscot, 
Philadelphia for Belfast ; Effie J Simmons, Tho- 
maston for New York. 
PPOBTSMOUTH—Below 14,sch Wm Wilson, 
Port Johnson for Portland; Wm T Emerson, 
Boston for Eockland; Petrel, Boston for Bel- 
fast; Ariosto. Eockland for Boston. 
Old 13th, sch Sarah W Lawrence, Haskell, for 
Baltimore. 
BOOTHBAYHABBOE—Ar 11th, sch Joe 
Carlton, Eockland for New York. 
Foreign Port*. 
At Hong Kong Dec 8, ship GovBobie, Nich- 
ols, for New York. 
At Manila Dec 1, ship Mary L Stone, Park, 
for New Yerk, lag hemp and sugar; Centennial, 
Colcord. from Newcastle, ar 20th; barque Tilly 
Baker, Carty, from do, ar 18th, unc. 
Sid fm Huelva Dec 30, sch JemueS Butler, 
Butler, Port Eoyal- ,, 
Passed Tuskar 4th inst ship John E Kelley, 
Gibbons, New York. 
Arat Guadaloupe 5th inst, sch Edna, New 
Y<ArVat St Thomas 5th inst, brig Mary Gibbs, 
Moore, Lisbon for Turks Island. 
Cld at Zaza about 5th inst, barque Henry Nor- 
well. New York. 
Sid fm Havana 8th mst, sch Eleanor, Voss, 
Pascagoula. 
Arat Matanzas 13th mst, sch Eebecca M 
Walls, Smith, Philadelphia. 
Sid fm Cardenas 3d inst, sch H J Cottrell,Has- 
kell, Pensacola. 
Spoben. 
Dec 19, la} 5 N, Ion 29 W, ship Puritan, from 
New York for Calcutta.__ 
ISLAND STEAMERS. 
Casco Bay Steamboat Company, 
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF. 
is INTEK TIME TAJ3EE, commencing i>ion- 
** day, November 1, 1891: 
Leave Portland for Forest City Landing, Peaks 
Island, 5. 45, 6.45, 8.00 a. m., 2.15, 6.10 p. m.; 
for Little and Great Diamond, Trefethen’s and 
Long Island, 8.00 a. m., 2.15. p.m. b t W. T. GODING, 
oct30dtf General Manager. 
MRPSWELL STEAMBOAT CtL 
ON and after Nov. 2,1891, steamer MERRY- CONEAG. will leave Orr’s Island at 6.40 
a. m., for Portland and intermediate landings. 
RETURN leave Portland Pier for Orr’s Island 
and intermediate landings at 2.20 p. m. 
ISAIAH DANIELS, 
octldtf General Manger. 
FREEPORT STEAMBOAT CO. 
STEAMER PHANTOM will leave Portland Pier for Freeport, touching at Falmouth 
Foreside, Cousens, Great Chebeague and Little- 
iohns’ Island and Wolfs Point, at 2 p. m. daily 
(Sundays excepted). RETURNING, will leave 
South Fi-eeport at 7 a. m., touching at all land- 
ings, commencing Monday, Nov. 9, 1891. 
sept2dtf H. B. SOULE. Manager. 
A. R. & E. A. DOTEN, 
Real Estate and Loans. 
$50,000 to Loan 
in large or small amounts. Parties wishing to 
build can be accommodated. 
COM EM R CIA L. PAPER. 
Rooms 3 and 4, Jose Building, 
NO. 98 EXCHANGE STREET, 
jul eodly 
STEAMERS. 
International Steamship Co. 
— FOR — 
Eastport, Calais, St. John, N.B., Halifax, N.S. 
and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Sco- 
tia, Prince Edwards Island, and Cape Bret- 
on. The favorite route to Campobello and 
St. Andrews, N. B. 
Fall and Winter Arrangement. 
On and after Nov. 2. and until further no- 
tice, tlie steamers of this line leave Railroad 
Wharf, Portland, Monday and Thursday at 
G.OOp. m., for Eastport and St. John, with 
above connections; Returning, leave St. John 
and Eastport same days. 
Through tickets issued and baggage checked 
to destination. jgjp*Freiglit received up to 4.00 
p. m. 
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Un- 
ion Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other 
information at Company's Office, Railroad 
Wharf, foot of State street. 
J. B. COYLE, Gen’l Manager. 
je20 dtf 
----
FALL ARRANGEMENT. 
FARE OILY $1.00. 
THE NEW AND PALATIAL STEAMERS, 
TREDIONT AND PORTLAND, 
Alternately leave Franklin Wliarf, Portland, 
every evening, Sundays excepted, at 7 o’clock; 
arriving in season for connection with earliest 
trains for points beyond. 
Through tickets for Providence, Cowell, 
Worcester, New York, &c. 
Returning, leave India Wharf, Boston, every 
evening, Sundays excepted, at 6 o’clock. 
J. F. LI8C0MB. J. B. COYLE, 
General Agent. Manager. 
sep!6 dtf 
Maine Steam ship Company 
For NEW YORK, 
Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednes- 
days and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave 
Pier 38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays 
and Saturdays at 4 p. m. 
J. E. COYLE, General Agent. 
novlO dtf 
DOMINION LINE. 
Royal Mail Steamships. 
CailinT at Halifax Outwards and Homewards 
From From From 
Liverpool. Steamer. Portland. Halifax. 
Dee. 21. TORONTO, Jan. 14. Jan. 16. 
Jam 7. SARNIA, 28. 30. 
21. LABRADOR, Feb. 11. Feb. 13. 
Feb. 4. OREGON,“ 25. 27. 
Cabin, *40 to *60; Return. *80 to *110; Sec- 
ond Cabin, *25; Steerage, *20. 
Avonmouth Dock Direct. 
From I I From 
Avenmouth. I Steamship. I Portland. 
January 7. |~TEXAS,1 January 24, 
The Bristol steamers do not carry passengers. 
DAVID TORRANCE & CO., 
nov23dtf Agents. 
Allan Line 
Royal Mail Steamships. 
BETWEEN PORTLAND AND LIVERPOOL. 
From I I From 1 From 
Liverpool | Steamships I Portland. I Halifax. 
31st Dec. I Parisian, 21st Jan. 23rd Jan. 
14th Jan. Sardinian, 4th Feb. 6th Feb. 
28th *Numidian, 18th 20th ‘, 
11th Feb. Circassian, 3rd Mar. 5th Mar. 
*S. S. Numidian will carry cattle 
and only cabin passengers. Cabin *40 to 
$60, according to steamer and location of state 
room; second cabin *26; steerage *20. 
STATE LIISE {SerTice of A!j§n Liue steam' 
New York and Glasgow, via Londonderry, 
every fortnight. Cabin *35 and upwards. Re- 
turn *65 and upwards. 
Glasgow to Boston direct via. Derry and 
UailVOJ. A IVUH'IU UUVUll.fcV 'li' 5 
#30, Apply to H. & A. ALLAN and T. P. 
MCGOWAN, Portland, or H. & A. ALLAN, 
Boston. 
dec24 dtf 
PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY 
— LINE FOB — 
California, Japan, China, Central and South 
America and Mexico, 
From New York, pier foot of Canal street, 
North River, for Sail Francisco via The Isth- 
mus of Panama. 
For Japan and China, 
LAMPASAS... sails Wednesday, Jan. 20, noon. 
From San Francisco, 1st and Brannon Sts. 
CHINA.sails Wednesday, Feb. 17, 3 p. m. 
For Freight, Passage, or general information 
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents. 
E. A. ADAMS & CO., 
115 State Street, Cor, Broad St., Boston. 
jelO dtf 
BOSTON AND PHILADELPHIA. 
DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE. 
From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday. 
From Philadelphia every Tuesday and Friday. 
From Lone Wharf, Boston, 3 p. m. From 
Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p. m. In- 
surance one-half the rate of sailing vessel. 
Freights for the West by the Penn. It. E., and 
South by connecting hues, forwarded free of 
commission. 
Passage IS 10.OO. Round Trip StlS.OO. 
Meals and room included. 
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING, 
Agent. 70 Long Wharf, Boston. 
B. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General 
Manager, 89 State St., Fiske Building, Boston, 
Mass. oct22dti 
RAILROADS. 
Grand Trunk Railway of Canada, 
On and After MONDAY, Dec. 7, 1891, 
Trains will run as follows: 
DEPARTURES. 
For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10 and 7.20 a. 
m., and 1.10,1.80 and 5.10 p. m. For Gor- 
ham, 7.10 a. m, 1.30 and 5.10 p. m. For 
Montreal and Chicago, 7.10 a. no. and 1.30 
p. m. For Quebec, 1.30 p. m. For Buck- 
field and Canton, 7.10 a. m. and 1.30 p. m. 
ARRIVALS. 
From Lewiston and Auburn, 8.25 a. m, 
12.10, 3.10, 5.40 and 6.50 p. m. From Gor- 
ham, N. H„ 8.25 a. m, 12.10 and 5.60 p. m. 
From Chicago and Montreal, 12.10 a. m, 
5.50 p.m. From Quebec, 12.10 p. m. 
TICKET OFFICE 
50 Exchange Street, and Depot Foot of In- 
dia Street. 
Lowest fares from Portland, Yarmouth Junc- 
tion aud Danville Junction as follows: To Chi- 
cago $20 and $15.75; Detroit $16.75 and 
$12.50: Kansas City $30 and $25.75; St. Paul 
$31.50 and $27.26; St. Louis via Detroit $23.75 
and $19.75; St. Louis via Chicago $26 and 
$21.60; Sau Francisco, California. $90 and 
$60.25. These rates are subject to change. 
L. J. SEARGEANT, General Manager. 
dee8 dtf 
CALIFORNIA, TEXAS AND MEXICO. 
Semi-Monthly Parties, personally conducted 
combining comfort, low rates, quick time, Pull- 
man Sleeping ears. Call on or address E. E. 
CURRIER, New England Agent Southern Pa- 
cific Co, 192 Washington St, Boston, Mass, 
jama eodiy 
KAILKUAUB. 
Boston 8s. Maine R. R. 
In Effect October 4, 1891. 
WESTERN DIVISION. 
Trains leave Portland (Union Station) for 
Sc boro Beach, Flue Point, 7.00, lO.lo a. 
m 3.30, 5.15. 6.15 p. ill.; Old Orchard Beach, 
Saco, Biddeford. 7.00, 8 45. 10.15 a. m., 12.40, 
3.30, 5.15, 6.15 p. m.; Kennebunk, 7.00, 8.46 
a. m.. 12.40. 3.30, 5.15, 6.15 p. m.; Wells 
Beach, 7.00, S.45 a. in,, 3.30, 5.15 p.in.;North 
Berwick, Great Falls, Dover, 7.00, 8.45 a. 
m., 12.40. 3.30, 5.15 p. m; Rochester, Farm- 
ington, Alton Bay, Wolfboro, 8.45 u. in., 
12.40, 3.30 p. m.: Worcester, (via Uveat 
Falls and Rochester] 7.00 a. m.; Manchester 
and Concord (via South Newmarket J unction) 
7.00 a. m., 3.80 p. m.; (via Lawrence) 8.45 a. 
m.; So. Newmarket Junction, Exeter, Hav- 
erhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, t7.00, 
f8.45 a. m.. §12.40, 3.30 p. m. 
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. m., 1.00, 
4.00 p. m. 
Sunday Trains from Union Station, for Bos- 
ton and way stations, 12.55, 4.15 p. m. 
EASTERN DIVISION. 
From Union Station. For Cape Elizabeth, 
9.00 a. in.; Amesbury, 9.00 a. in., 6.00 p. m.; 
Biddeford, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Sa- 
lem, Lynn, Boston, (t2.00 a.-Wl. daily) $9.00 a. 
m., (§1.00 p. m. daily) 16.00 p. m. 
Boston for Portland, 7.00 a. m.. ($9.00 a. m. 
daily) 12.30 p. m., (*7.00 p. m. daily.) 
FROM COMMERCIAL STREET STATION. 
For Portsmouth and way stations, 4.dp p. 
m. tConnects with Bail Lines for New York, 
South and West. 
((Connects with ,Sound Lines for New York, 
t Western Division from North Berwick Sun- 
days only. 
•Western Division from Dover. 
Through tickets to all points South and West 
for sale at, Union .Station, Congress street, and 
at Commercial street station. 
JAMES T. FUBBEB, 
Vice Pres, and Gen. Man., Boston. 
D. J. FLANDEKS, G. P. and T. A.. Boston 
M. D. WILLIAMS, Gen. Agt. at Portland. 
oct3htf__ 
Portland & Worcester Line. 
P0RTIAS9 & ROCHESTER R. R 
STATION FOOT OF PREBLE STREET. 
On and after Monday, Oct. 15, 1891, Passen- 
§er trains will Leave Portland: 'or "Worcester. Clinton, Ayer Junctiou, 
Nashua, Windham and Pipping at 7.30 a. 
m. and 12.30 p. ns. 
For Manchester, Concord, and points North 
at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m. 
For Rochester, Sprlngvale, Alfred, Water- 
horo and Saco River at 7.30 a. in., 12.30 and 
5.30 p. ill. __ 
For Gorham at 7.30 and 10.00 a. 111., 12.30, 
3.00. 5.30, 6.20 and 11.16 p. m. 
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, West- 
brook Junction and Woodford’s at 7.30 
and 10.00 a. m., 12.30, 3.00, 5.30 6.20 and 
11.15 p. m. 
For Forest Avenue <1 leering), 6.20 p. ni. 
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects 
at Ayer Junctiou with “Hoosac Tunnel 
Route” for the West and at Union Station, 
Worcester, tor Providence and New York, 
via “Providence Line,” for Norwich and 
New York, via “Norwich Line” with Boston 
& Albany K. R. for the West, and with the 
New York All Rail via “Springfield.” 
Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester 
at 1.30 p. ni.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. m., 
1.30 and 5.50 p. m.; from Gorham at 6.40, 
8.35 and 11.30 a. m., 1.30, 4.30, 5.50 and 7.35 
For through Tickets to all points West and 
South, apply to S. E. CORDWELL, Ticket 
Agent, Portland, Me. 
J.. W. PETERS, Supt. 
C. J. WIGGIN, Gen’l Ticket Agent. 
oct5 _dtf. 
ROYAL BLUE LINE. 
Finest and. Safest Trains in the World 
—BETWEEN— 
>Tew York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and 
Washington 
VIA— 
CENTRAL RAILROAD OF NEW JERSEY, 
PHILADELPHIA & READING R. R., 
BALTIMORE & OHIO R. R. 
All trains vestibuied from end to end, lighted by 
gas. Tjnequaied.dbiiog oar service. 
TIME TABLE NOVEMBER 15, 1801. 
Leave New York from foot of Liberty street, 
•North River. 
For Philadelphia at 4.30, 7.45, 9.00, 10.00, 
11.30 a. m., 1.30, 2.15, 3.30, 4.00, 5.00, 6.00, 
7.30 P. hi., 12.15 night. SUNDAYS 9.00, 
10.30, 11.30 a. HI., 1.30, 3.30, 3.UU, D.UU p. 
m., lif.lo night. 
For Baltimore and Washington daily at 9.00, 
(11.30 with dining car) a. m.; 1.30, 3.30, din- 
ing car. 6.00 p. m., 12,15 night. Parlor ears on day trains Sleepers on night 
trains. 
Tickets via this .line ace.on sale at prmcipal 
Railroad offices throughout (New York and New 
England. 
Boston office, 211 Washington street. 
dec22__dtf 
Portland & Riimford Falls Railway. 
In Effect November 16,1891. 
Leave Portland via G. T.Railway, 7.10 a. m. 
R 
STAGE CONNECTIONS Daily-From IV. 
Minot for Hebron Academy; Buckfleid for W. 
Sumner and Turner; Cau on for Peru, Dix- 
fleld and Mexico; also for Brettun’s Mills, 
Livermore. L. L. LINCOLN, Supt. 
je27 __utf 
MAINE'CENTRAL It. It. 
For Bangor, Bar Harbor, St. John, the 
White Mountains, Quebec, Montreal 
and the West. 
On and after November “29. 1891, passenger 
trains leave Portland as follows: 
For Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewis- 
ton, 8.30 a; m., 1.10, 5.05 p. An. 
Lew iston via Brunswick, T.15 a. ill., *1.15, 
5.00 and $11.30 p. m. 
Rockland and Knox and Lincoln Stations, 
7.15 a. m., 1.15 and on Saturdays only at 5.00 
p. in. 
Brunswick, Bath, Gardiner, Hallo well and 
Augusta, 7.15 a. in., *1.15, 5.00 and $11.30 
p. m. 
Farmington and Phillips, Via Lewiston, 8.30 
a. ill., 1.10 p. m.; via Brunswick, 1.15 p. m.; 
and for Rangeley at 8.30 a. in. 
Monmouth, Winthrop Keadlield and Oak- 
land, J .10 and 5.05 p. m. 
Waterville via LeAviston, 1.10, 5.05 p. m.; via 
Augusta, 7.15 a. ni., *1.15, $11.30 p. pi. 
Skowliegan via LeAviston, 1.10 p. m.; via 
Augusta, 7.15 a. ill., 1.15, $11.30 p. to. 
Belfast. 1.15 and 11.30 ». ill. 
Dover-and r oxcrott, via Dexter, 1. i a, li.ju 
p. m. 
Bangor via Lewiston, 1.10 p. m.: via Augus- 
ta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15 and tll-30 p. m., and on 
Sundays only at 7.20 a. m. 
Bangor & Piscataquis R. R. via Dexter, 1.15 
aim 11.30 p. m.; via Old I own, at 11.30 p. 
Ellsworth and Bar Harbor at 1.15 and 11.30 
p. m. 
Vanceboro, St. John, Halifax and Provinces 
*1.15 and ill.30 p. m. 
Houlton, "Woodstock, St. Stephen and North 
Aroostook at 1.15 and 11.30 p. 111.; St. An- 
drews, 11.30 1>. in. 
•Runs daily. Sundays included. {Night ex- 
press with sleeping cars attached, runs every 
night, Sundays included, but not to Skowhegan 
Monday morning, or to Belfast, Dexter or be- 
yond Bangor, on Sunday mornings. 
White Mountains and Quebec Lino. 
For Cumberland Mills, Sebago Lake, Britig- 
tou, Eryeburg, North Conway, Glen, Bar- 
tlett, Eabvans, St. Johnsbury, Newport 
and Montreal, 3.45 a. ill., 3.30 p. m.; Jeffer- 
son anti Lancaster, 8.45 a. m. 
The 8.45 a. m. connects for all points in North- 
ern New Hampshire', Vermont, Chicago and 
the West; and with the Canadian Pacific 
Transcontinental train for Vancouver and Pa- 
cific Coast points. The 3.HU p. m. train 
connects at Montreal with trains via “Soe:’ 
l, ine for Minneapolis and St. Paul. 
ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND. 
From Waterville and Lewistou, 8.35 a. m.; Au- 
gusta. Bath and from Rockland Mondays only, 
8.40 a. in.; Montreal, Bridgton, etc., 0.30 a. 
m. ; Farmington. Skowhegan and Lewiston, 
12.25 p. m.; St. John. Bangor, Rockland, 
etc., 12.30 p. iu.; Waterville, Bath, Augusta 
and Rockland. 5.35 p. in.; Farmington, Skow- 
hegan, Waterville and Lewiston,5.45 p. m.: 
Montreal, Lancaster, Fabyans. Bridgton, 8.00 
p. m.; Night Pullman *1.40 U. m. 
•Sundays included. 
PAYSON TUCKER, 
Vice Pres, and General Manager. 
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l. Pass, and Ticket Agent, 
I Portland, Nov. 20,1801. nov24atf 
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NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY. 
SECOND PAGE. 
.T. R, Libby—Odd Lots and Remnants. 
FIFTH PAGE. 
Manson G. Larrabee—Great Clearance Sale. 
EIGHTH PAGE. 
M. C. M. A. 
Owen, Moore & Co. 
Hines Bros—Umbreliars. 
N. E. Redlon—Mason and Builder. 
J. It. Libby—Ladies’ outside Garments. 
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup lias been 
used over Fifty Years by millions of mothers 
for their children while Teething, with perfect 
success. It soothes the child, softens the 
Gums, allays Pain, cures Wind Colic, regulates 
the bowels, and Is the best remedy for Diar- 
rhoea, whether arising from teething or other 
causes. For sale by Druggists in every part of 
the world. Be sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s 
Soothing Syrup. 25c a bottle. 
febOMWSF&wly 
When Baby was sick, wo gave her Castoria. 
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria. 
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria. 
When sho had Children, she gave them Castoria. 
decll eod&wly 
For additional Local News see 
Fifth Page. 
BRIEF JOTTINGS. 
The Democratic County Committee 
met yesterday for consultation. 
Messrs. Phelps, Dodge & Co. paid $10,- 
000 in duties at the Custom house on 
l uesaay. 
Lewis E. Smith has been committed to 
Auburn jail to await trial, having failed 
to secure bail. 
There was a dense fog yesterday morn- 
ing, which lifted somewhat in the after- 
noon, and was followed by showers. 
At the weekly meeting of the W. C. T. 
XT. to be held today at 3 p. m, the subject 
will be “The study of department work 
as set forth in Miss Willard’s annual ad- 
dress.” All are invited. 
The sewing circle of the Woman’s 
Auxiliary will hold its first meeting at 
the Y. M. C. A. rooms today, at 2 p. m. 
All members,are invited to attend with" 
out further notice. 
The members of the Aged Brotherhood 
are invited to attend the funeral of the 
late Nathaniel Walker, this afternoon at 
2.30 from No. 46 Danforth street. 
A number of citizens took advantage 
of the opportunity afforded them to see 
our new Scott webb press work off the 
weekly edition and expressed much de- 
light at its excellent work. 
The Masonie Token, for the current 
quarter, has been received from Stephen 
Berry. The Token mentions Israel Coe, 
of Waterbury, Conn., as the oldest Ma- 
son in America. He was initiated in 
1815. 
A average of 100 boxes of wafers man- 
ufactured in Portland, are sold on Maine 
railroads annually, amounting to $4800. 
The peddlers of these rolls on the rail- 
roads average a profit of $18 a week,mak- 
ing a good living. 
Ten years ago an orcier rrom one oi our 
carpet dealers for $100 worth of Chinese 
matting would have been considered 
large. Now one for $1000 is not unusual. 
It is used extensively for chambers and 
in summer cottages. 
The great oil tank that is hauled about 
the city and vicinity by three horses, 
weighs, when full, 9000 pounds. One day 
last week the driver delivered 2000 gal- 
lons of oil, and all but 87 gallons he was 
obliged to carry into the stores, etc., in 
two big cans. 
Cattle transported to this port from the 
west for shipment have to have a tin tag 
attached to their ears, which is a clean 
bill of health for the animals. These 
tags are inspected by the government of- 
iicer and if not found all right, or lost, 
the shipper suffers. 
*he Widgery block, injured last Sun- 
day, stands on the site of the old Widg- 
gery mansion, whose owner, Hon. ffm. 
Widgery, cast i he only New England vote 
in favor of the war of 1812, although lie 
was a large ship owner. Mr. Widgery 
■was the grandfather of Hon. W. W. 
Thomas. 
The children, and the older people who 
take tire children to the circus, will he 
.uterested to know that the Barnum 
show, owned by James A. Bailey, has 
bought out the Adam Forepaugh circus. 
But the two shows will continue distinct, 
and will be in Maine on alternate years 
as heretofore. 
The Standard Heel Company of Lewis- 
ton, effected a lease of the Androscoggin 
county jail workshop for four years from 
January 1, 1892, at $8000 a year—an ad- 
vaucc of $200. The Standard Heel Com- 
pany lias held the lease for two years 
past. Their plant is divided between 
Portland and Auburn. 
Rev. Henry Blanchard, D. D., by invi- 
tation of the pastor of the Second Advent 
church, will repeat his discourse on 
“The word made flesh,” delivered last 
July at the Congress Square church, in 
the church in Congress Place, next Tues- 
day evening at 7.30. Those who wish to 
hear the review which will he given by 
Mr. Woodward on the following Sunday 
evening, will not fail to be present and 
ear Dr. Blanchard’s presentation of the 
utter._ 
Itcal Estate Transfers. 
The following transfers of real estate 
in this county have been recorded at the 
registry of deeds: 
Otisfield—Iniiabitants of Otisfield to M. I>. 
Andrews. $350. 
M. I). Andrews to G. W. Newcomb. $300. 
Freeport—George F. Fogg et als to James 
Tfolman. 
Bridgton—John H. Rose to Theresa A. Proc- 
tor. 
___ 
Business Troubles. 
A. A. Pierce, provision dealer, Skow- 
liegan. Me., offers his creditors 25 cents 
on a dollar. 
George W. Wescott, general trader, 
Birch Harbor, Me., bas assigned. 
W. M. Peaslee, grocer, Gardiner, Me., 
is settling in insolvency.—[Boston Her- i 
aid. I 
THE POULTRY SHOW. 
Premiums Awarded at Yarmouth Yester- 
day. 
The third day of the exhibition of the 
Yarmouth Poultry Association pro- 
gressed about as usual despite bad 
weather. It is certainly a rare exhibi- 
tion of the feathery tribe that does much 
honor to Maine and Massachusetts, and 
New Hampshire comes in handsomely as 
a competitor. 
The birds are scoring very high, many 
being in the nineties, while the acme is 
100. Melville Thomas of Brunswick has 
a pair of Black Hamburgs, the pullet 
scoring 90$ and the cockerel 94$. A Lang- 
shan pullet exhibited by C. K. Richards 
of Falmouth, scored 96$, and also a 
Black Hamburg pullet bred by the same 
scored 90$. It is a rare exhibition, prob- 
ably the finest ever made in Maine, if not 
the largest. It will be continued through 
Friday. Half fare arrangements have 
been made with the Grand Trunk and 
Maine Central railroads. 
The following are the regular associa- 
tion premiums awarded: 
Premiums. 
Laced Wyandottes—D B Swot-t, Portland, 
cock, 2d; lien. 2d; tie 3d on lien; tie 4th on pul- 
let; 2d on cockerel; 3d on pen of chicks; 3d on 
exhibition pen. 
Mrs. .1 W Merrill, Falmouth, 4th on cock: on 
lien tie 3d and 4th; on pullet, 1st, 3d and 4th; 
on exhibition pen 3d on ehjeks. 
George Hodudon, Yarinouthville, tie on 3d 
and 4th for pullet; 3d oil cock; tie 4th on hen; 
on exhibition pen of chicks 4th; on pen of fowl 
2d. 
Silas Bartlett. Lewiston, 1st oil cock; 1st on 
hen; tic 4th on hen; on exhibition pen 1st. 
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erels; pullet, 1st; tie 2d and 3d on pullet; 1st on 
exhibition pen. 
White Wyandottes—Silas Bartlett. Lewiston, 
fowl. 1st on cock; 1st, 2d, 8d and 4th on hen; 
1st on exhibition pen. 
A D True, Norway, 1st on cockerel; 1st on 
pullet. 
Hondans—N D Bucknam, Yarmouth, 1st, 2d, 
3d and 4th premiums and all specials. 
Hamburgs, Silver Spangled — Stephen A 
Preble. Portsmouth, N H, tour 1st premiums. 
Black Hamburgs—A J Kenniston, 1st on hen; 
2d on cock. 
C K Richards, Falmouth, 1st on cock; 2d on 
hen. Same, 1st and 2d on cockerel and pul- 
let. 
Red Combs—G V McKenney, Auburn, 1st on 
cock, cockerel, lien and pullet. 
Samuel Merrill, Yarmouth, 2d on cockerel and 
pullet and 3d and 4th on pullets. 
Ducks—R W llobes, Salem, Mass, 1st on 
young and 1st on old Pekin ducks. 
Wallace R Merrill, Cumberland Centre, 3d on 
young Pekins. 
A J Kenniston, 1st on Aylesbury ducks; same 
1st on White Call; 1st on Gray Call; 1st on Cay- 
uga ducks; 1st on Muscovey ducks. 
Geese—Penn Blanchard. Cumberland Centre, 
1st on Toulouse geese old: A. ,J. Kenniston, 1st 
on Toulouse geese young; A. J. Kenniston, 1st 
on Kmbden gees and white China geese. 
Turkeys—L. B. True, Yarmouth, 1st on 
black turkeys; Charles Poole, Yarmouth, 1st on 
bronze turkeys young; A E Shurtleff, South 
Paris, 1st on bronze turkeys old; A J Kennis- 
ton, 1st on buff turkeys; A J Kenniston, 1st on 
white Holland turkeys. 
Special Premiums. 
No. 27—Barred Plymouth Eocks, $5 cash, G 
V McKenney, Auburn. 
No. 28—Barred Plymouth Rocks, $5 cash, G 
V McKenney, Auburn. _ 
No. 29—Tie between G V McKenney and D 
H Dennett, casli SO. 
No. 30—G V McKenney, cash $3. 
No. 31—C L Pulsifer, East Poland, cash SI. 
No. 32—Cash $1. D H. Bennett, Yarmouth. 
No. 33—Cash SI, E B. McKenney and D H 
Bennett, tie. 
No. 34—Cash SI. A D True. Norway. 
Hondans—No. 106, cash S2, N. D. Bucknam, 
Yarmouth; also 107 and 108. cash, $1 each. 
Laced Wyandottes—No. 66, cash $5. Silas 
Bartlett. Lewiston. 
No. 68—Cash SI. M. P. Hawkins. 
No. 69—Cash SI. George H. Hodsdon, Yar- 
mouxuvuie. 
White Wyandottes—No. 80, cash $5, Silas 
Bartlett. 
No. 82—Cash 82. same. 
Bed Caps—No. 127, cash 82, G B McKenney, 
Auburn. 
No. 128—Samuel Merrill, Yarmouth. 
Ducks—No. 175, cash 83. B W Hopes, Salem, 
Mass. 
No. 177—Cash 81. A J Kenniston, Simpson’s 
Corner, Me. 
Mr. L. R. Cook, the secretary, has been 
highly efficient and unceasing in his la- 
bors and to him is chiefly due the credit 
for one of the largest and best poultry 
exhibitions ever held in Maine. 
PERSONAL. 
Captain Richard Harding of Yarmouth 
was in the city yesterday, calling on his 
acquaintances. 
Mrs. Sarah C. Elwell of Woodfords is 
ill with grippe at Togus, where she is 
visiting her son, Dr. W. E. Elwell. 
Rev. .1. Carroll Perkins of the First 
Parish church, preached at King’s Chap- 
el, Wednesday. 
Inspector of Buildings Hanson was ill 
with the grippe for three weeks. He got 
better, came out last Friday, got more 
cold and had a severe relapse. 
Miss Clara Creighton of Thomaston is 
one of the Raymond & Whitcomb winter 
excursion that left Boston yesterday for 
California. 
Rev. W. B. Hayden is quite ill from 
the grippe and its complications, at his 
residence, the Preble House. He w'as 
somewhat better last night. 
Hon. George F. Emery is improving. 
Morrell-Decniaii. 
Yesterday afternoon a very enjoyable 
event took place at the residence of Ed- 
ward J. Morrell, it being the marriage 
ceremony of Lillie Alberta Leeman and 
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was performed by Rev. Dr. Henry Blanch- 
ard, in the presence of the relatives of 
tbe groom and bride. 
The bride was becomingly attired in a 
travelling costume of Bedford cord, trim- 
med with point lace. 
In the evening a reception was held 
from 8 to 10, the ushers being Mr. F. H. 
Harmon and Mr. F. B. Fish. A large 
number of friends called and offered con- 
gratulations. Mr. and Mrs. Morrell left 
for a brief tour at 1.30 a. m. 
A New Treasurer for the Maine Central. 
Mr. Joseph A. Linscott, for eight years 
treasurer of the Maine Central, has re- 
tired after a long and honorable service. 
Ho first became interested in railroad af- 
fairs as treasurer of the old Androscog- 
gin railroad in 1857. Ho succeeded the 
late John S. Cushing as treasurer. Mr. 
Linscott will retire to spend his old age 
in Farmington. 
Mr. Linscott’s successor will be Mr. G. 
W. York, at present auditor of the Maine 
Central. Mr. York is a native of this 
city and has won his promotion by effic- 
ient work for 16 years in various posi- 
tions in tlie Maine Central offices. Mr. 
William W. Colby, Mr. York’s clerk, 
will be made auditor. 
ARION COMING EAST. 
More About J. Malcolm Forbes’s Pur- 
chase of tlie Wonder. 
Washington, January 14.—In Arion, 
J. Malcolm Forbes of Boston now pos- 
sesses the most promising trotter in the 
world. Two months ago, as a two-year- 
old, Arion made the phenomenal per- 
formance of a mile in 2.10J. Should he 
go on increasing his speed as he develops 
Arion will make the trotting record of 
the world in the coming summer. Arion 
is a rich bay, 15 hands high, and is by 
Electioneer-Monette. 
It lias been currently stated that Mr. 
Forbes paid §150,000 for the colt. This 
(Senator Stamford refuses to either con- 
firm or deny. He thinks such a state- 
ment would come with better grace from 
Mr. Forbes. Ho says, however, that he 
sold Arion for a greater price than any 
horse was ever disposed at before. 
Mr. Forbes is also the possessor of the 
great trotting marc Nancy Hanks, whom 
many believe to be the greatest trotter 
living, and in her Arion will find a wor- 
thy stable mate. 
SOCIAL ORDERS. 
Ancient Order of United Workmen. 
At the meeting held last evening the 
following officers were installed by Grand 
Deputy E. M. Gay: 
Past Master Workman—Walter B. Marshall. 
Master Workman—H. A. Colesworthy. 
Foreman—C. J. Butler. 
Overseer—H. J. White. 
Guide—J. Anderson. 
Recorder—Edward M. Thomas. 
Financier—William H. Willard. 
Receiver—€. F. Roberts. 
Outside Guard—0. .Jorgenson. 
l'vanlioe Dodge, K. of P. 
Members of Ivanhoe Lodge, K. of P., 
should bear in mind the 11th anniversary 
of that lodge next Tuesday evening. En- 
tertainment and dance are to be pro- 
vided. 
Rotky Hill Dodge, K. ofP. 
The semi-annual installation of officers 
of Rocky Hill Lodge, K. of P., took place 
last evening at Wood fords. The install- 
ing officers were Grand Chancellor H. S. 
Thrasher, Grand Prelate E. P. Ripley, 
Grand Master-at-Arms W. A. Taylor, 
Grand Vice Chancellor George Bailey. 
The installation was not public. After it 
a collation was served. 
Held for Stealing a Dory. 
Yesterday morning, at 10 o’clock, a 
large number of Gloucester fishermen, 
held in port by the heavy fog, occupied 
the benches in the United States court 
room to hear the case of William Mc- 
Donald, adjourned over by Commissioner 
Rand from Wednesday afternoon, for 
stealing a compass from the schooner 
Olive Robinson. The Commissioner dis- 
charged McDonald on this complaint and 
a recess of an hour was taken for the 
preparation of paper charging him 
with the theft of a dory from the same 
vessel. 
When the court reassembled, three 
witnesses were called by the government 
the owner of the Robinson, the captain 
and cook afjthe time of the alleged theft. 
The owner testified to his ownership of 
the vessel. The captain testified to his 
going away from the vessel, and on his 
return finding the dory and other articles 
gone, besides McDonald, who was one of 
the crew, and several others of the men. 
The cook testified that McDonald helped 
get the boat into the water, and that the 
other men went also; that they steered 
with the aid of the compass towards 
what appeared to be land in the distance, 
and then changed their route and were 
picked up by a vessel, and that they 
took the dory on the vessel with them. 
McDonald testified he didn’t have any- 
thing to do with the stealing of the dory, 
and didn’t participate in the theft of any 
of the articles. 
Mr. George Libby, for defendant, 
claimed probable cause had not been 
shown, but the Commissioner thought 
differently and boimd over McDonald in 
$300 to the next term of the Circuit 
Court and committed him. 
The Kent Telescope. 
The telescope in the observatory on the 
top of the Park street block was given to 
the Natural History Society last fall, by 
the Kent heirs who own the house, which 
was formerly occupied by Miss Cross, 35 or 
40 years ago. Miss Cross kept a fashiona- 
ble private school and was an enthusiastic 
astronomer. It was she who built the 
observatory and purchased the telescope, 
and she was accustomed to spend a good 
deal of time there in the night, studying 
the heavens. Prof. Fuller says that as 
soon as possible the telescope will be 
transferred to the roof of the Natural 
History building. It has a six-inch ob- 
jective, is seven feet long, and a Harvard 
professor, who has used it here, says that 
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lie himself had purchased. 
Steamer Movements. 
The Toi’onto sailed yesterday for Liv- 
erpool, carrying a large cargo valued at 
nearly §200,000. In the cargo were 5170 
barrels of Canada apples and 2527 barrels 
of Maine apples, 15.S45 bushels of bar- 
ley, 58,700 bushels of peas, 596 boxes of 
Canada bacon, 8510 boxes of cheese and 
40S head of cattle The Toronto had six 
passengers. 
The next steamers to arrive will be the 
Texas and Sarnia, both of which are ex- 
pected about the 19th. 
The Parisian will sail next Thursday. 
The Sardinian was to have left Liverpool 
today for Portland. 
First Free Baptist Parish Meeting. 
The adjourned annual meeting of the 
First Free Baptist Society was held in 
the vestry Wednesday evening. The 
following officers were elected: 
Deacons for two y4ars—Rufus Deering. L. J. 
Jones; for one year, J. M. Pluinmor, J. Wheel- 
er. 
Church committee in addition to the pastor 
and deacons—Mrs. Isaac Orr. Mrs. T. C. Lewis. 
Mission Committee—Miss Mabel Lewis, Miss 
Lizzie A. Coffin, Miss Lizzie B. Aagersou. 
The report of the treasurer, read at the 
first meeting, showed the society to be 
in a prosperous condition. 
HALF FARES. 
Maine Veterans Will Have Them on the 
Railroads to Washington. 
Mr. Arthur Sawyer received word from 
Washington yesterday that the passenger 
agents of the lines centreing in Washing- 
ton met Saturday last and decided to 
make a half fare rate for the G. A. R. 
encampment next September. This will 
give the Maine veterans one fare, making 
the round trip cost them about $12 or $15, 
or even less if they start from points in 
the western part of the state. 
Mr. J. W. Trefetheu and I’Xsli Warden 
Frisbee. 
To the Editor of the Press: 
I liardly consider Geo. W. Frisbee 
worthy my powder, but I can hardly re- 
frain from replying to his very saucy ar- 
ticle in the Argus in relation to myself 
and the men in my employ, as X wish to 
show Mr. Frisbee as he is. People about 
Portland who know me can best tell 
anybody who has read the article, and 
who is not acquainted with me, what 
kind of a man X am. When Mr. Frisbee 
was first seen about our premises he was 
asked if he was a fish warden. lie re- 
plied “No! he was not.” That’s how he 
first introduced himself, with an untruth. 
My son saw him soon after at the Union 
station one noon, where he made the re- 
mark that he w;as going to detain lobsters 
properly marked, consigned to New 
York, whenever lie took a notion, and 
that the county attorney said he would 
furnish him a warrant at five minutes 
notice to do this. 
and said that he never told Mr. Frisbee 
he would furnish him with a warrant 
neither had he power to furnish warrants 
in such cases. 
This is the man who claims to be. 
abused on board of the schooner Mary E. 
Smith; a man who boarded the vessel 
with oaths, accompanied by a man who 
had no business with him, and who had 
no right on the vessel’s deck; a man who 
with others is trying to make all the 
trouble and annoyance for me they can. 
C. N. Trefethen did ask the captain to 
order Mr. Condcpi from the deck, which 
Captain Chadwick had a perfect right 
to do. 
I did tell Mr. Frisbee if ho continued 
to act as he had he would probably get a 
thrashing, as I certainly would not al- 
low a man on my premises to use the 
language he did. He several times made 
the remark that he couldn’t be bought 
and that the other dealers would think 
he had been bought, as he did not find 
any illegal lobsters aboard the Smith 
worth counting. 
This is the man who says I have abused 
him. Talk about buying such a man, I 
wouldn’t accept him as a gift. 
Yours Respectfully, 
J. W. TEEFETHEif. 
An Attratlvo Window. 
Allen & Co., the Middle street tailors, 
draw crowds of people to their large 
show window—corner of Plum and Mid- 
dle streets—by the attractive manner in 
which it is dressed. The Treasury De- 
partment has lately ordered the officers 
of the revenue service to procure uni- 
forms of a new pattern, and Allen & Co., 
were so fortunate as to secure the con- 
tract for the uniforms of the officers of 
jjauas as against me great new ioik 
firm that generally does the army and 
navy work. The window is prettily 
draped with the flags of the United 
States naval and revenue service. The 
full dress uniforms are mounted on dum- 
mies, or carelessly, yet artistically 
grouped about the window, while the 
chapeaux and swords with coils of rope 
and other naval emblems give a very re- 
alistic appearance to the window. 
Plaisted and O’Connor in Portland. 
Fred Plaisted, accompanied by W. F. 
O’Connor of Toronto, the champion 
sculler of America, stopped over here 
Wednesday, on his way to Boston from 
Toronto, O’Connor’s home. In Boston 
they are to arrange a race for $1000 to 
$5000 a side, between Teemer and Hos- 
mer and O’Connor and Hanlan, to take 
place probably at the Point of Pines in 
May or June next, although efforts are 
being made to have the race rowed at 
Pullman, 111. The race will be for the 
.double scull championship of the world, 
Plaisted and O’Connor left on the 6 
o’clock train for Boston, and will remain 
there for some days. 
One of the Best Parrots in the Country. 
Captain James Kcazerhas a parrot that 
has few rivals in this country as a lin- 
guist. It is a large African parrot, and 
was obtained about a dozen years ago 
from an English transport in South Afri- 
can waters. It was in the midst of the 
Zulu war, and the bird's associates could 
not all have been of the best; yet the 
parrot rarely if ever indulges in profan- 
ity. As a conversationalist the bird is a, 
veritable Macaulay of parrots. 
Saved by a Portland Vessel. 
The bark Rose Inness, Captain Mar- 
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Chili, Wednesday. She had on hoard 
the crew of the English ship Glencross, 
wrecked on December 21st, off Cape 
Horn. The Glenross was loaded with 
coal, was caught in a terrific gale, the 
cargo of coal shifted, and when the Rose 
Inness took off the crew the ship was 
completely dismasted and the waves 
were dashing over her. 
Tlie Seal Plush Mill. 
Knightville citizens will have an op- 
portunity this evening, at 8 o’clock, 
in the school room to hear address 
from I. C. Atkinson and the Eng- 
lish expert on the important silk plush 
mill intended to be located at Cape 
Elizabeth. All citizens who are inter- 
ested in the progress and prosperity of 
the town should not fail to be present. 
Seized by the United States Marshal. 
Deputy Marshal Smith returned yes- 
terday from Rockport, where he went to 
serve a libel on the owners of the schoon- 
er Radiant and seize the schooner, on a 
charge of collision with a vessel owned 
by a gentleman from Cumberland. 
Marshal Smith brought the captain back 
with him and it is understood the matter 
will be settled without coming to a trial. , 
An Interesting Bit of Furniture. 
The Press Club of this city has come 
into possession of an interesting piece 
of furniture—one of the two old wooden 
desks provided by the Maine Legislature 
for the legislative reporters in the House 
of Representatives dating back to the 
time of the removal of the seat of gov- 
ernment from Portland to Augusta in 
1832. It was in constant use up to the 
rebuilding of the State House two years 
ago. At it sat James G. Blaine, Chief 
Justice Melville W. Fuller and other 
prominent Maine men during theif jour- 
nalistic careers. The desk is of pine, 
painted, with the slender graceful legs 
so much in vogue in the furniture 50 
years ago. 
How to Avoid Its Attacks and How to 
Recover from Its Effects. 
As la grippe is undoubtedly caused by some 
micro-organism carried in and by the air, tlie 
best general advice which can be given is to 
avoid exposure in inclement weather, and keep 
your strength up, your blood in good condi- 
tion, and your digestive organs in regular ac- 
tion. These last three conditions can best be at- 
tained by taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which so 
happily meets the requirements that with its 
protection you 
Need Not Fear La Grippe. 
It lias been wittily said that la grippe “keeps 
you sick fifteen days after you are 1 well,” so 
slowly is strength recovered. Hood’s Sarsapa- 
rilla lias been found of inestimable value in re- 
storing desired vigor after la grippe and also 
after scarlet fever, diphtheria, pneumonia, 
and other prostrating diseases. The system 
finds in 
Hood’s Sarsaparilla 
the. lmildimr nn finalities so much needed. 
through thelife-giving properties it imparts to 
the blood. 
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. 
The weather today 
is likely to 'be 
stormy. 
Fkiday, Jan. 15,1892. 
YOU can get a whole box of fine 
quality commer- 
cial size Envelopes for 
38c. and paper to match 
at 16c. a pound in large 
quantities or small. 
For ioc. the stationery 
counter sells a neat port- 
folio of cream laid note 
paper with envelopes, 
blotter pad, etc., blocked 
especially for travelers. 
Crane’s,Marcus Ward’s, 
Whiting’s and “Beacon 
Hill” papers are here in 
all the approved sorts for 
business or social cor- 
respondence and there’s 
quite a saving made in 
buying it by the pound. 
The Women’s Macin- 
toshes at $1.75 are exactly 
the same as those we’ve 
been selling for $2.50 and 
the prevailing weather 
makes a double reason 
why this offering should 
have attention. They’re 
not damaged nor injured 
in any way; we’ve marked 
them down to close out a 
line that we’re not keep- 
ing any more. 
OWEN, MOORE & CO. 
255 FEDERAL ST., 
Portland, Me. 
Estimates for Buildings of all kinds furnished. 
Brick and Stonework. Cementing and Exca- 
vating done at short notice. 
Mr. F. It. Redlon was admitted to the firm 
jail, l, jLbUi:. rrompx anu personal attention 
given anti satisfaction guaranteed. 
Is. E. 11EDLON. F. E. KEDI.ON. 
janlSeodlmo* 
M. C. M. A. 
Members of the Maine Charitable Mechanic’s 
* 
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. 
GREAT SALE 
< M 
OF 
UMBRELLAS ! 
— AT 
LESS THAN HALF PRICE. 
We are offering the best bargains in Umbrel- 
las that were EVES? offered, we believe, in the 
State of Maine. We shall sell nice Silk Umbrel- 
las which have odd handles—not more than two 
alike—at prices so low that everybody wil! be 
amply satisfied. 
READ THE PRICES: 
$11.50 QUALITY FOR $5.00 
6,25 “ " 3.00 
$5.00 QUALITY FOR $2.00 
4.50 “ “ 1.50 
Also several other lots consisting of $3, $4, $5 
and $6 qualifies, some of which are slighflysoiled 
or worn, at ridiculously low prices. 
We shall also sell a large'lot of Ladies’ Union 
Silk $2.50 Umbrellas in new handles, at $1.50 
each. 
THE PRICES OF GENTS' UNDERWEAR 
ALSO REDUCED. 
Scariet Drawers, sizes 30, 32 and 34, marked 
down from 75 cents to 48 cents per pair. And 
gray under shirts and drawers also 48 cents per 
piece. 
HEAVY GREY RIBBED 9DC. UNDERWEAR 
AT 69 CENTS PER PIECE. 
Also a lot of SVIedlicott’s Heavy Underwear in 
odd lots, and Scotch goods, at less than actual 
cost to manufacture, 
$1.00 PER PIECE. 
RINES BROTHERS. 
J. R. LIBBY’S 
Greatest Clearance Sale 
t 
OF 0X3X5 LOTS OF 
LADIES’ AND MISSES’ 
OUTSIDE GARMENTS. 
During the Three Days of the Mammoth Remnant Sale, 
'V; • 
SVIonday, Tuesday and Wednesday, Jan, 18,19,20, 
The Mark Dawn is Simply Frighiful. 
High Cost Jackets Marked Down to $1.00. 
Long Garments that cost from $15.00 to $25.00, 
Marked Down to $5.00, $7.00 and $8.00. 
Long Garments that cost from $8.00 to $90.00, 
Marked Down to $2.50. 
Rubber Garments - - - 50 cents. 
In some cases the Garment is marked at less than one quarter the cost of 
material. Many of them are not now styles, but they are good styles, of splendid 
material, and very finely made, and could not be made today at less than the full 
price. 
There never was such an opportunity to buy a good Garment for a mere song, 
but we are determined to close out the Odd Lots in our Cloak Department; and 
when you see the goods and the prices at which we have marked them, you will 
believe it. 
Kemember the sale is for Monday, Tuesday and M ednesday, Jan. 18, 19 and 20. 
J. R. LIBBY, ■ Congress St. janl5 .' lit! 
